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USING	MOLECULAR	MODELING	TO	DESIGN	SEMI-FLEXIBLE	POLYMERIC	MATERIALS	Christian	Nowak,	Ph.D.	Cornell	University	2019		Using	Molecular	Dynamics,	we	simulate	detailed	All-Atom	models	of	(at	the	time)	unsynthesized	polythiophene	derivatives	with	oligoethylene	glycol	side	chains	under	the	stimulus	of	an	applied	electric	field	to	evaluate	their	ionic	conduction	properties.	The	originally	proposed	chemistry	(P3MEET)	has	an	oxygen	atom	in	the	side	chain	bonded	directly	to	the	polythiophene	backbone	which	is	identified	as	detrimental	to	the	ionic	mobility	as	the	mobility	of	that	oxygen	is	hampered	by	the	covalent	bond	to	the	backbone.	The	simple	insertion	of	a	single	methylene	group	between	this	oxygen	and	the	backbone	(P3MEEMT)	leads	to	a	near	five-fold	improvement	in	the	ionic	conductivity	as	observed	in	our	simulations.	Results	from	these	studies	informed	experimental	collaborators	leading	to	experimental	evidence	verifying	the	accuracy	of	our	initial	predictions.	
We	continue	by	examining	more	chemistries	which	take	the	three	oxygens	in	the	side	chain	of	P3MEEMT	and	goes	through	every	permutation	of	replacing	any	number	of	the	oxygens	with	a	methylene	group.	The	results	of	this	study	show	that	the	main	factors	that	are	in	competition	are	the	tendency	to	reduce	the	oxygen	concentration	to	reduce	the	average	number	of	oxygens	that	coordinate	a	given	ion	and	the	percolation	of	solvation	sites.	While	a	reduced	number	of	coordinating	oxygens	is	beneficial	as	it	becomes	easier	to	escape	that	
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trap,	it	also	correlates	to	an	increased	distance	between	solvation	sites.	This	weakened	percolation	of	solvation	sites	increases	the	energetic	barrier	as	the	ion	needs	to	make	a	longer	jump	between	sites.	This	competition	is	observed	only	in	the	amorphous	domain	because	the	crystalline	domain	has	a	regular	arrangement	of	side	chains	which	automatically	creates	a	percolated	network	of	nearby	solvation	sites,	masking	this	issue.		We	use	generic	coarse-grained	(CG)	models	which	can	represent	many	different	polymers	to	study	networks	of	semi-flexible	block	copolymer	chains	(D-LCE)	which	exhibit	a	saw-tooth	tensile	response	when	subjected	to	a	strain	field.	A	simulated	synthesis	shows	the	synthetic	viability	of	these	networks	which	leads	to	an	exploration	of	the	block	architecture	and	segregation	strength	of	the	chains	to	elucidate	new	behaviors	or	improved	properties	in	the	deformation	mechanics.	These	studies	show	that	this	class	of	materials	has	promise	and	should	be	studied.	To	aid	experimentalists	in	finding	a	chemistry	for	these	systems,	we	have	developed	a	methodology	to	begin	the	process	of	inverse	coarse	graining	(ICG)	which	aims	to	find	a	molecule	whose	physics/behavior	fits	well	onto	the	physics/behavior	of	a	CG	model	of	interest.	Outside	of	our	studies,	generic	CG	models	which	don’t	represent	a	specific	chemistry	are	used	extensively	to	scan	design	spaces	in	search	of	novel	behaviors/properties.	As	such,	the	ICG	process	is	critical	if	computer	simulations	using	generic	CG	models	are	to	inform	experimentalists.	We	also	present	a	method	for	calculating	the	free	energy	of	polymer	self-assembly	into	different	mesophases.	A	guiding	field	approach	is	used	to	take	a	system	of	athermal	chains	in	the	isotropic	phase	and	assembly	them	in	into	the	target	mesophase	which	circumvents	the	often	problematic	first-order	transition	that	is	seen	in	polymer	self-assembly.	Using	this	
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approach	the	phase	behavior	or	rod-coil	block	copolymers	is	studied	as	well	as	the	statistical	mechanical	origins	for	differences	in	the	phase	behavior	of	two	nearly	identical	molecules	who	only	vary	in	the	their	architecture.		
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Figure	5.7:	Plot	of	γ	as	a	function	of	composition	(%A)	comparing	simulation	to	the	predictions	of	Eq.	5.10.	All	values	are	normalized	to	𝛾50%A. .................................................... 92 Figure	5.8:	Morphologies	obtained	for	30%A,	Kbend=2.5	system	with	a	larger	lattice.	For	clarity	B	beads	are	removed;	see	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme.	(a)	is	the	defective	lamellae	and	(b)	is	the	perforated	lamellae	pointing	in	the	[1	-1	2]	direction.	(a)	is	rotated	to	show	the	lamellar	morphology	and	how	they	are	interconnected.	(b)	is	a	depiction	where	the	fragments	of	the	lamellae	in	the	periodic	box	are	“stitched”	together	to	form	one	single	lamellae.	We	use	extra	periodic	images	to	create	a	more	complete	lamellae.	B	block	is	removed	for	clarity,	see	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme. .............................................................. 93 Figure	5.9:	Plots	for	tensile	response	(a),	P2	(b),	and	chain	alignment	to	the	A-B	interface	(c).	normal	(c)	for	the	perforated	network.	The	distributions	in	(c)	are	averaged	over	20	snapshots	spanning	2×106	timesteps. ....................................................................................... 95 Figure	5.10:	Soft	response	of	the	perforated	network		for	α	=	1,	2,	and	2.25	(from	right	to	left).	B	block	removed	for	clarity;	see	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme. ........................................ 96 Figure	5.11:	Morphology	of	30%A-40%B-30%C	ABCBA	network	for	the	undeformed	(left)	and	α=3	(right)	states.	For	the	exact	chain	topology	of	this	network	and	color	scheme	see	Figure	5.3a,	middle	chain. .......................................................................................................... 98 Figure	5.12:	Snapshot	of	fully	swollen	ABACA	network,	showing	the	chain	orientation	flip	between	neighboring	cross-links.	See	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme. ....................................... 99 Figure	5.13:	Snapshot	of	the	undeformed	ABACA	network.	The	morphology	shows	interconnections	similar	to	the	perforated	network.	Block	A	is	omitted	for	clarity;	see	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme. ..................................................................................................... 100 Figure	5.14:	Tensile	response	for	the	ABACA-60A20C-kb4-20	network.	An	increase	in	number	of	teeth	is	seen	in	all	directions. ................................................................................ 101 Figure	5.15:	Cartoons	of	the	chains	in	a	deforming	network	for	the	reference	case	(left)	and	the	ABACA	system	(right).	The	ABACA	chain	has	a	shorter	hairpin	which	leads	to	the	formation	of	secondary	sets	of	cross-links.	See	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme. ...................... 102 Figure	5.16:	Fraction	of	hairpins	as	a	function	of	α	for:	a)	the	base	network,	and	b)	the	ABACA	network. ........................................................................................................................ 103 Figure	5.17:	A	progression	of	4	ABACA	chains	connected	to	the	same	cross-link	going	from	α=	1.5	(state	1),	to	2.2	(state	2),	2.5	(state	3),	and	3.0	(state	4). ........................................... 104 Figure	5.18:	ABACA-60A20C-kb4-20	network	undergoing	soft	deformation.	From	left	to	right	the	values	of	α	are	2.2,	2.6,	and	3.5,	respectively.	The	lamellar	tilt	decreases	as	the	deformation	proceeds.	Block	A	is	removed	for	clarity;	see	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme. ... 105 Figure	5.19:	Left:	morphology	of	20%A,	uncrosslinked	ABA	chains,	with	Kbend=4.0.	Right:	morphology	of	uncrosslinked	flexible	20%A	ABA	chains.	Only	the	A	component	beads	are	shown. ........................................................................................................................................ 108 Figure	5.20:	Left:	Toughness	of	the	50%A,	2×2×2	cell	reference	network	at	various	T*	and	deformation	rates.	Right:	Plot	of	representative	tensile	responses	for	a	very	slow	deformation	rate	(1.6×10-6),	the	standard	deformation	rate	(8.0×10-6),	and	a	fast	deformation	rate	(3.2×10-5). ................................................................................................... 110 Figure	5.21:	Left:	Snapshot	of	the	perforated	morphology	of	a	2x2x2	unit	cell	lattice	for	the	perforated	network.	Right:	Plot	of	a	representative	tensile	response.	Blue	beads	are	A	type,	black	beads	are	cross-links,	and	the	B	block	was	removed	for	clarity. ................................. 111 
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Figure	5.22:	Left:	Snapshot	of	the	untilted,	perforated,	lamellar	morphology	obtained	for	the	40-mer	network.	Blue	beads	are	A	type,	black	beads	are	cross-links,	and	the	B	block	was	removed	for	clarity.	Right:	Plot	of	the	tensile	response	for	this	network	and	the	2×2×2	network,	normalized	to	the	maximal	extension	of	the	respective	networks. ...................... 111 Figure	6.1:	a)	Depiction	of	unfolding	mechanism	for	semi-flexible	chains	(colored	as	block	copolymer	for	clarity).	Mass	on	one	side	of	the	hairpin	shifts	until	the	bending	energy	causes	the	unfolding.	b)	Cartoon	of	the	saw-tooth	mechanism	in	T-LCE	with	block	copolymer	chains,	pointing	to	a	representative	position	on	the	stress-strain	cure	(c).	From	
left	to	right:	Initial	system	stays	at	zero	stress	upon	straining	by	removing	any	“slack”;	morphology	begins	to	bend	incurring	in	an	interfacial	energy	penalty	and	stress	buildup;	parent	layer	begins	to	break	up	after	a	greater	amount	of	strain	as	the	hairpins	unfold;	two	daughter	layers	form	from	the	parent	layer,	relaxing	the	stress. .......................................... 114 Figure	6.2:	Fully	swollen	unit	cell	with	16,	20-mer	chains	and	8	cross-links	in	an	ABA	arrangement.	The	A,	B,	and	cross-link	beads	are	colored	blue,	purple,	and	black,	respectively. .............................................................................................................................. 117 Figure	6.3:	Toughness	(𝛾)	as	a	function	of	block	composition	(fA)	for	various	values	of	εij.125 Figure	6.4:	a)	Tensile	plot	for	two	T-LCE	(fA	=	0.2	and	0.5)	with	εij=1.0.	b)	Plot	of	local	P2	values	for	the	fA	=	0.2	network	at	α=2.3/2.8	with	arrows	point	to	where	they	correspond	on	a).	c)	Simulation	snapshot	of	the	network	cross-section	for	a	partially	crystallized	network	showing	hexagonal	packing. .................................................................................................... 127 Figure	6.5:	(a)	Heat	map	of	crystal	fraction	as	a	function	of	ɑ	and	εij.	(b)	Plot	of	crystal	fraction	as	a	function	of	ɑ	for	each	value	of	εij.	(a)	and	(b)	show	results	averaged	over	networks	of	all	compositions.	Solid	lines	and	dashed	lines	represent	the	results	based	on	P2	and	q6	order	parameters,	respectively.	(c)	Snapshots	of	a	system	(fA	=	0.5,	εij=1.0)	at	various	deformations,	coloring	in	yellow	crystalline	beads	(determined	using	P2	metric). ............. 128 Figure	6.6:	a)	Tensile	responses	for	fA	=	0.5	DBC	T-LCE	networks	with	εij=	0.25,	and	1.0,	and	a	homopolymer	network,	identical	to	the	DBC	T-LCE	network	with	εij=	1.0	but	with	
rcij=2.5σLJ	for	all	ij	pairs.	b)	The	corresponding	crystal	fractions	as	a	function	of	strain.	c)	Density	distribution	of	the	cross-links	(CL)	for	the	homopolymer	and	DBC,	εij=	1.0	systems	for	ɑ=5.5.	d)	Selected	snapshots	of	the	homopolymer	network	with	crystalline	regions	colored	yellow	(based	on	P2	order	parameter). ..................................................................... 131 Figure	6.7:	a)	Cartoon	representation	of	the	two	morphologies	seen	when	the	deformed	network	is	non-crystalline	(top),	and	semi-crystalline	(bottom).	b)	simulation	snapshots	of	T-LCE	with	fA=	0.30,	at	ɑ=3.56	for	εij=	0.25	(top),	and	εij=1.0	(bottom).	c)	Minority	block	density	along	the	extensional	direction	for	εij=	0.25	and	1.0. ................................................ 133 Figure	6.8:	Plots	of	𝛾		normalized	by	𝛾fA=0.5)	against	fA	for	various	values	of	εij.	The	predictions	from	our	original	theory1,	and	the	modified	theory	from	this	work	are	also	plotted. ....................................................................................................................................... 134 Figure	6.9:	Plot	of	the	free	energy	of	a	given	number	of	A-B	lamellae	bilayers,	nl,	as	a	function	of	the	plate	separation,	converted	into	extension	ratio,	ɑ.	The	dotted	black	line	traces	the	manifold	of	minimum	free	energy	which	illustrates	the	change	in	nl	as	the	system	is	deformed.	The	solid	black	line	traces	the	value	of	nl,	corresponding	to	the	minimum	free	energy	at	each	given	value	of	ɑ. ............................................................................................... 138 Figure	6.10:	Top:	Example	tensile	responses	for	systems	which	are	generated	by	removing	the	3	of	the	4	bonds	to	each	cross-link,	effectively	uncrosslinking	the	network	into	a	melt	of	
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linear	triblock	chains	(Semi-flexible	chains:	fA	=	0.5,	εij=1.0,	Flexible	chains:	fA	=	0.4,	
εij=0.75).	The	semi-flexible	system	has	the	same	bending	constant	as	the	original	network,	while	the	flexible	system	has	zero	bending	constant.	Bottom:	Snapshots	from	two	tensile	responses	show	in	the	plot. ...................................................................................................... 140 Figure	6.11:	Plot	of	the	average	interfacial	Surface	area	for	systems	with	εij≤0.5.	The	curves	are	shifted	such	that	the	interfacial	area	is	zero	at	ɑ=1,	because	we	are	interested	in	the	change	in	the	surface	area,	not	the	absolute	value. ................................................................ 142 Figure	6.12:	Plot	of	𝛾	as	a	function	of	εij	for	all	compositions	tested.	The	dashed	lines	are	tentative	extrapolations	of	the	non-crystalline	and	crystalline	regimes.	fA	=	0.2	and	0.8	systems	are	omitted	for	clarity. ............................................................................................... 143 Figure	6.13:	a)	Snapshot	of	a	model	system	of	20-mer	ABA	triblocks	arranged	on	a	cubic	lattice	to	give	flat	interfaces	between	the	A	and	B	domains.	b)	The	same	system	with	a	single	chain	displaced	by	some	amount	along	the	strain	axis.	This	displacement	causes	an	increase	in	the	non-bonded	energy,	which	is	calculated	for	the	entire	range	of	displacements.	c)	A	plot	of	the	normalized	interfacial	energy	Uint	as	a	function	of	chain	displacement	for	different	block	compositions. ..................................................................... 145 Figure	7.1:	Schematic	of	the	DCG	(blue	arrow)	and	ICG	(green	arrows)	processes.	DCG	begins	with	parameterizing	a	CG	model	based	on	simulations	of	the	original	AA	CS-molecule.	The	CG	trajectory	can	then	undergo	Reverse	Coarse	Graining	(RCG)	to	return	an	AA	structure.	In	ICG,	only	the	CG	model	is	known	and	candidate	molecules	are	proposed.	Each	CS-molecule	has	an	optimal	mapping	that	most	closely	replicates	the	original	CG	model.	The	trajectory	of	each	CS-molecule	is	coarse-grained	using	this	mapping		into	a	trajectory	of	the	CG	model.	These	trajectories	are	compared	to	yield	a	best	candidate. .... 149 Figure	7.2:	Schematic	comparison	between	the	relative	entropy	(RE)	framework	and	the	proposed	methodology,	where	items	belonging	to	just	RE,	just	ICG,	or	both	are	colored	in	red,	blue,	and	black,	respectively.	With	a	given	ℋCG,	a	CG	simulation	is	run	to	give	a	“true”	trajectory	of	the	CG	model,	Tt.		In	RE	the	AA	CS-molecule	is	known,	while	in	ICG	multiple	CS	candidates	are	proposed	and	the	trajectory	of	each	is	mapped	onto	the	CG	model	to	give	
TAA.	In	RE	this	mapping	is	known	a	priori,	while	in	ICG	the	optimal	mappings	must	be	found.	Once	mapped,	Tt	and	TAA	are	used	to	calculate	the	objective	function	𝛷.	In	RE	the	𝛷	values	are	used	to	modify	ℋCG,	while	in	ICG	they	are	used	to	identify	the	best	candidate	CS-molecules,	which	can	in	turn	be	used	to	propose	new	candidates. ...................................... 151 Figure	7.3:	Depiction	of	algorithm	to	automatically	generate	CG	mappings	for	a	candidate	molecule.	It	begins	with	a)	stripping	the	molecule	of	hydrogens	to	give	the	UA	representation,	and	placing	the	first	initial	groups	starting	at	the	terminal	atoms.	b)	Groups	are	grown	until	ηi≤η;	however,	if	there	is	an	atom	that	has	been	assigned	to	two	or	more	groups,	then	new	algorithm	calls	are	initiated	for	each	permutation	where	the	conflicting	atom	is	assigned	to	one	of	the	groups.	c)	Once	all	“active”	groups	are	grown,	atoms	which	are	bonded	to	an	atom	already	assigned	to	a	group	are	labeled	as	terminal	atoms	and	the	algorithm	is	iterated. ................................................................................................................ 157 Figure	7.4:	𝛷	values	for	candidate	DBC	CS-molecules	(10-mers,	5	monomers	of	each	block)	fitting	onto	3	different	forms	of	the	KG	model.	PMMAa	is	the	same	as	normal	PMMA,	except	that	the	oxygens	are	replaced	with	carbons.	PE3	is	the	same	as	normal	PE,	except	that	a	monomer	is	considered	to	have	3	CH2	groups	instead	of	2. .................................................. 170 
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Figure	7.5:	Plot	of	𝛷	as	a	function	of	DOC	for	different	polymers.	Solid	and	dotted	lines	correspond	to	the	DPD	and	KG	models,	respectively. ............................................................ 173 Figure	7.6:	Comparison	between	the	“optimal”	mapping	found	by	our	algorithm,	to	that	of	the	“correct”	mapping	of	the	CG	model	used	in	our	previous	work.[1]	The	group	colorings	is	to	distinguish	between	the	backbone	and	side	chains	of	P3MEEMT. ................................... 176 Figure	7.7:	A	schematic	description	of	the	compression	strategy.	The	molecule	is	turned	into	the	SMILES	representation,	and	undergoes	a	compression	strategy	where	a	compression	pattern	(CP)	is	compared	to	the	smile	string	to	see	if	there	are	adjacent	repeating	instances	of	the	CP.	If	so,	the	string	representing	the	string	of	the	repeating	CP	is	assigned	a	new	alias	and	is	replaced	in	the	smile	string.	Once	no	further	compression	occurs,	the	compression	is	inverted	and	the	overall	patterns	are	found. ............................. 177 Figure	7.8:	Illustration	of	the	rastering	approach	where	a	copy	of	the	original	string	(raster	amount=0)	is	shifted	(raster	amount>0)	and	the	elements	are	compared,	where	Nmatch	is	the	number	of	matching	elements	between	the	original	and	shifted	strings.	The	first	non-trivial	maxima	in	Nmatch	is	the	stride	size	to	be	used	in	the	compression	algorithm. ........... 178 Figure	7.9:	Illustration	of	the	reputation	method	for	modifying	(please	change	“schemes”	to	a	more	descriptive	word).	The	repeating	units	can	be	shifted	in	one	direction	or	another.
 .................................................................................................................................................... 179 Figure	8.1:	A	depiction	of	the	RCBCP	molecules.	A	type	beads	(green)	represent	the	rigid	block,	where	an	angle	potential	induces	stiffness.	B	type	beads	(red)	constitute	the	flexible	block. .......................................................................................................................................... 188 Figure	8.2:	A	schematic	of	how	RCBCP	interact	with	the	field.	The	C	type	beads(blue)	which	make	up	the	field	are	kept	at	fixed	positions	in	the	shape	of	the	morphology	of	interest,	and	only	interact	with	rod	segment	through	a	Gaussian	potential.	The	bottom	panel	depicts	a	sample	guiding	field	for	a	G	phase	where	beads	represent	the	Gaussian	site	locations	and	one	of	the	two	networks	is	rendered	translucent	for	clarity. ................................................ 190 Figure	8.3:	Schematics	of	the	branches	for	the	TI	pathway.	In	branch	1	UAA,	which	represents	the	rod-rod	interactions,	is	initially	weak,	so	the	phase	is	disordered.		The	field	is	turned	on,	assembling	the	molecules	in	the	desired	phase.	In	branch	2	the	field	is	kept	on,	and	the	rod-rod	interactions	are	restored	to	full	strength.	In	branch	3	the	field	is	turned	off	while	rod-rod	interactions	are	maintained. ............................................................................ 193 Figure	8.4:	a)	Variation	of	ΔF	with	lbox	at	T*=1	and	ρ=	0.49	showing	that	ΔF	has	a	minimum	at	a	certain	box	size	which	corresponds	approximately	to	the	phase’s	unit	cell	size.	b)	Plot	of	the	difference	in	ΔF		between	G	and	Cyl	phases.	The		G	phase	is	increasingly	more	stable	with	ρ,	while		Cyl	becomes	the	more	stable	phase	for	T*=1.0	and	ρ	<	0.49.	The	symbol	sizes	depict	the	errorbars. ................................................................................................................. 195 Figure	8.5:	Approximate	temperature-concentration	phase	diagram	for	the	rod-coil	system	studied.	Multiple	markers	on	a	given	point	indicate	that	the	corresponding	phases	were	observed	in	the	simulations.	The	black	lines	are	approximate	phase	boundaries	based	on	ΔF	calculations	for	the	observable	phases. ............................................................................. 197 Figure	8.6:	a)	Sample	bolaamphiphile	molecule	with	linear	side	chain.	b/c)	Coarse	grained	model	for	a	molecule	with	a	linear/swallow-tail	side	chain	that	forms	perforated	lamellae/G	phase.	In	the	coarse-grained	models	the	A,	B,	and	C	type	beads	are	colored	in	red,	light	blue,	and	purple.	In	the	phase	snapshots	the	side	chain	(C	beads)	are	not	shown	and	one	of	the	two	networks	of	the	G	phase	is	rendered	translucent	for	clarity. ................ 199 
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Figure	8.7:	Schematic	branches	of	the	TI	pathway	for	Bola	molecules.	In	branch	1	all	interactions	are	either	repulsive	or	are	turned	off,	so	the	system	is	initially	disordered	and	ends	up	assembled	into	the	desired	phase	by	turning	on	the	field.	In	branch	2,	the	field	is	kept	on	and	the	attractive/repulsive	A-A	potentials	are	turned	on/off,	respectively.	In	branch	3,	A-A	interactions	are	kept	and	the	field	is	turned	off	while	the	attractive/repulsive	C-C	potentials	are	turned	on/off,	respectively	(red	axis). ..................................................... 201 Figure	8.8:	Cumulative	ΔΔF	(G	minus	PL)	through	the	TI	path	for	the	Bola	molecules	with	swallow-tail	(ST)	and	linear	(Lin)	side-chains.	The	PL	phase	has	a	more	negative	total	ΔF	(more	stable)	than	the	G	phase	for	the	linear	side	chain	(positive	ΔΔF),	while	the	G	phase	has	a	more	negative	ΔF	than	the	PL	phase	for	the	swallow-tail	side	chain	(negative	ΔΔF).	The	symbol	sizes	depict	the	errobars. ..................................................................................... 202 Figure	8.9:	Snapshots	of	spontaneously	formed	Cyl	phase	(a)	and	G	phase	(b).	Coil	beads	are	semitransparent	red,	while	rod	beads	are	green	in	(a)	and	green	and	blue	in	(b)	to	discriminate	between	the	two	networks.	c)	Distributions	of	local	P2	parameter	for	spontaneously	formed	Cyl	and	G	phases,	and	for	a	field-driven	G	phase.	The	two	G	distributions	are	largely	identical	except	for	region	near	P2~0.45	which	signal	the	presence	of	node-arm	defects	illustrated	in	d).	Rod	misalignments	can	occur	inside	an	arm	as	it	connects	two	nodes	having	distinct	rod	orientations. ........................................................... 206 		List	of	Tables		
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	1 Introduction	
	As	the	search	for	new	materials	with	improved	or	novel	properties	continues,	there	is	increasing	stress	placed	on	accelerating	this	process,	as	emphasized	by	large	organizations	such	as	the	Materials	Genome	Initiative.[39,94]	The	primary	strategy	has	been	to	increase	collaboration	between	experimentalists	and	simulation	groups	to	leverage	the	advantages	of	both	approaches.	The	advantages	of	computer	simulations	include:	(i)	the	ability	to	assess	chemistries	that	have	yet	to	be	synthesized	by	experimentalists,	(ii)	atomic	level	information	offering	key	insights	into	the	physical	mechanisms,	and	(iii)	the	ability	to	impose	unphysical	constraints	when	needed	to	attain	desirable	information.	Any	of	these	strengths	can	be	emphasized	by	an	appropriate	choice	of	method	ranging	from	larger	scale	information	by	using	field-theoretic	models	such	as	Self-Consistent	Field	Theory,	to	atomistic	scale	information	with	Molecular	Dynamics	(MD)	and	Monte	Carlo	simulations,	to	electron	orbital	scale	information	with	Density	Functional	Theory.	A	class	of	molecules	which	have	benefitted	greatly	from	computer	simulations	are	macromolecules	(polymers)	which	are	difficult	to	synthesize	and	therefore	experimentalists	can	benefit	from	the	knowledge	gleamed	from	simulations,	providing	guidance	as	to	what	avenues	are	more	promising	to	explore	as	opposed	to	searching	randomly.		
	Under	the	broad	umbrella	of	polymeric	materials,	those	which	possess	semi-flexibility	are	of	interest.	One	subset	of	these	materials,	dual-conducting	polythiophenes	with	oligoethylene	glycol	side	chains	is	of	interest	because	that	which	causes	the	semi-flexibility,	the	delocalized	π	electron	cloud,	also	confers	electronic	conduction	properties[189].	Polymers	are	usually	
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thought	of	as	insulators	so	the	ability	to	combine	this	functionality	with	more	the	common	ionic	 conductivity	 leads	 to	 interesting	 applications	 ranging	 from	bioelectronics[104,123,154,173]	to	energy	applications	including	batteries,[40,180]	pseudo	capacitors,[126]	 electrochromic	 windows,[139]	 dye-sensitized	 solar	 cells[167],	 and	mechanical	actuators.[77]	The	“soft”	nature	of	conjugated	polymers	means	that	they	will	not	damage	 any	 biological	 entity	 they	 are	 interfaced	with,	 enabling	 a	 high	 quality	 interface,	making	them	particularly	attractive	for	bioelectronics	applications[90,173].		
While	electronic	conduction	in	conjugated	polymers	has	been	well	studied,	ionic	transport	has	been	explored	only	on	a	limited	basis.	Detailed	investigations	on	the	influence	of	polymer	chemistry	on	ion	uptake,	polymer	morphology	and	ionic	transport	are	lacking	so	we	aim	to	use	molecular	 simulations	 to	 lead	 the	 design	 of	 new	 conjugated	 polymers,	 in	 particular	polythiophene	 derivatives	 with	 oligoethylene	 glycol	 side	 chains.	 The	 advantage	 of	simulations	 here	 is	 that	many	 chemistries	which	 are	 not	 yet	 synthesized	 can	 be	 studied	quickly	 in	 parallel	 to	 give	 guidance	 to	 experimental	 collaborators	 when	 they	 seek	 to	synthesize	a	target	material.			Using	MD	simulations,	we	study	 the	 ionic	conductivity	characteristics	of	Li+	 ions	 in	 these	systems	for	both	the	amorphous	and	crystalline	domain	as	these	materials	show	complex	semi-crystalline	 mesophases.	 We	 study	 a	 broad	 range	 of	 side	 chain	 chemistries	 to	understand	how	the	concentration	and	arrangement	of	strongly	partially	charged	groups	in	the	side	chain	affect	 the	physics	governing	 ionic	conduction.	We	summarize	these	results	using	 design	 principals	 which	 can	 vary	 depending	 on	 which	 of	 the	 two	 phases	 is	 more	present	in	the	semi-crystalline	mesophase.	
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The	 second	 semi-flexible	 polymeric	 material	 we	 are	 interested	 in	 are	 liquid	 crystalline	elastomers	(LCE).	LCE	are	cross-linked	networks	composed	of	semi-flexible	polymer	chains.	Here	 the	semi-flexible	nature	of	 the	chains	 is	of	 interest	because	 it	 leads	 to	orientational	alignment	 when	 they	 are	 uniaxially	 deformed	 at	 appropriate	 temperatures	 and	densities[44,188],	 or	 when	 exposed	 to	 other	 stimuli	 such	 as	 electric	 fields[34],	temperature[204],	or	light[124].	This	ordering	is	another	method	of	controlling	molecular	organization	besides	the	more	common	incorporation	of		chemically	incompatible	blocks	in	the	chains[63,234].	Additionally,	the	semi-flexible	nature	confers	anisotropic	shape	changes	of	 the	 network	 when	 the	 chains	 orientationally	 order	 due	 to	 the	 prolate	 chain	 shape,	 a	property	 central	 to	 artificial	 muscles[125,222]	 and	 high-strain	 actuators[218,232].	 This	macroscopic	 shape	 change	 highlights	 the	 coupling	 between	 material	 shape	 and	 chain	orientation.		
LCEs	also	display	nonlinear	elasticity,	as	seen	in	actin	cytoskeleton	networks[95,225],	and	spider	dragline	silk[110,228].	One	reason	for	their	nonlinear	elasticity	is	the	loss	of	entropic	elasticity	due	to	the	existence	of	hairpins	and	other	similar	structures.	For	a	chain	hairpin,	the	entropy	for	unequal	leg	length	is	the	same	as	that	with	equal	leg	length	due	to	minimal	transverse	chain	motion[3].	As	such,	the	chain	end-to-end	distance	does	not	correlate	with	the	force,	as	only	when	hairpins	unfold	does	entropy	change.	
Simulations	 of	 LCEs	with	 diamond	 connectivity	 and	 semiflexible	 block	 copolymer	 chains	show	a	non-linear	deformation	behavior[4,17]	stemming	from	network	chain	hairpin	unfold	during	deformation.	New	 segregated	domains	 of	 cross-links	 form	 to	 relax	 the	 stress	 and	
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allow	further	extension.	Due	to	the	immiscibility	between	the	two	blocks,	there	is	an	increase	in	 interfacial	energy	when	 forming	new	domains,	giving	rise	 to	a	very	pronounced	 “saw-tooth”	type	of	tensile	behavior.	We	aim	to	answer	several	questions	with	respect	to	D-LCE.	First,	how	does	a	network	with	defects	and	entanglements	affect	the	tensile	response?	The	initial	studies	focused	on	defect-free	and	entanglement-free	networks	(“perfect”	networks)	so	the	tensile	response	of	non-perfect	network	topologies	needs	to	be	understood.	Second,	if	our	studies	indeed	show	that	non-perfect	network	topologies	can	reproduce	the	saw-tooth	tensile	response,	can	altering	the	chain	design,	block	architecture,	or	immiscibility	of	blocks	lead	to	new	or	improved	tensile	responses?	
The	final	piece	of	our	studies	is	the	development	of	computational	tools	which	can	aid	in	the	materials	discovery	process.	One	complication	of	the	materials	discovery	process	through	simulations	is	that	often	“identityless”	models,	i.e.	models	where	the	specific	chemistry	it	represents	is	unknown,	are	used	to	scan	large	design	spaces	and	make	predictions.	While	instructive	for	understanding	the	physics	of	the	problem	at	hand,	it	doesn’t	provide	a	chemistry	for	chemists	to	target,	which	is	a	primary	goal	for	simulations.	To	facilitate	this,	we	seek	to	develop	a	methodology	which	begins	to	tackle	this	ill-defined	problem.			The	other	complication	which	can	be	seen	in	simulations	which	seek	to	map	the	self-assembly	phase	boundaries	and	the	coexistence	of	two	different	self-assembled	mesophases	is	observed.	This	is	seen	when	the	difference	in	free	energy	of	self-assembly	between	the	two	mesophases	is	similar,	leading	to	the	slow	kinetics	of	going	from	a	metastable	system	to	a	marginally	more	stable	system.	The	only	absolute	method	for	
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discriminating	between	the	stability	of	mesophases	phases	is	the	calculation	of	the	Free	Energy	of	self-assembly	for	both	phases.	This	process	is	tricky	as	phase	transitions	are	usually	first-order,	which	incurs	some	spontaneous	change	in	free	energy	which	often	cannot	be	captured.	We	seek	to	apply	a	field	based	approach	used	in	earlier	work[157]	which	transforms	the	first-order	transition	into	a	second-order	transition,	eliminating	the	complications	found	in	non-field	based	approaches.	Using	this	method	we	seek	to	understand	the	self-assembly	of	block	copolymers	with	semi-flexible	and	flexible	blocks[151]	as	well	as	the	reason	for	why	a	simple	change	in	the	architecture	in	a	side	chain	of	bolaamphiphilic	molecules[201]	leads	to	profound	differences	in	the	self-assembly	behavior.																
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2 Influence	of	Side-Chain	Chemistry	on	Structure	and	Ionic	Conduction	Characteristics	of	Polythiophene	Derivatives:	A	Computational	and	Experimental	Study		2.1 Introduction		Due	to	their	solution	processability,	mechanical	flexibility	and	the	fact	that	facile	molecular	design/synthesis	 strategies	 can	be	 readily	 employed	 to	 tailor	 their	optical	 and	electronic	properties,	conjugated	polymers	continue	to	be	of	interest	in	scientifically	and	commercially	diverse	 applications.[47,84,96,158,185,189]	 Traditionally,	 the	 electronic	 transport	functionality	of	 conjugated	polymers	have	 long	played	a	vital	 role	 in	 the	advancement	of	organic	 electronics	 applications	 such	 as	 xerography,[22]	 organic	 light-emitting	 diodes	(OLEDs),[66,140]	 organic	 thin-film	 transistors	 (TFTs)[189]	 and	 organic	 photovoltaics	(OPVs).[76,114]	More	recently,	conjugated	polymers	have	also	made	their	way	into	many	novel	 electrochemical	 applications	 that	 require	 simultaneous	 electronic	 and	 ionic	conducting	capability	raging	 from	bioelectronics[104,123,154,173]	to	energy	applications	including	 batteries,[40,180]	 pseudo	 capacitors,[126]	 electrochromic	 windows,[139]	 dye-sensitized	 solar	 cells[167],	 and	 mechanical	 actuators.[77]	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 inherent	advantages	over	their	inorganic	counterparts,	the	“soft”	nature	of	conjugated	polymers	and	other	organic	materials	enables	 the	high	quality	 interface	between	biological	entities	and	electronics,	rendering	them	particularly	useful	for	bioelectronics	applications.[91,173]		The	 key	 performance	 metrics	 of	 devices	 based	 on	 mixed	 ionic/electronic	 polymeric	conductors	such	as	mechanical,	electrical	or	biological	responses	rely	on	electronic	and	ionic	transport,	 which	 are	 strongly	 bound	 to	 the	 morphology	 of	 the	 polymers.	 	 Therefore,	designing	high	performance	mixed	conducting	polymers	requires	an	understanding	of	the	
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interplay	 between	 polymer	 chemistry,	 processing,	 and	 morphology	 on	 the	 ionic	 and	electronic	 conduction	 characteristics.[69]	 In	 contrast	 to	 inorganic	 semiconductors	where	the	 atoms	 are	 covalently	 bonded,	 the	 weak	 intermolecular	 bonding	 between	macromolecular	 chains	 in	 conjugated	 polymers	 results	 in	 numerous	 degrees	 of	conformational	 freedom,	 giving	 rise	 to	 their	 complicated	 microstructures.	 The	 typical	structure	 of	 conjugated	 polymers	 is	 semicrystalline,	 consisting	 of	 crystalline/aggregate	domains	 embedded	 in	 a	disordered	 amorphous	matrix.	 Past	work	has	 shown	 convincing	evidence	suggesting	that	electronic	carriers	traverse	mainly	through	the	crystalline	domains	and	 only	 occasionally	 transport	 through	 amorphous	 domains	 via	 bridging	 tie-chains.[45,50,108,135,235]	 Ionic	 transport	 in	 conjugated	 polymers,	 however,	 has	 been	explored	only	on	a	limited	basis.	Most	of	the	ion	transport	studies	on	conjugated	polymers	have	 been	 performed	 on	 poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)	 doped	 with	 poly	 (styrene	sulfonate)	(PEDOT:	PSS)	which	has	a	rather	complicated	structure,	preventing	its	use	as	a	model	system	for	structure-function	relationship	studies.[89,172,196]	Despite	recent	work	focusing	on	developing	“non-PEDOT”	conjugated	polymers	having	polar	side-chains	and	ion-conducting	 functionality,[68,143,162]	detailed	 investigations	on	 the	 influence	of	 polymer	chemistry	on	ion	uptake,	polymer	morphology	and	ionic	transport	are	still	lacking.	To	this	end,	in	this	work	we	report	a	systematic	investigation	on	influence	of	ion	uptake	on	structure	and	ion	conducting	behavior	of	two	polythiophene	derivatives	bearing	different	oligoethylene	glycol	side-chains.	Using	molecular	dynamics	(MD)	simulation,	we	show	that	P3MEET,	 a	 polythiophene	 derivative	 bearing	 oligoethylene	 glycol	 side-chains	 with	 an	oxygen	bonded	directly	to	the	thiophene	rings,	has	lower	segmental	mobility	compared	to	its	analog	P3MEEMT	that	have	a	methyl	spacer	between	the	oxygen	and	thiophene	rings.	
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Consequently,	 the	 Li+	 ions	 conductivity	 in	 amorphous	 P3MEEMT	 is	 predicted	 to	 be	approximately	a	factor	of	5	higher	than	in	amorphous	P3MEET.	Structural	characterization	of	 P3MEET	 and	 P3MEEMT	 thin	 film	 upon	 blending	 with	 lithium	bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide	 (LiTFSI)	 indicates	 that	 LiTFSI	 infiltrates	 into	 both	crystalline	and	amorphous	domains	at	 low	LiTFSI	concentration	but	preferably	resides	in	amorphous	 domain	 at	 high	 LiTFSI	 concentration.	 Using	 a	 combination	 of	 simulation	 and	experiment	results,	we	infer	that	ionic	transport	in	both	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT	occurs	in	amorphous	domain.	Moreover,	in	excellent	agreement	with	our	MD	simulation	prediction,	the	experimental	ionic	conductivity	measured	by	electrochemical	impedance	spectroscopy	(EIS)	in	P3MEEMT	is	always	higher	than	in	P3MEET	at	all	temperatures	and	concentrations	studied.	 Our	 results	 highlight	 the	 importance	 of	 side-chain	 chemistry	 in	 dictating	 ionic	transport	of	conjugated	polymers.					2.2 Results	&	Discussion		In	the	first	phase	of	our	investigation,	we	employ	molecular	dynamics	(MD)	simulations	to	search	 for	 relevant	 chemistries	 in	 order	 to	 guide	 complementary	 synthesis	 and	characterization	efforts.	We	chose	to	use	polythiophene	derivatives	due	to	the	vast	literature	available	 on	 their	 structure	 and	 charge	 transport	 models.[14,37,81,98,108,146]	Additionally,	 the	 morphological	 structure	 of	 polythiophene	 can	 be	 investigated	 with	common	techniques	such	as	X-ray	scattering	or	optical	methods.	[10,43,81]	To	introduce	ion	conducting	 functionality	 into	 polythiophene,	 we	 attach	 polar	 oligoethylene	 glycol	 side-chains	to	the	polythiophene	backbone.	The	originally	proposed	chemistry,	P3MEET	(left	side	
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of	Figure	2.1a),	consists	of	a	thiophene	backbone	and	an	oligoethylene	glycol	side-chain	with	an	 oxygen	 atom	 directly	 bonded	 to	 the	 thiophene	 ring.	 Although	 placing	 the	 electron	donating	oxygen	atom	right	next	to	the	thiophene	core	 is	known	to	reduce	the	 ionization	energy	 and	 improve	 electrochemical	 stability	 of	 the	 polymer,[103,113,143]	 it	 could	negatively	impact	the	ionic	conductivity	due	to	the	reduced	segmental	motion	of	the	oxygen	
atom	 covalently	 bonded	 to	 the	 rigid	 polythiophene	 backbone.	 Thus,	 to	 improve	 ion	transport,	a	second	chemistry,	P3MEEMT	(right	side	of	Figure	2.1a),	is	proposed.	P3MEEMT	is	 chemically	 very	 similar	 to	 P3MEET	 but	 possesses	 a	 methylene	 spacer	 between	 the	backbone	and	the	first	oxygen	atom	of	the	oligoethylene	glycol	chain.		
	
 Figure	2.1:	(a)	Chemical	structures	of	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT.	(b)	(c)	Snapshots	of	equilibrated	crystalline	and	amorphous	systems	used	in	this	study.	(d)	Long-time	plateau	mean	square	displacement	(MSD)	of	3	oxygen	atoms	in	the	side-chain	of	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT.	The	oxygen	#	is	noted	in	(a).	(e)	A	typical	plot	of	the	MSD	of	a	mobile	Li+	ion	within	P3MEEMT	crystalline	system	and	the	fit	used	to	calculate	ion	mobility.	
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	Due	to	the	semicrystalline	nature	of	conjugated	polymers,	we	use	MD	simulations	to	predict	ion	conductivity	in	the	two	limiting	scenarios	of	purely	crystalline	and	amorphous	systems.	To	simulate	the	systems	of	interest,	a	hybrid	all-atom	(AA)/united-atom	(UA)	model	is	used	where	the	ring	is	simulated	with	the	OPLS-AA	forcefield,	while	the	side	chains	are	modeled	using	the	OPLS-UA	forcefield,	as	shown	in	Figure	2.1a.	The	AA	model	is	used	for	he	thiophene	rings	as	it	is	better	suited	to	capture	the	ring-ring	stacking.	The	side	chains	are	modeled	with	the	 UA	 model	 for	 computational	 efficiency.	 Parameters	 for	 the	 model	 are	 given	 in	 the	supplementary	information	(SI).		Different	methods	were	used	to	obtain	equilibrated	structures	of	the	phases	of	interest.	For	the	crystalline	phase,	the	initial	configuration	was	equivalent	to	the	crystalline	structure	of	poly(3-hexylthiophene)	(P3HT)	(Isomorph	I)[164]	except	that	the	crystals	of	both	P3MEET	and	 P3MEEMT	were	 expanded	 to	 accommodate	 the	 longer	 side	 chains.	 The	 system	was	thermalized	at	300	K	and	1	atm	(using	the	Nosé-Hoover	barostat[143])		until	metrics	such	as	Enon-bonded,	Ebonded,	 and	 the	 pressure	 tensor	 components	 become	 time-independent.	 For	amorphous	configurations,	a	CG	model[16]	which	represents	the	ring	as	one	bead,	and	the	hexyl	side	chain	as	two	beads	was	adapted	to	model	poly-(3-nonyl-thiophene)	(P3NT)	by	adding	another	bead	to	the	side.	Once	the	CG	systems	were	equilibrated,	an	in-house	reverse	coarse	 graining	 code	 was	 used	 to	 generate	 a	 configuration	 of	 the	 UA/AA	 model.	 This	configuration	 was	 then	 allowed	 to	 also	 equilibrate	 at	 300K	 and	 1atm.	 Snapshots	 of	 the	equilibrated	crystalline	and	amorphous	morphology	of	P3MEEMT	are	given	in	Figure	2.1:	(a)	 Chemical	 structures	 of	 P3MEET	 and	 P3MEEMT.	 (b)	 (c)	 Snapshots	 of	 equilibrated	crystalline	and	amorphous	systems	used	in	this	study.	(d)	Long-time	plateau	mean	square	
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displacement	 (MSD)	of	3	oxygen	atoms	 in	 the	 side-chain	of	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT.	The	oxygen	#	is	noted	in	(a).	(e)	A	typical	plot	of	the	MSD	of	a	mobile	Li+	ion	within	P3MEEMT	crystalline	 system	 and	 the	 fit	 used	 to	 calculate	 ion	 mobility.b	 and	 c.	 Crystalline	 and	amorphous	structures	of	P3MEET	appear	similar	and	are	thus	not	shown.		Former	 studies	 on	 the	 ionic	 conductivity	 in	 polymer	 electrolytes	 have	 correlated	higher	 chain	 segment	 mobility	 with	 greater	 ionic	 conductivity.[21,227]	 Thus,	 after	equilibrating	 the	 crystalline	 and	 amorphous	 structures,	 we	 investigated	 the	 segmental	mobility	of	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT	side-chains	by	calculating	the	mean	square	displacement	(MSD)	 of	 the	 three	 oxygen	 atoms	 in	 their	 side-chains	 as	 depicted	 in	 Figure	 2.1a.We	expectedly	found	that	the	MSD	of	each	atom	increases	and	then	plateaus	beyond	a	certain		time	period	since	the	side-chain	 is	covalently	bound	to	the	rigid	polythiophene	backbone	(see	Supporting	Information).	Figure	2.1d	shows	the	plateau	MSD	of	the	three	oxygens	in	ion-free	 P3MEET	 and	 P3MEEMT	 crystalline	 systems.	 For	 both	 polymers,	 the	MSD	 of	 the	oxygen	 atom	 expectedly	 increases	 with	 greater	 distance	 (from	 the	 anchoring	 thiophene	backbone)	 along	 the	 oligoethylene	 side	 chain.	 Moreover,	 adding	 the	 carbon	 spacer	 in	P3MEEMT	 increases	 the	 MSD,	 and	 hence	 the	 segmental	 mobility	 of	 oxygen	 atoms	 at	corresponding	positions	relative	to	P3MEET	for	both	crystalline	and	amorphous	systems.		To	 calculate	 the	 ionic	 conductivity,	 free	 Li+	 ions	 were	 added	 to	 the	 systems	 at	 a	concentration	r	=	[Li+]/[EO]	=	0.02	and	their	mobility	tracked	upon	the	application	of	a	large	electric	field	of	500MV/m.	The	choice	of	r	is	such	that	ions	are	sufficiently	dilute	to	minimize	ion-ion	interactions,	but	also	abundant	enough	to	allow	for	good	statistical	sampling.	Free	Li+	ions	are	used	instead	of	entire	salts	to	avoid	the	need	to	simulate	the	very	long	time-scale	associated	with	salt	dissociation.	This	implicitly	assumes	a	100%	dissociation	ratio	which	is	
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a	sensible	assumption	for	LiTFSI	in	PEO-like	environments.	The	electric	field	value	chosen	is	large	enough	to	allow	for	good	sampling	of	the	ionic	motion	(given	the	accessible	simulation	time	scale),	but	still	sufficiently	moderate	to	yield	a	linear	response	behavior	(Ohm’s	law).	While	 applying	 such	 a	 large	 electric	 field,	 a	 tethering	 potential	 was	 used	 to	 keep	 the	thiophene	 backbones	 near	 their	 original	 positions	 and	 avoid	 destroying	 the	 overall	microstructure.	Simulations	were	run	for	30	ns	in	a	constant	volume	ensemble	with	a	set	temperature	of	400K	to	allow	for	better	sampling.	For	calculating	the	ionic	conductivity	áσñ,	three	 replicate	 simulations	 were	 run	 and	 only	 “mobile”	 ions	 are	 considered,	 i.e.,	 those	showing	a	parabolic	dependence	of	MSD	on	time		as	in	the	example	plotted	in	Figure	2.1:	(a)	Chemical	structures	of	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT.	(b)	(c)	Snapshots	of	equilibrated	crystalline	and	amorphous	systems	used	in	this	study.	(d)	Long-time	plateau	mean	square	displacement	(MSD)	of	3	oxygen	atoms	in	the	side-chain	of	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT.	The	oxygen	#	is	noted	in	(a).	(e)	A	typical	plot	of	the	MSD	of	a	mobile	Li+	ion	within	P3MEEMT	crystalline	system	and	the	fit	used	to	calculate	ion	mobility.e.	For	such	ions,	the	MSD	dependence	is	fitted	to	the	following	equation	from	which	the	ionic	mobility	<μ>	can	be	extracted:	𝑀𝑆𝐷 ≈ (𝑣𝑡)] = (𝐸𝜇)]𝑡]	 (2.1)	Where	v,	t,	and	E,	are	drift	velocity,	time,	and	electric	field	strength,	respectively.	The	ionic	conductivity,	𝜎a,	is	then	calculated	as:	𝜎a = 〈𝜇〉〈𝑁efghij〉	(2.2)	where	〈𝑁efghij〉	is	the	average	number	of	the	“mobile”	ions.	More	details	of	these	conductivity	calculations	can	be	found	in	the	Supporting	Information.	The	average	ionic	conductivity	of	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT	in	both	crystalline	and	amorphous	systems	is	summarized	in	Table	2.1.	
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	Interestingly,	 while	 in	 the	 amorphous	 phase	 the	 conductivity	 is	 ca.	 5	 times	 higher	 in	P3MEEMT	than	in	P3MEET,	the	trend	reverses	in	the	crystal	phase;	i.e.,	the	conductivity	is	ca.	5	times	higher	in	P3MEET	than	in	P3MEEMT.	To	explain	this	behavior,	we	show	in	Figure	2.2	a	snapshot	of	P3MEEMT	and	P3MEET	side-chain	conformation	in	the	presence	of	Li+	ions	within	 the	crystalline	domain.	 In	pure	PEO,	 two	chains	can	 form	a	“cage”	around	the	 ion,	forming	a	deep	kinetic	trap	for	the	ions.[21]	A	condition	of	cage	formation	is	that	the	ion	is	only	coordinated	by	two	side	chains,	otherwise	there	are	more	chains	coordinating	the	ion.	To	 quantify	 cage	 formation,	 we	 determine	 the	 number	 side	 chains	 which	 have	 an	 atom	within	a	3.5Å	cutoff	of	each	ion	and	find	the	average	number	of	atoms	which	are	coordinating	the	ion.	We	find	these	values	for	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT	to	be	2.47	±	0.03	and	2.14	±	0.003,	respectively.	This	agrees	with	the	idea	that	cage	formation	is	higher	in	crystalline	P3MEEMT,	where	the	regular	arrangement	of	side-chains	and	mobility	of	the	oxygen	near	the	backbone	allow	for	cage	formation.	In	contrast,	in	P3MEET	the	lack	of	mobility	for	the	oxygen	near	the	thiophene	backbone	reduces	the	chance	of	cage	formation.	In	the	amorphous	systems,	ion-trapping	cages	are	more	difficult	to	form	because	of	the	irregular	arrangement	of	the	side-
Table 2.1: Calculated ion conductivity of P3MEG and P3MEET in equilibrated crystalline and 
amorphous systems from MD simulation 𝜎a k𝑐𝑚] 𝑉𝑠p q Crystalline Amorphous 
P3MEEMT 5.0×10-6 9.0×10-6 
P3MEET 2.4×10-5 1.8×10-6 
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chains.	Overall,	our	simulation	results	indicate	the	strong	influence	of	side-chain	chemistry	on	ionic	transport	characteristics	of	semicrystalline	conjugated	polymers.				
2.3 Conclusion		In	 conclusion,	 we	 have	 performed	 a	 systematic	 study	 on	 the	 connection	 between	morphological	 structure	 and	 ionic	 conduction	 characteristics	 of	 two	 polythiophene	derivatives	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT	upon	blending	with	LiTFSI.	MD	simulations	showed	that	oxygen	atoms	in	P3MEEMT	side-chains	possessed	higher	segmental	mobility	compared	to	those	of	P3MEET,	resulting	in	better	Li+	ion	conductivity	in	amorphous	phase.	However,	ionic	conductivity	 of	 crystalline	 P3MEEMT	 was	 found	 to	 be	 lower	 than	 P3MEET	 due	 to	 the	formation	of	Li+	ion	cages,	a	feature	not	observed	in	P3MEET.	Using	GIWAXS	measurement,	experimental	 collaborators	 showed	 that	 blending	 P3MEET	 and	 P3MEEMT	 with	 LiTFSI	disturbed	their	crystalline	structure,	resulting	in	lattice	strains	along	the	side-chain	stacking	direction	 and	 significant	 drops	 in	 rDoC	 which	 stronger	 effect	 in	 P3MEET	 compared	 to	
 Figure	2.2:	Snapshot	showing	the	ion	caging	that	is	frequently	seen	in	crystalline	P3MEEMT	but	almost	never	in	crystalline	P3MEET.	
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P3MEEMT.	Introducing	LiTFSI	also	exerted	stronger	influence	on	π-π	interaction	in	P3MEET	than	 in	 P3MEEMT,	 which	 most	 likely	 originated	 from	 the	 proximity	 of	 oxygen	 atom	 in	P3MEET	 to	 the	 thiophene	 rings.	 Additionally,	 LiTFSI	 was	 found	 to	 infiltrate	 both	 the	amorphous	 and	 crystalline	 domains	 at	 low	 concentrations	 but	 preferably	 resided	 in	 the	amorphous	domain	at	high	LiTFSI	concentrations.	Temperature	dependence	studies	of	ionic	conductivity	 at	 different	 concentration	 r	 in	 both	 P3MEET	 and	 P3MEEMT	 showed	 ionic	conductivity	increased	from	r	=	0.01	to	0.05	but	reduced	at	higher	concentration	due	to	ion	pairing	and	transient	cross-linking	of	PEO	side-chains	to	Li+	ions.	Ionic	transport	was	found	to	 occur	 in	 amorphous	 regime,	 and	 always	 higher	 in	 P3MEEMT	 compared	 to	 P3MEET,	consistent	with	our	prediction	using	MD	simulation.	Our	 results	 have	 demonstrated	 that	 side-chain	modification	 can	 be	 a	 fruitful	 method	 to	control	ion	transport	in	conjugated	polymers.	We	also	expect	non-trivial	effect	of	side-chain	chemistry	on	electronic	transport	upon	blending	with	ionic	species,	as	LiTFSI	has	a	different	influence	on	rDoC	and	π-π	interactions	for	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT.	Side-chain	engineering	is	thus	expected	to	be	critical	in	the	molecular	design	of	mixed	conduction	materials.	Finally,	our	approach	using	computational	simulations	to	guide	synthesis	and	characterization	can	be	 an	 elegant	 method	 towards	 studying	 the	 influence	 of	 chemistry	 on	 self-assembly,	structure	and	ionic/electronic	conduction	of	soft	materials.		2.4 Acknowledgments		 This	 work	 was	 supported	 by	 NSF	 DMREF	 Award	 Number	 1629369.	 C.N.	 thanks	 Dr.	Mayank	Misra	for	help	with	DFT	calculations.			
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			2.5 Supplemental	Information		2.5.1 Molecular	Model		For	atomistic	simulations,	we	use	the	all-atom	(AA)	force	field	potential	developed	by	Huang,	
et.	Al[86]	(based	on	the	OPLS-AA	forcefield[99])	to	simulate	the	thiophene	rings.	Leveraging	its	similarity	to	the	OPLS-AA	model,	we	use	the	OPLS-UA	forcefield[99]	to	model	the	side	chains	to	decrease	computational	load.	A	depiction	of	our	model	is	given	in	Figure	2.3.	The	non-bonded	interactions	are	defined	by	a	combination	of	Lennard-Jones	(LJ)	and	Coulombic	potential	energy	functions	truncated	at	a	cut-off	of	10Å.	The	parameters	for	homonuclear	non-bonded	 interactions	 are	 given	 in	 Table	 2.2.	 We	 adopted	 the	 OPLS-AA	 forcefield	prescription	for	the	mixing	rules	for	heteronuclear	non-bonded	interactions	and	scaling	of	non-bonded	interaction	for	bonded	atoms.	Parameters	for	the	bond	and	angle	potentials	are	given	 in	Table	2.3,	and	Table	2.4,	respectively.	For	dihedral	angle	potentials,	we	used	the	standard	OPLS	potential	adopted	by	the	Cheung	model	with	the	parameters	listed	in	Table	2.5.	For	the	ring-ring	and	ring-side	chain	dihedrals	we	adopted	the	model	and	parameters	of	Poelking	and	Andrienko[164]	given	in	Table	2.6.	To	account	for	the	change	in	partial	charges	due	to	the	change	in	chemistry,	we	altered	the	charges	of	the	thiophene	atoms	and	the	first	atom	bonded	 to	 the	 ring	 to	maintain	 charge	neutrality	 and	 respect	 the	 relative	values	of	Muliken	charges	calculated	using	BLYP	6-31G*.	The	remaining	atoms	in	the	side	chains	are	assigned	 charges	 according	 to	 the	 OPLS-UA	 forcefield.	 Figure	 2.3	 displays	 all	 the	 atomic	
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charges	whose	values	are	assumed	fixed	(i.e.,	polarization	effects	are	neglected	based	on	the	values	of	their	dipole	moments[21,223]).		
	Table	2.2:	Non-boned	parameters	used	in	the	AA	model.	The	atom	types	are	defined	in	Figure	2.3	 Atom	type	 ε	/	(Kcal/mol)		 σ	/	Å	C1a	 0.07	 3.55	C2a	 0.07	 3.55	C3b	 0.118	 3.8	C4b	 0.17	 3.8	Ha	 0.03	 2.5	Ob	 0.17	 3.0	Sa	 0.25	 3.55	
 Figure	2.3:	Depiction	of	the	end,	and	inner	monomers	of	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT.	Charges	of	the	atoms	are	given.	
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aAdapted	from	Ref.	[86]	bAdapted	from	Ref	[99]			Table	2.3:	Harmonic	bond	parameters,	where	the	potential	is	defined	by	harmonic	potential;	Ustuv = ks(r − rw)]	Type	 kb	/	(Kcal	/	(mol·Å2))	 r0	/	Å	C1-C2a	 514.27	 1.364	C2-C2a	 453.1	 1.428	C1-C1a	 392.29	 1.43	S-C1a	 291.25	 1.732	C1-Ha	 370.63	 1.08	C2-Ha	 370.63	 1.08	C2-C3b	 317.	 1.51	C2-Ob	 450.0	 1.364	C3-C3b	 260.0	 1.526	C3-Ob	 320.0	 1.425	O-C4b	 320.0	 1.425	
aAdapted	from	Ref.	[86]	bAdapted	from	Ref	[99]		Table	2.4:	Harmonic	angle	parameters,	where	the	potential	is	defined	by	harmonic	potential;	Uxuyz{ = k|(θ − θw)]	Type	 kθ	/	(Kcal	/	(mol·radian2))	 θ0	/	degree	C1-S-C1	 86.36	 92.774	S-C1-C2	 86.36	 110.292	C1-C2-C2	 39.582	 113.322	
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S-C1-C1	 41.74	 119.569	C1-C1-C2	 35.263	 130.14	S-C1-H	 28.787	 124.609	C2-C1-H	 35.263	 125.1	C1-C2-H	 35.263	 122.979	C2-C2-H	 35.263	 123.7	C2-C2-C3	 70.0	 123.7	C1-C2-C3	 70.0	 122.98	C2-C2-O	 70.0	 123.7	C1-C2-O	 70.0	 122.979	C2-C3-O	 50.0	 109.5	C2-O-C3	 75.0	 111.0	C3-O-C3	 100.0	 111.8	O-C3-C3	 80.0	 109.5	C3-O-C4	 100.0	 111.8	
aAdapted	from	Ref.	[86]	bAdapted	from	Ref	[99]		Table	2.5:	OPLS	torsional	parameters,	where	the	potential	is	defined	as;	Uv}~{vxz =∑ ] Vu[1 + (−1)u cos nϕ]u 	Type	 V 1Kcalmol 	 V] Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	C1-S-C1-C2a	 0	 9.51	 	0	 0	S-C1-C2-C2a	 0	 9.51	 0	 0	
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C1-C2-C2-C1a	 0	 9.51	 0	 0	C2-C3-O-C3b	 0.65	 -0.25	 0.67	 0	C3-O-C3-C3b	 0.65	 -0.25	 0.67	 0	O-C3-C3-Ob	 -.55	 0	 0	 0	C3-C3-O-C4b	 0.65	 -.25	 0.67	 0	C2-O-C3-C3b	 0.65	 -.25	 0.67	 0	
aAdapted	from	Ref.	[86]	bAdapted	from	Ref	[99]			Table	2.6:	Multi-Harmonic	torsional	parameters,	where	the	potential	is	defined	by	harmonic	potential;	Uv}~{vxz = ∑ Vucosuϕu 	Type	 V Kcalmol	 V] Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	S-C1-C1-Sc	 5.2132	 -0.0502	 -3.4139	 0.1124	 -1.5909	 0.1268	C1-C2-C3-Oc	 0.1866	 -0.9069	 0.0550	 1.2440	 -0.0359	 0.2321	C1-C2-O-C3c	 0.1866	 -0.9069	 0.0550	 1.2440	 -0.0359	 0.2321	
cAdapted	from	Ref	[164]					2.5.2 Calculation	of	Ionic	mobility		 The	 ion	 mobility	 from	 equilibrium	 MD	 simulations	 can	 be	 found	 from	 the	 diffusion	constant	based	on	the	Einstein	mobility	relation,	𝜇 = 𝐷𝑞/𝑘𝑇.	Here,	μ	is	the	charge	mobility,	
q	 is	 the	 charge,	k	 is	 the	Boltzmann	constant,	T	 is	 the	 temperature,	 and	D	 is	 the	diffusion	constant	calculated	through	the	mean-square	displacement	(MSD)	using:	
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𝐷 = 16 𝑙𝑖𝑚→ 𝛿𝛿𝑡 〈𝑋w](𝑡)〉	(2. 3)	However,	this	relationship	is	not	valid	in	the	presence	of	an	external	electric	field	as	it	will	induce	a	directional	drift	of	the	ions.		Hence,	in	the	presence	of	a	uniform	(and	unidirectional)	electric	field	the	total	displacement	is	given	by	〈𝑋](𝑡) − 𝑋w](𝑡)〉 = (𝑣𝑡)]	(2.4)	Where	v	is	the	drift	velocity	in	the	direction	of	the	applied	field.	The	ionic	mobility	can	be	calculated	from:	 𝜇 =  		(2.5)	where	E	is	the	applied	electric	field.	We	hence	used	the	above	equation	as	the	basis	for	our	mobility	 calculations.	 Since	 the	 calculated	 self-diffusion	of	Li+	 ions	 in	 the	 system	with	no	applied	 field	 is	 insignificant	 (∼10-8cm2/s)	 compared	 to	 the	 calculated	drift	 velocities,	 the	expression	for	calculating	the	drift	velocity	then	reduces	to:	〈𝑋](𝑡)〉 = (𝑣𝑡)]	(2.6)	which	simplifies	the	calculation.	Figure	2.4	shows	how	the	MSD	of	each	ion	is	fitted	to	Eq.	2.4.	Ions	showing	a	good	fit	to	that	expression	are	considered	“mobile”,	i.e.,	moving	in	a	way	that	can	be	described	as	under	the	influence	of	an	electric	field.	For	each	mobile	ion	the	fit	is	used	to	extract	𝑣	and	the	average	mobility	 is	calculated	 from	those	values.	Using	MSD	for	calculating	𝜇,	 and	𝜎a 	is	based	on	convenience	where	 the	data	 for	 ion	positions	 is	easier	 to	handle	than	using	Green-Kubo	relations.	Previous	studies	which	look	at	ionic	conductivity	use	both	methods.[21,223]	Ions	that	do	not	fit	the	form	of	Eq.	2.4	indicate	that	they	have	likely	encountered	a	kinetic	trap	and	hence	are	no	longer	experiencing	continuous	drift.	In	principle,	the	effect	of	those	trapping	 events	 on	 the	 average	 ion	 mobility	 could	 be	 accounted	 for	 (and	 modelled)	 if	
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simulations	 could	 span	 long	 enough	 periods	 to	 collect	 suitable	 statistics	 of	 trapping-untrapping	 (“hopping”)	 events.	 Since	 that	 is	 not	 the	 case,	we	 leverage	 the	 fact	 that	 such	events	are	rare	to	assume	that	a	hopping	mechanism	has	a	small	(slowing-down)	effect	in	our	estimated	mobilities.	Additionally,	if	a	curve	is	fit	to	all	ions	and	the	value	of	conductivity	is	 calculated,	 the	 variance	 between	 replicas	 is	 increased	 compared	 to	 the	 variance	 of	conductivity	values	calculated	when	omitting	ions	which	do	not	fit	the	curve	well.	Thus,	we	use	the	omission	method	to	reduce	variability	in	the	data.			
	2.5.3 Quantifying	mobility	of	side	chain	oxygens		The	data	from	Figure	2.1d	is	derived	from	the	average	plateau	value	of	MSD	for	the	each	of	the	three	oxygens	in	the	side	chains	of	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT.	Figures	2.5,	2.6,	2.7,	and	2.8	show	 the	 average	 MSD	 vs.	 time	 plots	 for	 amorphous	 P3MEET,	 amorphous	 P3MEEMT,	
 Figure	2.4:	MSD	plots	of	ions	(solid	lines)	with	the	best	fit	to	eq	2.4	for	each	ion	plotted	in	the	same	color	as	a	dashed	line.	Data	is	taken	from	the	PMEEMT	system	in	the	crystalline	phase.	
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crystalline	P3MEET,	and	crystalline	P3MEEMT,	respectively.	These	plots	are	used	to	derive	the	plateau	values	(reached	at	long	times).	
	
	
 
 Figure	2.6:	Average	MSD	plots	for	side	chain	oxygens	in	amorphous	P3MEET	(1	is	closest	to	backbone,	3	is	furthest	from	backbone).		
 
 Figure	2.5:	Average	MSD	plots	for	side	chain	oxygens	in	amorphous	P3MEEMT	(1	is	closest	to	backbone,	3	is	furthest	from	backbone).	
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 Figure	2.7:	Average	MSD	plots	for	side	chain	oxygens	in	crystalline	P3MEET	(1	is	closest	to	backbone,	3	is	furthest	from	backbone).		
 
 
 
 Figure	2.8:	Average	MSD	plots	for	side	chain	oxygens	in	crystalline	P3MEEMT	(1	is	closest	to	backbone,	3	is	furthest	from	backbone).		
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																		3 Influence	of	Mesophases	on	Ionic	Conduction	Characteristics	of	Different	Polythiophene	Derivatives		3.1 Introduction		Conjugated	polymers	are	of	interest	in	applications	such	as	xerography,[22]	organic	light-emitting	 diodes	 (OLEDs),[66,140]	 organic	 thin-film	 transistors	 (TFTs)[189]	 and	 organic	photovoltaics	(OPVs).	 [76,114]	More	recently,	electrochemical	applications	have	emerged	requiring	 simultaneous	 electronic	 and	 ionic	 conducting	 capability	 raging	 from	bioelectronics[104,123,154,173]	to	energy	applications	including	batteries,[40,180]	pseudo	capacitors,[126]	 electrochromic	 windows,[139]	 dye-sensitized	 solar	 cells[167],	 and	mechanical	actuators.[77]	The	“soft”	nature	of	conjugated	polymers	means	that	they	will	not	damage	 any	 biological	 entity	 they	 are	 interfaced	with,	 enabling	 a	 high	 quality	 interface,	making	them	particularly	attractive	for	bioelectronics	applications.[90,173]		The	 key	 performance	 metrics	 of	 mixed	 ionic/electronic	 polymeric	 conductors	 are	 the	electronic	and	ionic	transport,	which	are	strongly	bound	to	the	chemistry	of	the	polymers	
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themselves.	 	 Ionic	 transport	 in	 conjugated	polymers	has	been	explored	only	on	a	 limited	basis.	Most	of	 the	 ion	transport	studies	on	conjugated	polymers	have	been	performed	on	poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)	doped	with	poly	(styrene	sulfonate)	(PEDOT:	PSS)	which	has	 a	 rather	 complicated	 structure,	 preventing	 its	 use	 as	 a	 model	 system	 for	 structure-function	relationship	studies.[89,172,196]	Despite	our	work[46]	exploring	how	side	chain	chemistry	 influences	 the	 ionic	 conductivity	 behavior	 of	 polythiophene	 derivatives	 and	recent	work	focusing	on	developing	“non-PEDOT”	conjugated	polymers	having	polar	side-chains	 and	 ion-conducting	 functionality,[68,143,162]	 detailed	 investigations	 on	 the	influence	of	polymer	chemistry	on	ion	uptake,	polymer	morphology	and	ionic	transport	are	still	lacking.	Therefore,	designing	high	performance	mixed	conducting	polymers	requires	an	understanding	of	the	relationship	between	polymer	chemistry	and	the	effect	it	has	on	ionic	transport	characteristics.	We	have	shown	that	the	simple	insertion	of	a	methylene	group	in	the	 side	 chain	 chemistry	 of	 polythiophene	 derivatives	 can	 lead	 to	 order	 of	 magnitude	changes	in	the	ionic	conductivity,	highlighting	the	need	for	further	studies.		To	this	end,	we	report	an	investigation	of	6	new	polythiophene	derivates	using	Molecular	Dynamics	 (MD).	 Based	 on	 poly(2,5-	 dibromo-3-(methoxyethoxyethoxymethyl))	(P3MEEMT),	these	6	new	designs	span	a	range	of	oxygen	concentration	and	arrangements	to	probe	many	different	design	principals.	When	the	oxygen	concentration	in	the	side	chain	is	reduced	the	energetic	barrier	to	escape	a	solvation	site	is	also	reduced,	however,	factors	such	as	percolation	are	negatively	impacted,	 leading	to	a	competition.	Due	to	the	ordered	arrangement	 in	 the	crystalline	domain	 this	competition	 is	of	 lesser	 importance	so	design	principles	for	maximizing	ionic	conductivity	are	found	to	differ	between	the	crystalline	and	
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amorphous	 phases.	 However,	 the	 amorphous	 domain	 is	 the	 primary	 phase	 where	 ionic	conduction	 takes	 place,	 so	 we	 identify	 a	 side	 chain	 design	 which	 shows	 a	 ~5	 times	improvement	 in	 ionic	conductivity	 in	 the	amorphous	phase	compared	 to	P3MEEMT.	This	provides	a	promising	avenue	for	experimental	collaborators	to	explore.		3.2 Model	and	Methods				The	system	preparation	and	ionic	conductivity	calculation	methodology	are	identical	to	our	past	 work	 (Chapter	 2).	 The	 only	 difference	 between	 this	 work	 and	 past	 work	 is	 the	chemistries	tested	which	is	captured	in	the	Supplemental	Information	(SI).	3.3 Results	&	Discussion		Based	on	our	past	success	with	predicting	 the	 ionic	conductivity	of	P3HT-like	systems	 in	Chapter	2	we	seek	to	explore	a	broader	range	of	side	chain	chemistries	based	on	P3MEEMT.	As	Outlined	in	Figure	3.1	6	new	chemistries	are	proposed,	each	one	replacing	some	number	
of	oxygens	in	the	side	chain	of	P3MEEMT	with	a	methylene	group.	All	possible	configurations	
 Figure	3.1:	The	chemistries	evaluated	in	this	study	along	with	P3MEEMT,	the	previously	identified	material	with	good	ionic	conductivity,	for	comparison.	The	designs	are	based	off	of	P3MEEMT	with	the	only	modifications	being	the	replacement	of	certain	oxygens	in	P3MEEMT	with	methylene	groups.			
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(except	for	purely	alkyl	side	chain)	are	considered	to	understand	the	effect	of	the	number	and	 positioning	 of	 charged	 groups	 in	 the	 side	 chain	 on	 ionic	 conductivity.	 We	 employ	Molecular	Dynamics	 simulations	 to	 study	 the	 ionic	 conductivity	 in	purely	 crystalline	 and	purely	amorphous	systems	for	each	chemistry.		Ionic	conductivity,	σ,	is	calculated	as:	 𝜎 = 𝑞𝑣𝑛		(3.1)	Where	q,	v,	and	n	are	the	valence,	drift	velocity,	and	number	density	of	dissociated	ions,	respectively.	Our	previous	work	compared	two	very	similar	chemistries	where	the	number	and	relative	positioning	of	oxygens	was	the	same,	so	the	concentration	of	dissociated	ions	was	assumed	equal	for	both	systems.	In	contrast,	the	proposed	side	chains	have	differences	in	oxygen	content	and	positioning	so	there	will	also	be	a	difference	in	the	concentration	of	dissociated	salt	present,	which	needs	to	be	accounted	for.			The	dissociation	process	of	a	salt	is	controlled	by	the	dielectric	constant[62],	ε,	and	the	activation	energy	of	the	dissociation	process,	Ea,	in	an	Arrhenius	expression:	
𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∝ 𝑒 ¡¢£¤¥¦§		 (3.2)	Where	kb,	and	T	are	the	Boltzmann	constant	and	Temperature,	respectively.	A	given	salt	pair	(such	as	LiCl,	adopted	here	for	simplicity)	will	have	a	corresponding	Ea	and	what	changes	is	the	value	of	ε	for	a	given	environment.	One	can	take	the	ratio	of	Ea	and	ε	to	be	a	“dissociation	energy”,	Ed,	and	propose	a	modified	equation	for	σ:	𝜎a = ¨©ª 		(3.3)	A	greater	value	of	𝐸« 	means	that	there	will	be	fewer	dissociated	ions,	so	𝐸« 	in	the	denominator	of	Eq.	3.3	mimics	the	effect	of	changing	ε.	While	calculating	ε	directly	for	each	
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environment	is	feasible,	it	is	a	computationally	demanding	procedure.	Here	we	calculate	an	effective	Ed	based	on	a	potential	of	mean	force,	PMF.	Hence,	we	seek	to	calculate	the	PMF	(and		Ed)	of	LiCl	dissociation	for	each	of	the	proposed	polymer	chemistries.	To	calculate	the	PMF,	a	series	of	simulations	are	conducted	with	the	cation	and	anion	(Li+	and	Cl-)	held	at	different	specific	separation	distance,	𝑟¬{­.	For	isotropic	environments	such	as	bulk	water,	the	orientation	of	the	salt	pair	when	it	is	placed	in	the	simulation	box	is	unimportant.	In	contrast,	the	environment	of	the	crystalline	phase	of	polythiophene	derivatives	is	anisotropic	and	the	preferred	orientation	of	the	salt	pair	is	unknown	so	it	should	be	allowed	to	freely	self-adjust.	As	such,	to	obtain	the	PMF,	we	employ	the	method	outlined	in	Figure	3.2.	After	being	placed	in	the	system,	Li+,	and	Cl-	are	modeled	as	a	rigid	body,	i.e.	the	sum	of	the	forces	acting	on	Li+,	and	Cl-,	are	totaled	and	applied	to	the	pair	as	if	it	were	one	rigid	body	while	maintaining	the	distance	between	the	two	ions	as	implemented	in	previous	work[101].	In	this	way	𝑟¬{­ 	remains	constant	while	still	allowing	the	salt	pair	to	equilibrate	to	the	preferred	orientation.	After	the	system	is	allowed	to	equilibrate,	the	mean	force,	MF	can	be	calculated	for	the	given	𝑟¬{­ 	as[60]:	𝑀𝐹¯𝑟¬{­° = 〈¯?⃑?²}³ − ?⃑´? z¡° · 𝑟〉			 (3.4)	Where	?⃑?},	is	the	force	vector	acting	on	ion	i,	and	𝑟	is	the	instantaneous	unit	vector	between	the	ions.	Simulations	are	run	for	𝑟¬{­	from	2Å	to	15Å,	in	increments	of	0.2	Å,	over	0.5ns	to	get	an	average	value	of	PMF	for	the	given	𝑟¬{­.	The	energy	required	to	take	an	ion	pair	from	a	given	𝑟¬{­	to	an	infinite	separation,	the	PMF,	can	be	calculated	by[60]:	PMF¯𝑟¬{­° = ∫ 𝑀𝐹(𝑟)º»¼½º¾¿À 𝑑𝑟	 (3.5)	
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Where	𝑟ÂxÃ	is	the	maximum	value	of	𝑟¬{­.	As	seen	in	the	bottom	right	of	Figure	3.2	the	value	of	𝑟ÂxÃ	is	chosen	to	be	large	enough	to	see	a	plateau	in	the	PMF.	Finally,	all	values	are	shifted	so	PMF(𝑟ÂxÃ)=0	for	clarity.	The	value	of	Ed	is	taken	as	the	difference	between	the	largest	and	smallest	values	of	the	PMF.			
	Summarized	in	Figure	3.3	is	the	“Normalized	Conductivity	Score”	where	𝜎a	for	a	given	chemistry	in	either	mesophase	is	normalized	to	𝜎a	for	P3MEEMT	in	the	corresponding	mesophase.	The	trends	seen	in	the	crystalline	phase	are	controlled	by	the	concentration	and	location	of	oxygen	in	the	side	chains.	Oxygen	concentration	controls	the	energetic	
  Figure	3.2:	top:	A	schematic	of	how	the	distance	between	Li+	and	Cl-	is	increased,	ranging	from	an	associated	state	to	a	dissociated	state.	bottom:	a	schematic	of	the	variables	used	in	equation	3.4	to	calculate	the	PMF,	and	an	example	plot	of	PMF	integrated	over	𝑟ÄjÅ	to	give	the	change	in	energy,	ΔE,	for	an	ion	pair	going	from	the	dissociated	state	to	a	given	𝑟ÄjÅ.	Carbon,	Sulfur,	Hydrogen,	Lithium,	and	Chlorine	are	colored	as	cyan,	yellow,	white,	green,	and	purple.	The	side	chains	are	colored	transparent	grey	for	clarity.		
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barrier	needed	to	jump	from	one	solvation	site	to	another.	With	greater	oxygen	concentration	an	ion	will	on	average	be	solvated	by	more	oxygen	atoms,	therefore	increasing	the	ionic	mobility.	This	would	lead	one	to	conclude	that	reducing	the	oxygen	concentration	is	purely	beneficial,	however,	this	reduction	in	oxygen	content	also	increases	
Ed	(see	SI)	which	lowers	the	amount	of	dissociated	salt,	so	a	competition	arises.		This	competition	is	highlighted	in	the	best	performers	for	crystalline	conductivity,	designs	1	and	2,	where	design	1	has	lower	oxygen	content	than	design	2,	however	both	systems	have	similar	conductivity	because	of	the	difference	in	Ed.	Despite	all	designs	having	higher	values	of	Ed	because	of	the	reduction	in	oxygen	concentration	compared	to	P3MEEMT,	the	conductivity	for	all	designs	(besides	design	6)	show	improved	conductivity.	This	is	because	the	removal	of	just	one	oxygen	in	the	side	chain	disrupts	the	ability	of	the	side	chains	to	“cage”	the	ion	as	was	seen	for	P3MEEMT	in	our	previous	work.	The	exception	to	the	universally	improved	conductivity,	design	6,	has	very	low	conductivity	because	the	ions	are	drawn	closer	to	the	thiophene	rings	where	there	is	reduced	mobility,	leading	to	reduced	conductivity	even	though	the	oxygen	concentration	is	reduced.	
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	The	location	of	oxygens	in	the	side	chain	is	also	vital,	as	the	Li+	ion	is	drawn	to	oxygens	and	those	that	are	closer	to	the	end	of	the	side	chain	have	greater	mobility,	as	show	in	our	previous	work	(Chapter	2).	This	can	be	seen	in	the	difference	in	conductivities	between	designs	1,	3	and	4.	These	designs	have	identical	oxygen	content,	and	similar	Ed,	however,	the	greater	mobility	of	the	oxygen	in	design	1	leads	to	the	greatest	conductivity	of	the	three	designs,	while	design	4	has	the	worst	conductivity	because	the	oxygen	closest	to	the	thiophene	ring	has	the	lowest	mobility.		
 Figure	3.3:	The	conductivity	scores	for	all	proposed	chemistries	normalized	to	P3MEEMT	for	the	respective	mesophases.			
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	Due	to	the	regular	arrangement	of	side	chains	in	the	crystalline	phase,	there	is	always	a	percolating	pathway	of	solvation	sites,	so	there	is	no	need	to	consider	percolation	there.	However,	in	the	amorphous	phase	the	loss	of	a	regular	arrangement	necessitates	the	consideration	of	percolation.	A	reduction	in	oxygen	content	has	the	effect	of	increasing	the	average	distance	between	oxygens,	which	increases	the	distance	the	ion	needs	to	jump,	leading	to	a	greater	energetic	barrier,	and	therefore,	lower	conductivity[160,161].	To	evaluate	how	the	designs	affect	the	distribution	of	oxygens	in	the	amorphous	phase	we	use	a	clustering	algorithm	which	groups	oxygens	together	as	part	of	the	same	cluster	if	they	are	within	a	given	cutoff,	rcut.	The	value	of	rcut	for	which	each	system	shows	only	one	cluster,	𝑟ÆÇÈ∗ ,	can	be	thought	of	as	the	distance	the	ion	needs	to	jump	to	go	from	one	solvation	site	to	the	next.	The	rate	of	an	ion	making	a	jump	of	size	l	can	be	modeled	using	an	Arhennius	expression	so	the	drift	velocity,	vd,	of	an	ion	can	be	approximated	as:	𝑣« ∝ 𝑙𝑒i 	 (3.6)	Which	is	maximized	at	small	l,	and	therefore	,	𝑟ÆÇÈ∗ .	The	value	of	𝑟ÆÇÈ∗ 	for	each	system	is	plotted	in	Figure	3.4.	As	expected,	P3MEEMT	with	the	greatest	concentration	of	oxygen	in	the	side	chain	has	the	smallest	value	of	𝑟ÆÇÈ∗ ,	and	therefore	the	smallest	distance	the	Li+	ion	needs	to	jump	between	solvation	sites.		Designs	2,	5	and	6	all	have	the	same	oxygen	concentration,	and	therefore	have	similar		𝑟ÆÇÈ∗ .	A	similar	trend	is	seen	for	designs	1,	3	and	4.	This	difference	in	𝑟ÆÇÈ∗ 	explains	why	designs	1	and	2,	which	have	similar	performance	in	the	crystalline	phase,	have	very	different	performances	in	the	amorphous	phase	(almost	an	order	of	magnitude	difference).		
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Our	previous	work	indicated	that	the	amorphous	phase	is	where	ionic	conductivity	mainly	takes	place.	As	such,	Design	5	emerges	as	the	best	performer,	as	it	strikes	a	balance	between	reducing	oxygen	content,	drawing	Li+	to	the	side	chain	end,	and	maintaining	good	percolation	of	solvation	sites.	Another	promising	candidate	is	design	2,	which	shows	a	~2	times	increase	in	conductivity	in	the	amorphous	phase.	While	not	as	large	of	an	improvement	in	the	ionic	conductivity,	the	oxygen	which	is	close	to	the	thiophene	ring	may	bring	electronic	dopants	closer	to	the	ring,	improving	electronic	conductivity.			
	
 Figure	3.4:	Values	of	𝑟ÉÊ∗ 	for	P3MEEMT	and	all	proposed	chemistries.	
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3.4 Conclusions		In	 conclusion,	 we	 have	 evaluated	 the	 performance	 of	 several	 different	 polythiophene	derivatives	 based	 on	 P3MEEMT	 and	 identified	 promising	 candidates	 to	 investigate	 for	improving	upon	 the	 ionic	 conductivity	of	P3MEEMT.	To	account	 for	 the	changing	oxygen	content	in	the	side	chains	of	the	proposed	chemistries,	the	energy	of	dissociating	a	given	salt	pair	in	the	system	of	interest,	Ed,	is	introduced	into	the	calculation	of	conductivity.	Ed	can	be	obtained	from	the	PMF	which	is	calculated	by	modeling	a	salt	pair	as	a	rigid	body,	calculating	the	average	mean	 force	acting	on	 the	 ions	 for	different	separation	distances	between	the	ions,	and	finally	integrating	these	values.	Modeling	the	salt	pair	as	a	rigid	body	allows	for	proper	equilibration	to	an	a	priori	unknown	configuration.			Comparing	 the	 normalized	 conductivity	 scores	 of	 the	 new	 designs	 reveals	 that	 in	 the	crystalline	phase	the	designs	which	draw	the	ion	to	the	end	of	the	side	chain	and	reduce	the	oxygen	concentration	are	the	best	performers.	In	contrast	the	amorphous	phase	shows	an	opposing	trend	where	reducing	the	oxygen	concentration	in	the	side	chain,	while	reducing	the	energetic	barrier	to	escape	the	solvation	site,	 increases	the	average	distance	between	solvation	 sites	 which	 leads	 to	 a	 reduced	 drift	 velocity,	 and	 therefore,	 conductivity,	 as	predicted	 by	 a	 simple	 Arrhenius-like	 expression.	 The	 best	 performers	 in	 the	 amorphous	phase	 balance	 the	 reduction	 in	 oxygen	 concentration	while	maintaining	 a	 short	 distance	between	solvation	sites.		The	conductivity	in	the	amorphous	phase	is	of	primary	importance	as	the	amorphous	phase	is	where	ionic	conduction	primarily	occurs.	This	leads	to	design	5	having	the	best	predicted	
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ionic	conductivity	(~5	times	improved	amorphous	conductivity	over	P3MEEMT).	While	not	as	 good	 of	 a	 performer,	 design	 2	 (~2	 times	 improved	 amorphous	 conductivity	 over	P3MEEMT)	 has	 interesting	 implications	when	 considering	 the	 dual	 conducting	 nature	 of	these	materials.	Based	on	our	results,	experimental	collaborators	will	seek	to	synthesize	side	chains	of	interest,	namely	design	5.				Future	work	will	 look	to	expand	to	a	broader	design	space	and	employ	machine	 learning	approaches	to	help	identify	new	high	performing	candidates.	To	do	this,	we	plan	to	use	a	“library”	of	chemical	functional	groups	which	serve	as	“blocks”	which	are	linked	together	to	form	new	chain	designs.	The	chemical	identity	and	location	of	each	block	in	the	side	chain	design	 provide	 an	 easy	way	 to	 represent	 a	 chain	 design	 to	machine	 learning	 algorithms	allowing	for	implementation	of	pre-existing	algorithms	such	as	the	Genetic	Algorithm,	and	Neural	Networks.	A	Genetic	Algorithm	can	guide	incremental	improvements	in	conductivity	over	 several	 generations	 while	 A	 Neural	 Network	 can	 take	 in	 a	 large	 data	 set	 of	 the	conductivity	score	for	many	side	chain	designs	and	make	predictions	about	the	entire	design	space.	Both	offer	different	advantages,	as	the	Genetic	Algorithm	is	easier	to	implement	while	the	Neural	Network	can	help	predict	far	more	chemistries	than	the	Genetic	Algorithm.	We	will	also	seek	to	apply	the	method	for	calculating	Ed	to	more	complex	salts	such	as	LiTFSI,	the	primary	salt	used	by	experimental	collaborators,	to	see	if	this	change	in	salt	affects	the	relative	values	of	Ed	as	compared	to	the	values	obtained	for	LiCl.	The	anionic	atom	of	interest	in	FSI-,	N,	can	modeled	as	a	rigid	body	with	Li+	while	the	rest	of	the	FSI-	ion	can	be	allowed	to	freely	equilibrate.	This	allows	for	a	constant	rsep	while	also	allowing	for	the	salt	to	equilibrate	
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not	only	orientationally,	but	also	configurationally,	which	is	not	a	concern	in	simple	diatomic	salts	like	LiCl.	Additionally,	polarizable	forcefields	will	be	considered	when	calculating	Ed	for	more	complex	salts	since	the	polarizability	of	ions	can	greatly	affect	the	PMF	as	the	charge	can	be	smeared	across	a	complex	ion	such	as	FSI-	which	isn’t	as	prevalent	for	simpler	ions	such	as	Cl-.			3.5 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS		 This	 work	 was	 supported	 by	 NSF	 DMREF	 Award	 Number	 1629369.	 C.N.	 thanks	 Dr.	Mayank	Misra	for	insightful	discussions			3.6 Supplemental	Information			3.6.1 Simulation	Model		For	 atomistic	 simulations,	 we	 use	 the	 all-atom	 (AA)	 force	 field	 potential	 developed	 by	Cheung,	et.	Al[86]	(based	on	the	OPLS-AA	forcefield[99])	 to	simulate	the	thiophene	rings.	Leveraging	its	similarity	to	the	OPLS-AA	model,	we	use	the	OPLS-UA	forcefield[99]	to	model	the	side	chains	to	decrease	computational	load.	A	depiction	of	our	model	is	given	in	Figure	3.5.	The	non-bonded	interactions	are	defined	by	a	combination	of	Lennard-Jones	(LJ)	and	Coulombic	 potential	 energy	 functions	 truncated	 at	 a	 cut-off	 of	 10Å.	 The	 parameters	 for	homonuclear	 non-bonded	 interactions	 are	 given	 in	 Table	 3.1.	 We	 adopted	 the	 OPLS-AA	forcefield	prescription	for	the	mixing	rules	for	heteronuclear	non-bonded	interactions	and	scaling	 of	 non-bonded	 interaction	 for	 bonded	 atoms.	 Parameters	 for	 the	 bond	 and	 angle	potentials	are	given	in	Table	3.2,	and	Table	3.3,	respectively.	For	dihedral	angle	potentials,	we	used	 the	standard	OPLS	potential	adopted	by	 the	Cheung	model	with	 the	parameters	
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listed	in	Table	3.4.	For	the	ring-ring	and	ring-side	chain	dihedrals	we	adopted	the	model	and	parameters	of	Poelking	and	Andrienko[164]	given	in	Table	3.5.	To	account	for	the	change	in	
partial	charges	due	to	the	change	in	chemistry,	we	altered	the	charges	of	the	thiophene	atoms	
 Figure	3.5:	Depiction	of	the	end,	and	inner	monomers	of	P3MEET	and	P3MEEMT.	Charges	of	the	atoms	are	given.	
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and	the	first	atom	bonded	to	the	ring	to	maintain	charge	neutrality	and	respect	the	relative	values	of	Muliken	charges	calculated	using	BLYP	6-31G*.	The	remaining	atoms	in	the	side	chains	are	assigned	charges	according	to	the	OPLS-UA	forcefield.	Figure	3.5	displays	all	the	atomic	charges	whose	values	are	assumed	fixed	(i.e.,	polarization	effects	are	neglected	based	on	the	values	of	their	dipole	moments[21,2223]).		Table	3.1:	Non-boned	parameters	used	in	the	AA	model.	The	atom	types	are	defined	in	Figure	3.5	 Atom	type	 ε	/	(Kcal/mol)		 σ	/	Å	C1a	 0.07	 3.55	C2a	 0.07	 3.55	C3b	 0.118	 3.8	C4b	 0.17	 3.8	Cab	 0.118	 3.905	Ceb	 0.175	 3.905	Ha	 0.03	 2.5	Ob	 0.17	 3.0	Sa	 0.25	 3.55	
aAdapted	from	Ref.	[86]	bAdapted	from	Ref	[99]			Table	3.2:	Harmonic	bond	parameters,	where	the	potential	is	defined	by	harmonic	potential;	Ustuv = ks(r − rw)]	Type	 kb	/	(Kcal	/	(mol·Å2))	 r0	/	Å	C1-C2a	 514.27	 1.364	
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C2-C2a	 453.1	 1.428	C1-C1a	 392.29	 1.43	S-C1a	 291.25	 1.732	C1-Ha	 370.63	 1.08	C2-Ha	 370.63	 1.08	C2-C3b	 317.0	 1.51	C2-Ob	 450.0	 1.364	C3-C3b	 260.0	 1.526	C3-Ob	 320.0	 1.425	O-C4b	 320.0	 1.425	C2-Cab	 317.0	 1.51	Ca-Cab	 260.0	 1.526	Ca-Ceb	 320.0	 1.425	Ca-C3b	 260.0	 1.526	
aAdapted	from	Ref.	[86]	bAdapted	from	Ref	[99]		Table	3.3:	Harmonic	angle	parameters,	where	the	potential	is	defined	by	harmonic	potential;	Uxuyz{ = k|(θ − θw)]	Type	 kθ	/	(Kcal	/	(mol·radian2))	 θ0	/	degree	C1-S-C1a	 86.36	 92.774	S-C1-C2a	 86.36	 110.292	C1-C2-C2a	 39.582	 113.322	S-C1-C1a	 41.74	 119.569	
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C1-C1-C2a	 35.263	 130.14	S-C1-Ha	 28.787	 124.609	C2-C1-Ha	 35.263	 125.1	C1-C2-Ha	 35.263	 122.979	C2-C2-Ha	 35.263	 123.7	C2-C2-C3b	 70.0	 123.7	C1-C2-C3b	 70.0	 122.98	C2-C2-Ob	 70.0	 123.7	C1-C2-Ob	 70.0	 122.979	C2-C3-Ob	 50.0	 109.5	C2-O-C3b	 75.0	 111.0	C3-O-C3b	 100.0	 111.8	O-C3-C3b	 80.0	 109.5	C3-O-C4b	 100.0	 111.8	C2-C2-Cab	 70.0	 123.7	C1-C2-Cab	 70.0	 122.979	C2-Ca-Cab	 63.0	 114.0	Ca-Ca-Cab	 63.0	 112.4	Ca-Ca-C3b	 63.0	 112.4	Ca-C3-Ob	 63.0	 112.4	Ca-Ca-Ceb	 100.0	 111.8	
aAdapted	from	Ref.	[86]	bAdapted	from	Ref	[99]		
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Table	3.4:	OPLS	torsional	parameters,	where	the	potential	is	defined	as;	Uv}~{vxz =∑ ] Vu[1 + (−1)u cos nϕ]u 	Type	 V 1Kcalmol 	 V] Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	C1-S-C1-C2a	 0	 9.51	 	0	 0	S-C1-C2-C2a	 0	 9.51	 0	 0	C1-C2-C2-C1a	 0	 9.51	 0	 0	C2-C3-O-C3b	 0.65	 -0.25	 0.67	 0	C3-O-C3-C3b	 0.65	 -0.25	 0.67	 0	O-C3-C3-Ob	 -.55	 0	 0	 0	C3-C3-O-C4b	 0.65	 -.25	 0.67	 0	C2-O-C3-C3b	 0.65	 -.25	 0.67	 0	Ca-Ca-Ca-C3b	 -3.4	 1.25	 3.1	 0	Ca-Ca-C3-Ob	 -.55	 0	 0	 0	Ca-C3-O-C3b	 0.65	 -.25	 0.67	 0	Ca-C3-O-C4b	 0.65	 -.25	 0.67	 0	Ca-Ca-Ca-Cab	 -3.4	 1.25	 3.1	 0	Ca-Ca-Ca-Ceb	 -3.4	 1.25	 3.1	 0	C3-Ca-Ca-Ceb	 -3.4	 1.25	 3.1	 0	
aAdapted	from	Ref.	[86]	bAdapted	from	Ref	[99]			Table	3.5:	Multi-Harmonic	torsional	parameters,	where	the	potential	is	defined	by	harmonic	potential;	Uv}~{vxz = ∑ Vucosuϕu 	Type	 V Kcalmol	 V] Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	 V Kcalmol	
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S-C1-C1-Sc	 5.2132	 -0.0502	 -3.4139	 0.1124	 -1.5909	 0.1268	C1-C2-C3-Oc	 0.1866	 -0.9069	 0.0550	 1.2440	 -0.0359	 0.2321	C1-C2-Ca-Cac	 0.1866	 -0.9069	 0.0550	 1.2440	 -0.0359	 0.2321	
cAdapted	from	Ref	[164]				3.6.2 Ed	for	all	chemistries			
	3.6.3 Atoms	coordinating	Li+	ions		Atoms	in	the	side	chain	are	assigned	numbers	starting	at	1	for	the	atoms	bonded	closest	to	the	thiophene	backbone,	up	to	9	for	the	last	atom	in	the	side	chain.	During	the	ionic	conduction	simulations,	an	atom	in	the	side	chain	is	considered	to	be	coordinating	the	Li+	ion	if	it	is	within	3.5Å.	The	probability	histograms	are	plotted	to	see	how	each	chain	design	coordinates	the	ion.	
 
 Figure	3.6:	The	values	of	Ed	for	all	chemistries.	
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 Figure	3.8:	The	probability	histogram	for	atoms	in	the	side	chain	of	design	2	to	be	coordinating	Li+.		
 
 Figure	3.7:	The	probability	histogram	for	atoms	in	the	side	chain	of	design	1	to	be	coordinating	Li+.		
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 Figure	3.10:	The	probability	histogram	for	atoms	in	the	side	chain	of	design	4	to	be	coordinating	Li+.		
 
 
 Figure	3.9:	The	probability	histogram	for	atoms	in	the	side	chain	of	design	3	to	be	coordinating	Li+.		
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	Figure	3.11:	The	probability	histogram	for	atoms	in	the	side	chain	of	design	5	to	be	coordinating	Li+.		
 
 Figure	3.12:	The	probability	histogram	for	atoms	in	the	side	chain	of	design	6	to	be	coordinating	Li+.		
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4 Optimizing	the	network	topology	of	block	copolymer	liquid	crystal	elastomers	for	enhanced	extensibility	and	toughness		
	4.1 INTRODUCTION		Elastomers,	crosslinked	networks	of	polymer	chains,	often	possess	high	extensibility	but	low	toughness,	 𝛾,	 the	 energy	 absorbed	 upon	 deformation	 before	 breakage.	 While	 increasing	crosslinking	density	increases	the	young’s	modulus,	it	also	decreases	extensibility	and	may	not	necessarily	enhance	𝛾[11,192].	It	is	thus	desirable	but	challenging	to	develop	elastomers	with	high	ᵧ 	that	are	also	highly	extensible;	such	materials	would	be	appealing	for	applications	requiring	super-toughness	such	as	specialty	fibers,	shock	absorbers,	artificial	muscles,	etc.	This	combination	of	properties	has	been	predicted	to	be	exhibited	by	model	liquid	crystalline	elastomers	 (LCE)	with	unentangled,	 tetra-functional	cross-linking	(T-LCE)	and	ABA	block	copolymers	connecting	the	crosslinks	[150,4].	These	T-LCEs	achieve	that	feat	by	producing	a	saw-tooth	shaped	stress-strain	response	to	uniaxial	deformation,	wherein	each	“tooth”	is	associated	with	microscopic	rearrangements	that	 increase	the	number	of	AB	layers	along	the	strain	axis.	A	key	question	to	be	addressed	by	this	study	is	whether	realistic	crosslinking	schemes	 that	 generate	 complex	 and	 defective	 connectivities[184],	 can	 also	 lead	 to	elastomers	with	high	toughness	and	extensibility.			LCE	 are	 elastomers	 where	 the	 constituent	 chains	 are	 semi-flexible,	 i.e.,	 have	 a	 large	persistence	length,	lp~100Å,	that	form	orientationally	aligned	liquid	crystal	phases	induced	by	various	 stimuli[34,44,124,188,204].	 In	LCEs,	network	deformation	 is	 coupled	 to	 chain	orientation[204],	a	feature	that	can	be	exploited	in	artificial	muscles[125,2222]	and	high-strain	actuators[218,232].	T-LCE	are	LCE	where,	under	 full	3D	extension,	 tetra-functional	
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cross-links	would	sit	on	the	lattice	points	of	a	diamond	lattice	with	the	homopolymers	acting	as	the	carbon	bonds	in	diamond.	Due	to	main-chain	backbone	semi-flexibility,	the	chains	and	cross-links	 self-assemble	 into	 separate	 layers	 (Figure	 4.1)	 [4,5,17].	 Upon	 uniaxial	deformation,	stress	builds	in	these	networks	until	chain	backbone	hairpins	unfold	and	a	new	cross-link	layer	forms.	For	semi-flexible	polymers,	the	mechanism	of	chain	unfolding	entails	“shifting”	the	mass	of	one	hairpin	leg	to	the	other	leg	until	the	first	leg	is	short	enough	that	the	bending	energy	overcomes	entropy	and	fully	unfolds[226].	Upon	hairpin	unfolding,	the	network	 “yields”,	 to	 reduce	 chain	 overstretching,	 and	 a	 new	 layer	 is	 formed.	 For	 T-LCE,	hairpin	unfolding	 is	 further	hindered	by	the	cross-linking	of	chain	ends,	and	the	entropic	segregation	of	 the	cross-links	 that	 is	broken	during	unfolding.	For	T-LCE	with	ABA	block	copolymer	chains,	 the	addition	of	an	 interfacial	energy	penalty	enhances	 the	segregation,	and	favors	the	formation	of	smectic	(orientationally	and	translationally	ordered)	domains	of	A	and	B	blocks	[4,150].	While	forming	a	new	domain,	the	surface	area,	and	consequently	the	interfacial	energy,	increases,	requiring	larger	stresses	for	domain	formation	as	compared	to	homopolymer	T-LCE.	Further	deformation	leads	to	a	succession	of	large	stress	peaks	giving	the	characteristic	saw-tooth	stress-strain	pattern	[4,150].	This	deformation	mechanism	is	reminiscent	 of	 naturally	 occurring	 tough	materials	 such	 as	 titin,	 and	 spider	 silk,	 both	 of	which	undergo	non-affine	domain	deformations	 to	relieve	stress[18,91,109,148,171,230].	The	 concept	 of	 yielding	 to	 allow	 for	 greater	 energy	 absorption	 is	 the	 cornerstone	 of	 the	“crumple	zone”,	a	concept	used	in	cars	and	protective	equipment[79,100].		T-LCEs	embody	a	particular	type	of	model	network	topology	wherein	tetrafunctional	sites	are	interconnected	as	in	a	single	diamond	lattice,	but	the	saw-tooth	tensile	response	is	not	expected	to	be	a	unique	characteristic	of	such	a	topology.	In	fact,	other	LCE	topologies	with	
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regular	lattice	connectivity	such	as	double	gyroid	and	double	diamond	have	also	been	shown	to	 produce	 saw-tooth	 tensile	 responses	 [5].	 But	 such	 model	 LCEs	 (including	 T-LCE)	represent	the	limiting	case	of	perfect,	unentangled	networks;	in	contrast,	both	natural	and	synthetic	LCEs	exhibit	topological	inhomogeneities	and	entanglements	that	affect	the	tensile	response[18,19,28,38,211].	Indeed,	entanglements	tend	to	impede	cross-link	mobility	which	is	vital	to	the	formation	of	multiple	domains,	and	reduce	network	extensibility	αm=	maximum	strain	before	stress	divergence	(when	further	domain	formation	does	not	restore	the	stress	to	~	0),	limiting	the	amount	of	energy	that	can	be	absorbed	during	deformation	[210].				
	
 Figure	4.1:	a)	Depiction	of	unfolding	mechanism	for	semi-flexible	chains	(colored	as	block	copolymer	for	clarity).	Unequal	pull	on	the	ends	of	the	hairpin	aids	to	the	release	of	bending	energy	by	unfolding.	b)	Cartoon	of	the	stress	built-up	and	release	mechanism	in	T-LCE	with	block	copolymer	chains,	describing	states	around	a	representative	tooth	in	the	stress-strain	curve	(c).	From	left	to	right:	The	applied	strain	first		removes	any	“slack”	in	the	system,	and	begins	to	deform	the	llamella,	increasing	the	interfacial	energy	and	the	stress.	After	a	greater	amount	of	strain,	the	hairpins	begin	to	unfold,	breaking	the	parent	layer	into	two	daughter	layers,	and	relaxing	the	stress.	
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In	reaction	schemes	of	flexible	chain	networks	where	the	chains	end-link	with	crosslinking	molecules,	different	types	of	spatial/topological	inhomogeneities	develop;	e.g.,	“self-biting”	occurs	when	both	ends	of	a	chain	react	with	the	same	cross-link.	LCEs	can	exhibit	additional	microstructural	defects	like	polydomains,	which	arise	from	a	localized	alignment	of	chains	along	 distinct	 directors	 in	 different	 regions	 of	 the	 network,	 and	 degrade	 the	mechanical	properties	[117,159,209].		In	a	preliminary	simulation	study	of	ABA	block	copolymer	chains	end-linked	with	tetrafunctional	monomers,	the	saw-tooth	tensile	behavior	found	in	T-LCEs	was	largely	suppressed	[5],	likely	due	to	the	presence	of	defects	and	entanglements.	With	the	goal	of	approaching	ideal	tetra-functional	connectivity	elastomers,	a	recently	developed	protocol	uses	two	tetra-functional	molecules	that	have	either	one	of	two	reactive	end-groups	(amine	terminated,	or	N-Hydroxysuccinimide	terminated,	depicted	in	Figure	4.2)[127,197].	Herein	 we	 refer	 to	 these	 tetra-functional	 molecules	 as	 monomers	 (type1	 or	 type2,	 as	depicted	in	Figure	4.1)	and	their	arm	lengths	as	la.		Type1/2	monomers	can	only	react	with	type2/1	monomers,	preventing	both	self-biting	and	the	formation	of	“loops”	having	an	odd	number	 of	monomers,	which	 improves	mechanical	 properties	 [8].	 A	 loop	 is	 defined	 as	 a	connected	 path	 that	 starts	 from	 one	 given	monomer	 and	 traces	 a	 path	 along	 connected	monomers	that	ends	at	the	starting	monomer.	n-loops	are	defined	as	loops	that	contain	“n”	monomers	 along	 the	 path.	 We	 will	 refer	 to	 this	 reaction	 scheme	 as	 the	 “AB	 tetra-monomer”(ABTAM)	method.		
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	 	Using	molecular	dynamics,	this	study	aims	to	determine	if	realistic	LCE	networks,	denoted	as	 R-LCE,	 formed	 by	 the	 ABTAM	 protocol	 can	 exhibit	 the	 saw-tooth	 tensile	 response	observed	in	T-LCEs,	and	if	so,	which	synthesis	parameters	create	networks	with	optimized	toughness	and	αm.			4.2 Models	&	Methods	Below	we	 describe	 the	 key	 aspects	 of	 our	 simulation	model/methods.	 A	more	 complete	description	can	be	found	in	the	supplementary	information	(SI).	The	polymers	are	described	as	bead-spring	chains	[71]	with	beads	bonded	using	a	FENE	potential[70]:	
𝑈ÌÍÎÍ = −𝐾 ÐÑÒ] ln 1 − k ºÐÑq] + 4𝜀 kÔÕÖº q] − kÔÕÖº q + 		 (4.1)	where	excluded	volume	interactions	are	described	by	the	LJ-like	potential	term,	that	is	cut	off	at	r=rc=21/6σLJ.	The	spring	constant	is	K=	30ε/σLJ2	and	the	maximum	bond	extension	is	R0	=	1.5σLJ,	which	describe	a	stiff	bond	whose	equilibrium	length	is	approximately	equal	to	the	bead	diameter	(~0.97σLJ).	For	non-bonded	interactions,	there	are	4	unique	bead	types:	A(B)	beads	represent	the	A(B)	block,	and	C(D)	represents	the	reactive	end	beads	on	monomers	of	
	Figure	4.2:	Schematic	of	ABTAM	reaction.	Each	monomer	consists	of	a	tetra-functional	cross-link	(black),	connected	by	the	A-block	(blue)	of	an	AB	block	copolymer	(B	block	is	purple).	There	are	two	monomer	types	differentiated	by	the	end-group	on	the	chains	(type	1	is	red,	type	2	is	green).	Only	end-beads	of	different	colors	can	bond.								
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type	1(2).	The	tetra-functional	bead	is	considered	type	A.	A	cut	and	shifted	LJ	potential	is	used	with	the	form:	
𝑈²× = 4𝜀hØ kÔÕÖº q] − kÔÕÖº q − kÔÕÖºÙ q] + kÔÕÖºÙ q	 (4.2)	for	r	£	rc	(ULJ	=	0	otherwise),	where		rcij	=2.5σLJ	(attractive	potential),	when	i=j,	and	rcij=	21/6σLJ	(repulsive	potential),	when	i≠j,	and	eij=0.5ε	for	all	interaction	pairs	ij.	C	and	D	beads	interact	through	an	additional	Yukawa	potential	that	is	given	in	equation	4.8.		Chain	 stiffness	 is	 induced	by	a	bending	potential	 that	 is	 applied	 to	all	beads	 that	 are	not	bonded	to	a	cross-link,	which	has	the	form:	𝑈xuyz{ = 𝑘g𝑇𝐾s{uv(1 + cos𝛹)	 (4.3)	where	Kbend	is	a	stiffness	constant	and	ψ	is	the	angle	between	two	consecutive	bond	vectors;	unless	otherwise	noted,	Kbend=4.		Structurally,	the	monomers	are	composed	of	a	tetra-functional	cross-link	connected	to	4	AB	block	copolymer	“arms”	by	the	A	block.	The	last	bead	in	each	arm	is	treated	as	C/D	beads	for	type	1/2	monomers.	Arm	lengths	of	la=	5,	11,	15,	20,	40,	60,	80	and	100	beads	were	studied,	with	corresponding	volume	fractions	of	A	of	0.4,	0.455,	0.467,	0.5,	0.5,	0.5,	0.5,	and	0.5.	χN	values	for	chains	formed	when	two	arms	bond	together	are	13.5,	35.0,	52.7,	71.0,	161.5,	251,	342.8,	and	434.6	in	order	of	increasing	la	[112].	To	simulate	the	cross-linking	reaction,	when	a	C/D	bead	is	within	1σLJ	distance	of	a	D/C	bead	and	both	beads	have	yet	to	form	a	cross-linking	bond,	a	bond	is	formed	with	a	preset	probability.	 	Following	experimental	studies	that	 optimized	 the	 mechanical	 properties	 of	 synthesized	 networks	 [83,175],	 the	 two	monomer	types	are	at	equal	concentrations	and	the	reaction	rate	is	assumed	to	be	kinetically	limited	(i.e.	the	probability	of	bond	formation	is	low).	Once	initiated,	the	reaction	proceeds	
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until	conversion	reaches	~96.5-97.5%.	All	results	are	for	a	good	implicit	solvent	where	both	the	A	and	B	blocks	of	the	monomers	are	well	solvated,	as	would	be	the	case	if	the	solvent	is	a	mix	of	2	solvents,	each	selective	for	one	block.	Standard	periodic	boundary	conditions	are	used	 throughout.	 Once	 synthesized,	 the	 networks	 are	 compressed	 from	 the	 synthesis	concentration,	ɸ0,	 to	 the	prescribed	melt	 density,	ɸmelt,	 and	 equilibrated	 [ɸ	 is	 defined	 as	(number	 of	 beads)/σLJ3].	 For	 uniaxial	 deformation,	 we	 use	 an	 “iso-strain	 isobaric	mixed	ensemble”	 where	 the	 deformation	 axis	 has	 a	 prescribed	 strain	 while	 the	 orthogonal	directions	are	controlled	by	a	barostat	[144].			4.3 Results	and	Discussion		4.3.1 Effect	of	Monomer	Concentration	at	Crosslinking		Our	 simulations	 aim	 to	 quantify	 how	 network	 quality	 is	 affected	 by	 ɸ0,	 the	 monomer	concentration	during	crosslinking.	ɸ0	has	a	strong	effect	on	the	topological	microstructure	of	the	network:	a	small	value	can	lead	to	inhomogeneous,	poorly	percolating	networks,	while	a	large	value	can	lead	to	highly	entangled	systems.		Synthesized	networks	of	varying	la	and	monomer	 concentration	 all	microphase	 segregate	 into	 AB	 lamellae	when	 compressed	 to	
ɸmelt,	 regardless	of	ɸ0;	however,	 the	 lamellae	plane	normal	generally	doesn’t	point	 in	 the	[100]	direction	due	to	a	mismatch	between	the	lamellar	spacing	and	the	simulation	box	size	[219].	This	 leads	 to	 the	deformation	axis	being	 initially	misaligned	with	 the	director	 (the	direction	 of	 chain	 alignment),	 which	 leads	 to	 “soft”	 low-stress	 initial	 deformations	 (see	SI)[129].	Figure	4.3	shows	the	tensile	responses	of	several	networks	synthesized	at	different	concentrations	for	la	=	11	(Figure	4.3a)	and	20	(Figure	4.3b).			
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After	 the	 soft	 regime,	 all	 curves	 approximately	 follow	 a	 characteristic	 pattern	 with	 ɸ0	determining	αm.	The	toughness,	𝛾α=x,	is	defined	as	the	area	under	the	stress	strain	curve	from	
α=1	to	x	(omitting	negative	stresses).	We	find	that	𝛾α=5~	2.43	for	the	R-LCE	network	with	la	=11	 and	 ɸ0=0.045,	 comparable	 to	 ᵧα=5	 ~1.91	 for	 T-LCE.	 The	 microscopic	 mechanism	underlying	 the	 saw-tooth	 behavior	 is	 also	 fundamentally	 the	 same	 as	 that	 of	 the	 perfect	network	(summarized	in	the	introduction).	The	behavior	changes	when	the	stress	starts	to	diverge,	where,	due	to	entanglements,	enthalpic	segregation	of	blocks	and	chain	relaxation	are	 hindered.	 At	 that	 point,	 chain	 disinterdispersion,	 hairpin	 unfolding	 and	 phase	segregation	subside,	and	the	tensile	response	becomes	dominated	by	chain	hyperextension	and	bond	stretching.	Indeed,	near	αm,	bond-stretch	energy	trends	upward	while	interfacial	energy	is	not	a	significant	contributor	to	the	stress	as	shown	in	Figure	4.10	in	the	SI.	At	very	low	ɸ0	(ɸ<0.01	for	la=11)	the	connectivity	of	the	network	is	significantly	reduced	compared	to	higher	ɸ0	cases	(ɸ0>0.1	for	la=11)	and	may	be	affected	by	the	finite	size	imposed	by	the	boundary	conditions.	To	clarify	this	effect,	we	simulated	a	network	synthesized	with	4096	monomers	 (8	 times	 the	 512	 used	 for	 all	 other	 syntheses)	 at	ɸ0=0.0133	 and	 saw	 similar	connectivity	(Figure	4.10).	The	tensile	response	of	this	network	(Figure	4.3a	curve	labeled	“large”	and	Figure	4.3c)	shows	peaks	with	smaller	and	less	defined	peaks.	This	is	due	to	the	longer	 relaxation	 time	 scales	 in	 larger	 networks,	 where	 the	 averaging	 of	 multiple	transformations	initiated	at	slightly	different	times	leads	to	a	smoothing	out	of	the	tensile	response.	This	smoothing	 is	expected	to	continue	 into	the	macroscopic	regime,	especially	above	 a	 length	 scale	 where	 regions	 of	 different	 chain	 alignment	 form	 (known	 as	polydomains)[209].	 These	 domains	 will	 only	 be	 weakly	 coupled	 to	 each	 other	 at	 their	
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boundaries,	leading	to	further	de-coherence	of	the	formation	of	new	smectic	domains	in	the	sample,	and	to	additional	“averaging”	of	the	tensile	response.	
				Having	established	that	the	tensile	response	of	R-LCEs	approaches	that	of	the	T-LCE,	we	now	examine	how	the	microstructural	details	affect	the	tensile	response.	Figure	4.4a	shows	the	number	 of	 2,4,6-loops	 normalized	 by	 the	 number	 of	 monomers.	 Figure	 4.4b	 shows	 the	equilibrium	 swelling	 volumes	 normalized	 to	 the	 swelling	 volume	 of	 a	 perfect	 network	(swelling	 ratio	=	SR)	and	 the	chain	 ratio	 (CR)	 [153]	 (see	SI	 for	details).	CR	 compares	 the	ensemble	average	of	the	minimum	length	a	chain	can	have	while	still	obeying	topological	entanglements	(found	by	shrinking,	 from	their	 fixed	crosslinked	end	points,	all	chains	till	taut),	 to	 the	minimum	 distance	 between	 the	 chain	 end	 points;	 thus,	 larger	 values	 of	 CR	
						 	Figure	4.3:	Tensile	plots	of	various	ɸ0	for	la=11(a),	and	la=20(b).	(c)	Snapshots	from	the	deformation	of	a	network	synthesized	from	4096	monomers	at	
ɸ0=0.0133,	for	α=1,	4.7,	5.9,	and	6.9	counter-clockwise	from	the	top	left.	Color	scheme	follows	Figure	4.1.	For	high	α	the	B	block	is	removed	for	clarity.														
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represent	more	entangled	networks.	SR		provides	a	more	macroscopic	indicator	of	network	quality,	with	smaller	values	pointing	to	more	trapped	entanglements.	Figure	4.4a	and	Figure	4.4b	show	data	for	all	arm	lengths	plotted	against	half	the	average	monomer	 separation	 distance	 at	 ɸ0,	 rsep	 (based	 on	 nearest	 neighbors	 from	 Voronoi	tessellation),	normalized	by	the	average	end-to-end	distance	of	 individual	chain	arms,	ree.	The	 ratio	 rsep/ree	 represents	 the	 separation	 distance	 relative	 to	 the	 distance	 where	 the	monomers	begin	to	“feel”	each	other	and	rsep/	ree≈1	can	thus	be	seen	as	a	probe	of	conditions	consistent	with	the	“overlap”	concentration,	ɸ*.	At	rsep/ree≈	0.9,	there	is	an	inflection	at	CR	~	1.05,	corresponding	to	SR	≈1,	at	which	point	the	number	of	6-loops	start	decreasing	with	decreasing	ɸ0,	signaling	a	change	in	microstructure.	
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	 	For	11£	la	£	40,	two	regimes	of	network	topology	as	a	function	of	ɸ0	are	postulated	to	explain	these	observations.	The	first	topological	regime	corresponds	to	rsep/ree	<	0.9	(Figure	4.4a	and	Figure	4.5a),	where	increasing	rsep/ree	(or	decreasing	ɸ0)	decreases	the	number	of	trapped	entanglements,	 ne,	 because	 of	 the	 reduction	 in	 chain	 interpenetration	 during	 synthesis.	Reducing	ne	directly	lowers	both	the	CR	and	the	effective	cross-link	density	which	translate	into	 larger	 swelling.	 Also	 in	 this	 regime,	 the	 number	 of	 loops	 of	 any	 size	 decreases	with	decreasing	 rsep/ree	 because	 higher	 concentrations	 increase	 the	 number	 of	 neighboring	
							 	Figure	4.4:	The	number	of	topological	loops	(a),	SR	(b,	solid	lines),	and	CR	(b,	dashed	lines),	for	different	la.	In	(a),	la	=5,	11,	15,	20,	40,	60,	80,	and	100	are	represented	by	the	open	diamonds,	filled	circles,	filled	squares,	filled	triangles,	filled	diamonds,	filled	hexagons,	open	circles,	and	open	triangles	respectively.		In	(b),	la	=11,	15,	20,	and	40	are	colored	blue,	green,	black,	and	red,	respectively.	In	the	inset,	la=	5,	20	(for	reference),	60,	80,	and	100	are	colored	purple,	black,	cyan,	brown,	and	pink,	respectively.	Black	dashed	lines	outside	of	inset	are	used	as	guides	to	show	that	when	
SR	=	1,	there	is	an	inflection	point	in	CR.			 									
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monomers,	 which	 reduces	 the	 probability	 of	 creating	 loops	 of	 any	 size.	 These	 trends	continue	until	rsep/ree≈	0.9	 (Figure	4.5b),	where	 the	number	of	6-loops	 is	maximized,	 the	
SR»1,	and	the	CR	curve	has	an	inflection.		The	 second	 topological	 regime	 corresponds	 to	 rsep/ree>0.9	 (Figure	 4.5c),	 where	 a	 fully	connected	 network	 would	 result	 in	 chains	 that	 are	 over-stretched	 and	 so	 the	 network	collapses	to	allow	chains	to	relax.	In	this	regime,	αm	is	directly	correlated	to	the	number	of	2-loops	and	inversely	related	to	the	number	of	6-loops.	If	the	probability	of	a	loop	becoming	entangled	 is	 proportional	 to	 the	 loop	 “volume”,	 4,6-loops	 are	 more	 likely	 to	 become	entangled	compared	to	2-loops,	and	are	consequently	more	deleterious	to	a	saw-tooth,	large	
αm	 tensile	 response.	 Since	 larger	 loops	 are	 areas	 of	 stress	 localization	 during	deformation[127],	both	the	increase	in	2-loops	and	decrease	in	4,6-loops	lead	to	larger	αm.	The	inset	of	Figure	4.4b	shows	that	for	la=5	and	la=60-100	deviations	from	the	two-regime	trends	discussed	above	become	significant.	 Indeed,	very	short	chains	(of	 the	order	of	 the	persistence	 length)	entangle	weakly	over	the	range	of	ɸ0	considered,	while	chains	 longer	than	 some	 threshold	 [198]	 entangle	 more	 strongly	 for	 rsep/ree<0.9	 than	 shorter	 chains.	Henceforth,	we	only	focus	on	systems	with	5<la<60.	
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		To	define	an	optimal	ɸ0,	in	Figure	4.6	we	plot	αm	scaled	by	αmideal	=	αm	of	a	T-LCE	with	the	same	la,	against	rsep	scaled	by	ree.	The	plot	is	linear	but	plateaus	for	rsep/ree	≥1.	These	trends	can	 be	 rationalized	 using	 a	 simple	 physical	 picture,	 by	 imagining	 the	monomer	 coils	 as	spheres	 of	 radius	 ree,	 and	 the	 overlap	 volume	 between	 spheres,	Vcap,	 as	 dictating	ne	 and	consequently	αm.	Since	Vcap	is	largely	linearly	dependent	on	rsep	until	plateauing	at	zero	when	
rsep	³	 rg,	 then	 the	 assumption	 that	ne∝Vcap	 provides	 predictions	 consistent	with	 both	 the	linear	regime	(rsep/ree<1)	and	the	plateau	regime	(because	for	rsep/ree≥1	there	is	zero	overlap	and	ne	no	longer	decreases).	As	a	result,	R-LCEs	synthesized	at	rsep/ree~0.9	are	predicted	to	have	 the	 greatest	 toughness,	 by	 maximizing	 αm,	 while	 still	 having	 an	 isotropic	 network	connectivity.	Such	optimal	conditions	approximately	correspond	to	ɸ0=	0.023	and	0.012	for	the	networks	with	la=	11	and	20	respectively	(see	Figure	4.2	for	stress	response	and	Figure	4.10	in	the	SI	for	representative	snapshots).	
	Figure	4.5:	Cartoons	(top)	of	synthesis	environment	(red	circles	depict	monomer	coils	of	radius	ree),	and	representative	simulation	snapshots	after	applying	the	chain	ratio	algorithm	(bottom)	for	networks	with	la=	11	synthesized	at	ɸ0=	0.107(a),	0.045(b),	and	0.023(c).					
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		The	trends	in	Figure	4.6	can	also	be	explained	by	analyzing	the	behavior	of		the	free	energy	“F”	 for	 an	 entangled	 network,	 according	 to	 the	 theory	 developed	by	Edwards,	 and	Vilgis	[165]:	
ÛÜÝÞ = ßà] á¯âÒ°∑ ãäÒåäæçâÒ ∑ ãäÒåäæç è 	+ 	ß¾] á∑ é ãäÒ(ê)¯âÒ°¯êãäÒ°¯âÒ ∑ ãäÒåäæç ° + ln(1 + 𝜂αh])íh 	+	k1 −𝑁É 𝑁Äp q ln(1 − 𝑎] ∑ αh]h )	è	(4.4)	where	a	is	the	ratio	of	the	length	scale	of	a	polymer	random	walk	to	the	length	scale	of	the	primitive	path,	Nc	is	the	number	of	cross-links,	Ns	is	the	number	of	slip	links,	𝜂	is	a	measure	of	 slippage,	 and	 αi	 is	 the	 extension	 ratio	 of	 direction	 i.	 The	 criterion	 for	 maximum	extensibility	is	when	dF/d(αx2)	diverges	(taking	x	as	the	extensional	direction).	By	taking	the	derivate	of	F	with	respect	to	αx2	and	applying	the	constraint	that	αx	is	large,	we	get:	
«Û«¯îïÒ° ∝ ßà] ð ¯âÒ°âÒîÒ − ¯âÒ°âÒîÒ(âÒîÒ)Ò − âÒâÒîÒñ + ß¾] ð(1 + 𝜂)(1 − 𝑎]) ò âÒê(âÒîÒ)ó − âÒâÒîÒñ	 (4.5)	
	Figure	4.6:	Plot	of	the	scaled	extensibility	against	the	rsep	normalized	by	ree.	Circle	cartoons	represent	the	monomer	spheres	and	their	interacting	regions	(spherical	caps	in	red).					
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Eq.	4.5	has	two	limits	of	interest:	a~1	(high	entanglement),	and	a~0	(no	entanglement).		The	limit,	a	~	0	(no	entanglement,	large	rsep/ree),	leads	to:	«Û«¯îïÒ° ~constant		 (4.6)	which	predicts	the	plateau	observed	in	our	results.	For	the	a~1,	the	expression	simplifies	to:	
«Û«¯îïÒ° ∝ îÒâÒ		 (4.7)	To	 maintain	 the	 same	 value	 of	 the	 derivative	 (i.e.,	 the	 divergence	 slope	 for	 maximum	extensibility)	the	product	a2α2	must	remain	the	same,	so	αµ1/a.	Parameter	a	 is	 inversely	proportional	 to	 CR,	 and	 since	 Figure	 4.4b	 also	 showed	 that	 CR	 is	 roughly	 inversely	proportional	 to	 rsep/ree	 for	 rsep/ree<0.9,	 it	 follows	 that	αmµrsep/ree	 (consistent	with	Figure	4.6).		4.3.2 Effect	of	Chain	Flexibility		Chain	backbone	stiffness	 is	another	key	design	parameter	that	affects	the	topological	and	tensile	properties	of	the	networks	prepared	using	the	ABTAM	scheme.	Since	experimental	studies	have	mostly	focused	on	flexible	polymers,	we	also	simulated	fully	flexible	chains.	Our	results	for	such	systems	indicate	that	the	data	for	number	of	loops,	SR,	and	CR	all	collapse	onto	similar	curves	as	those	reported	before	for	semi-flexible	chains	when	using	the	rsep/ree	scaling.	Unexpectedly,	however,	we	also	find	that	fully-flexible	chains	cannot	reproduce	the	distinctive	saw-tooth	behavior	seen	for	semiflexible	chains	(Figure	4.7).			
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		To	decouple	the	effects	of	chain	backbone	and	network	topology	on	the	tensile	response,	we	prepared	one	network	with	 “flexible	 topology”	 (taken	 from	a	 synthesis	where	 the	 chains	were	fully	flexible)	that	was	equilibrated	and	deformed	in	two	different	scenarios:	one	where	the	chains	were	still	fully	flexible	(to	be	denoted	the	FF	network),	and	one	where	the	chains	were	now	equilibrated	as	semi-flexible	(to	be	denoted	the	ESF	network).	Figure	4.8a	shows	the	 tensile	 response	 of	 the	 ESF	 network,	 exhibiting	 a	 saw-tooth	 behavior	 which	 is	qualitatively	 similar	 to	 the	 tensile	 response	 of	 a	 network	with	 semi-flexible	 chains	 from	synthesis	to	deformation,	shown	by	the	line	marked	“SF”	(the	values	of	rsep/rg	were	matched	for	the	two	networks).	This	comparison	indicates	that	the	topology	of	fully	flexible	networks	is	not	responsible	for	the	lack	of	the	saw-tooth	behavior.		
		Figure	4.7:	The	tensile	response	of	synthesized	flexible	block	copolymer	networks	for	different	ɸ0.					
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To	 identify	 the	 key	 microstructural	 difference	 between	 the	 FF	 and	 ESF	 networks,	 we	calculate	the	instantaneous	root	mean	squared	chain	end-to-end	distance	of	the	full-length	chains	in	the	network.	Using	representative	configurations	from	the	deformations	of	the	FF,	and	 ESF	 networks,	 the	 value	 of	 ree	 was	 calculated	 for	 each	 chain	 at	 two	 values	 of	 α,	corresponding	 to	before	and	after	 a	 “tooth”	 in	 the	 tensile	 response	 in	ESF	 (as	marked	 in	Figure	4.8a).	In	Figure	4.8b	we	plot	the	distribution	of	the	absolute	change	in	ree	normalized	
		Figure	4.8:	a)	The	tensile	response	of	FF,	ESF,	and	SF	networks.	“FF”	and	“ESF”	(“Equilibrated	as	SF”)	have	identical	network	topologies.	Note:	the	tensile	response	of	the	FF	network	is	the	same	as	that	shown	in	Figure	4.6	(for	ɸ0=0.107).	b)	Plot	of	the	absolute	change	in	ree	normalized	by	lc	for	all	chains	in	the	“FF”	and	“ESF”	networks.	The	two	values	of	α	from	which	the	configurations	were	sampled	are	marked	by	arrow	in	panel	a).		 		
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by	chain	contour	length,	|Δree|/lc,	for	both	networks.	The	distribution	for	the	FF	network	is	largely	 unimodal	while	 that	 for	 the	 ESF	 distribution	 has,	 besides	 a	main	 unimodal	 chain	population	exhibiting	small-to-moderate	deformation,	a	subpopulation	of	chains	undergoing	very	large	unfolding,	indicative	of	a	less	affine	deformation.	The	degree	of	affine	deformation	is	attributed	to	the	way	in	which	chains	pack	when	they	phase	segregate.	For	the	ESF/SF	networks,	the	chains	orientationally	align	(as	expected	of	mesogenic	chains)	which	leads	to	the	 formation	 of	 hairpins	 in	 the	 network.	 Mobility	 in	 the	 melt	 along	 the	 deformation	direction	 is	 required	 to	 unfold	 the	 chains,	 which	 is	 augmented	 by	 the	 nematic/smectic	phases	 seen	 in	 T/R-LCE,	 where	 diffusion/mobility	 is	 greater	 along	 the	 director	 [52].	Orientational	order	also	favors	the	complete	unfolding	of	hairpins;	in	fact,	the	deformation	predominantly	occurs	only	where	the	new	domain	forms	(associated	with	the	population	of	chains	with	|Δree|/lc	>~0.4	in	Figure	4.8b).	In	contrast,	flexible	chains	do	not	orientationally	order	and	any	unfolding	of	hairpins	will	 likely	encounter	obstructing	chains	and	preclude	localized	 deformations.	 Therefore,	 a	 fully-flexible	 network	 undergoes	 more	 affine	deformations	 (Figure	 4.7b)	 as	 compared	 to	 semi-flexible	 networks	 (Figure	 4.8a).	Additionally,	 because	 there	 are	 no	 “true”	 hairpins	 in	 the	 FF	 network,	 the	mechanism	 of	unfolding	and	new	domain	 formation	does	not	give	 “extra	extension”	 to	 the	network	nor	releases	the	stress	abruptly,	both	key	ingredientes	for	a	saw-tooth	tensile	response.			4.4 Summary	&	Conclusions		Unlike	 previous	 studies	 that	 detected	 saw-tooth	 responses	 with	 idealistic	 network	topologies,	 this	 work	 provides	 clear	 guidelines	 for	 engineering	 realistic,	 super-tough	elastomers,	 practicable	 via	 ABTAM-like	 approaches.	 Our	 R-LCEs	 achieve	 maximum	
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extensibilities	of	αm=5,	and	8,	and	toughness	values	in	the	order	of	𝛾α=5=	0.96	GPa,	and	0.52	GPa	(assuming	one	unit	of	toughness	is	equal	to	0.4GPa	[217]),	for	la=11,	20,	respectively.	Such	values	compare	favorably	to	spider-dragline	silk	(αbreak=1.6	[148]	and	toughness	~	0.15	GPa)	 	 and	 networks	 of	 PEO	 chains	 using	 ABTAM	 	 (αbreak=1.9,	 and	 toughness~	0.00023GPa[175]).		The	quality	of	the	network	topology	produced	by	the	ABTAM	scheme	depends	crucially	on	the	 concentration	 during	 crosslinking	 ɸ0.	 We	 have	 identified	 a	 microscopic	 metric	 that	provides	a	tighter	correlation	with	the	network	properties	than	ɸ0:	the	average	separation	radius	 between	 monomers	 scaled	 by	 the	 arm	 end-to-end	 distance,	 rsep/ree.	 Our	 results	suggest	 that	 networks	 synthesized	 at	 rsep/ree	 ≈	 0.9	 provide	 the	 best	 combination	 of	extensibility,	αm,	and	“quality”	of	the	saw-tooth	tensile	response.	When	rsep/ree	is	increased,	entanglements	 decrease	 and	 αm	 increases,	 however,	 for	 rsep/ree>	 0.9,	 the	 reduction	 in	entanglements	abates	and	αm	plateaus.			We	find	that	a	two-regime	trend	for	topological	“quality”	(Figure	4.4)	hold	true	for	5<la<	60	(which	encompasses	experimental	ABTAM	syntheses	[175];	e.g.,	degree	of	polymerization	~50,	 equivalent	 to	 la~25),	 for	 chains	 with	 persistence	 length	 of	 ~4	 (capable	 of	accommodating	 liquid	 crystallinity)	 and	 for	 fully	 flexible	 chains.	 The	 local	 ordering	 and	deformation	 mechanism	 of	 semi-flexible	 chains	 leads	 to	 the	 non-affine	 network	deformations	that	are	necessary	for	the	saw-tooth	tensile	response	to	occur.			4.5 Acknowledgements		This	work	was	supported	by	the	National	Science	Foundation	Award	CMMI	1435852.	This	
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4.6 Supplementary	Information	
	4.6.1 Simulation	model	and	methods		Molecular	dynamic	runs	were	conducted	using	LAMMPS	[163]	and	systems	visualized	using	VMD	[87].	During	the	crosslinking	process,	the	reactive	end	groups,	C	and	D,	carry	charges.	The	crosslinking	reaction	rate	is	experimentally	controlled	by	changing	the	ionic	strength	of	the	buffers	used,	which	alters	the	long-range	interactions	among	the	reactive	end	groups.	Hence,	on	top	of	the	LJ	potential	between	end-groups	(a	repulsive	potential),	the	electrostatic	interactions	are	accounted	for	by	imposing	a	Yukawa	potential:		 (4.8)	for	 r/σLJ£5	 (Uyukawa	 =	 0	 otherwise),	 where	 Aij	 is	 a	 proportionality	 constant,	 and	𝜅 	is	 the	screening	length.	We	set	Aij=25ε	if	i=j,	Aij=-25ε	if	i≠j	,	and	𝜅	=	2	for		i,j	=	3,4,	choices	aimed	at	lowering	 the	 reaction	 rate.	 For	 values	 of	 |Aij	 |>50,	 there	 is	 evidence	 of	 the	 end-groups	clustering	into	primitive	cubic	arrays.	Thus,	we	choose	|Aij	|=25	to	mimic	a	buffer	with	high	ionic	strength.	When	beads	are	directly	bonded	to	each	other,	the	calculation	of	non-bonded	potential	 between	 them	 is	 omitted.	 Reported	 properties	 are	 scaled	 as	 follows:	T*=Tkb/ε,	
τ=t(ε/(mσLJ2))1/2,	s*=sσLJ3/ε,	P*=PσLJ3/ε,	ᵧ =GσLJ3/ε,	and	ρ	=	(#	of	particles)/	σLJ3,	where	T	is	 temperature,	s	 is	stress,	P	 is	pressure,	G	 is	 the	 toughness,	ϱ	 is	number	density,	and	all	scaling	variables	(σLJ,	m,	ε)	are	set	to	1.	Initially,	two	types	of	reaction	simulations	were	run,	which	consider	the	effect	of	the	quality	 of	 the	 implicit	 solvent	 on	 the	 system.	 For	 “single-solvent”	 syntheses,	 where	 the	
reAU rij k-=yukawa
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solvent	is	only	selective	for	the	B	block,	T*=2.0.	For	“ideal”	synthesis	simulations,	where	both	blocks	are	well	solvated	to	mimic	two	solvents,	each	selective	for	one	of	the	blocks,	(i.e.	the	cutoff	 radii	 are	 set	 to	 the	 LJ	 minimum	 rcAA=	 rcBB=	 21/6),	 and	 T*=	 1.0.	 In	 all	 synthesis	simulations,	 Langevin	 dynamics	 are	 applied	 with	 a	 damping	 factor	 =1𝜏.	 For	 melt	compression,	equilibration,	and	tensile	tests,	T*=	2.0	with	a	Nosé-Hoover	thermostat.	The	equation	of	motions	for	all	simulations	are	integrated	using	a	velocity	Verlet	algorithm,	with	a	timestep	of	.005τ.	To	form	new	bonds	during	the	simulation,	the	distance	between	all	pairs	of	C	and	D	beads	are	evaluated	every	10	timesteps,	and	if	any	of	these	distances	is	≤	σLJ,	a	bond	is	created	with	probability	between	0.01	and	1.	Once	reacted,	the	C	and	D	beads	become	type	B	beads.	When	comparing	the	“ideal”	two-solvent	synthesis	with	a	one-solvent	synthesis,	metrics	of	network	quality	like	the	number	of	loops,	swelling	ratio,	and	chain	ratio,	are	similar	between	both	reaction	schemes,	and	indicating	that	the	effect	of	solvent	quality	is	negligible	because	the	 monomer	 concentrations	 are	 too	 dilute	 to	 cause	 any	 substantial	 aggregation	 of	 the	monomers.	Results	presented	in	the	main	text	are	for	networks	from	“ideal”	syntheses.	As	described	in	the	main	text,	for	very	low	densities,	the	equilibrium	swelling	density	of	the	gel	is	greater	than	the	synthesis	density.	Thus,	in	a	realistic	synthesis,	the	gel	would	contract,	effectively	increasing	the	synthesis	density.	To	more	closely	simulate	the	behavior	of	these	networks,	during	an	“ideal”	synthesis	simulation	at	T*=2.0,	the	pressure	is	measured	as	a	function	of	the	conversion,	and	a	critical	conversion	value	of	~67%	is	observed	for	P*=0	(the	condition	 for	equilibrium	swelling	with	 implicit	solvent).	When	the	network	reaches	this	 conversion,	 the	 simulation	 is	 set	 to	be	 isobaric	 (NPT	ensemble),	where	 a	Berendsen	barostat	 is	 used	 to	 control	 the	 simulation	 box	 dimensions.	 At	 reaction	 completion,	 the	
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density	 of	 the	 network	 can	 increase	 upwards	 of	 100%.	 The	 results	 indicate	 no	 large	difference	between	this	NVT-NPT	hybrid	approach	and	the	purely	NVT	ensemble	approach.	The	only	notable	difference	between	the	two	methods	is	that	the	hybrid	approach	reaches	the	final	conversion	more	quickly,	due	to	the	gradual	density	increase.	Results	in	the	main	text	 are	 for	NVT	 reactions	 only	 for	 their	 higher	 computational	 efficiency	 of	NVT	 and	 for	circumventing	the	need	to	calculate	the	critical	conversion	where	P*=0.	To	achieve	equilibrated	melts,	εij	is	set	to	0.25ε,	and	the	system	is	compressed	in	two	stages:	a	compression	to	a	density	of	ρ=0.5	in	107	time	steps,	followed	by	a	slow	compression	to	ρ	=0.85	in	5×107	time	steps.	ρ	=0.85	is	chosen	to	be	the	melt	density	as	the	bead-spring	model	 matches	 real	 polymer	 melt	 behavior	 at	 this	 ρ[70].	 	 The	 compression	 follows	 an	exponential	 form,	 l=l0exp(kt),	where	 l	 is	 the	 simulation	 box	 length,	 l0	 is	 the	 original	 box	length,	 k	 is	 a	 dimensionless	 compression	 rate,	 and	 τ	 is	 the	 scaled	 LJ	 time.	 The	 slow	compression	from	ρ=0.5	to	0.85	allows	for	enhanced	equilibration	as	chains	can	rearrange	more	easily.		Once	the	melt	density	is	reached,	εij	is	set	to	0.5	and	the	network	equilibrates	until	steady	state	values	are	attained	for	the	bending,	non-bonded,	and	bonded	energies,	as	well	as	the	diagonal	pressure	tensor	components,	pxx,	pyy,	and	pzz.	The	time	scale	of	equilibration	is	~	5×107	time	steps.	This	state	 is	considered	the	undeformed	state,	α=1,	where	α	 is	 the	extension	ratio,	i.e.,	the	length	of	the	longest	box	edge	scaled	by	the	undeformed	cubic	box	length	(lext/l0).		For	uniaxial	deformations,	the	original	lamellae	orientation	dictated	how	the	box	was	deformed.	For	plane	normals	not	pointing	in	the	[1	0	0]	direction,	three	tests	were	performed,	 deforming	 the	 network	 in	 all	 three	 orthogonal	 directions.	 For	 plane	 normals	pointing	in	the	[1	0	0]	direction,	three	replicate	tests	for	that	configuration	(reassigning	new	
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random	velocities	and	equilibrating	before	the	start	of	each	replicate)	were	performed	along	the	[1	0	0]	direction.	During	uniaxial	extension,	the	box	length	along	the	deformation	axis	(x,	for	example)	 is	expanded	 linearly	every	5000	time	steps	up	to	α=11	 in	2×108	 time	steps,	leading	to	a	deformation	rate	of	10-5	α/τ.		The	orthogonal	directions	(y,	and	z)	are	controlled	by	a	Nosé-Hoover	barostat,	set	to	couple	the	two	orthogonal	directions	so	the	cross-section	maintains	the	same	aspect	ratio	(this	method	is	referred	to	as	the	Mixed	Ensemble	method,	ME,	 in	 the	 main	 text).	 This	 procedure	 is	 preferred	 because	 in	 purely	 constant-volume	simulations,	 chains	 can	 pack	 into	 a	 crystalline	 arrangement	 and	 get	 “stuck”	 because	 the	cross-sectional	 area	 is	 never	 allowed	 to	 expand	 to	 allow	 chains	 to	 leave	 the	 crystal.	 The	pressure	 values	 used	 for	 the	 barostat	 are	 taken	 from	 the	 orthogonal	 pressure	 tensor	components	(Pyy	and	Pzz)	of	networks	that	equilibrate	with	lamellar	plane	normal	pointing	in	the	[1	0	0]	direction.	During	ME	deformation,	the	density	of	these	networks	fluctuates	with	a	systematic	increase	at	higher	strains	as	seen	in	experimental	systems[217],	however,	the	density	roughly	stays	around	the	prescribed	density		ρ=0.85.	The	stress	during	deformation	is	calculated	using:		 𝜎∗ = −𝑃}}∗ + 𝜆¯𝑃ùù∗ + 𝑃úú∗ °	 (4.9)	where	Pii,	Pjj	 and	Pkk,	and	λ	 are	 the	extensional	direction	pressure	 tensor	component,	 the	orthogonal	pressure	tensor	components,	and	the	Poisson	ratio,	respectively.	The	average	λ	is	calculated	for	all	ME	tensile	tests	while	λ≅0.5	for	all	constant-volume	tests.	Tensile	plots	presented	in	the	main	text	give	the	stress	assuming	this	averaged	value	of	λ	rather	than	using	the	instantaneous	value	of	λ	at	each	α.	The	toughness,	ᵧ,	or	energy	absorbed	during	deformation,	is	calculated	using:	
g(𝛼ü) = ∫ σ∗(𝛼)îþ 𝐻(σ∗)d𝛼	 (4.10)	
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We	are	interested	in	the	total	energy	absorbed	(i.e.,	total	work	done	on	the	system),	so	H(σ*),	the	Heaviside	function,	is	introduced	to	ignore	negative	stresses.	We	thus	neglect	the	energy	“returned”	(work	done	by	the	system)	when	stress	is	negative	which	would	be	dissipated.	Since	 our	 model	 bonds	 do	 not	 account	 for	 breaking	 events	 (future	 work	 will	 explore	breakable	bonds),	there	is	no	value	of	αf	where	the	network	breaks,	so	we	compare	values	of	𝛾(αf)	where	αf	 is	below	the	point	where	 the	stress	diverges	(for	most	systems,	αf	~5).	To	provide	 some	 calibration	 for	 the	 toughness	 values	 to	 be	 reported,	 we	 can	 compare	 the	simulated	toughness	of	~	0.15GPa46	(calculated	for	1	<	α	<	5)	for	an	atomistic	model	of	a	polyethylene	network	with	diamond	connectivity	to	𝛾=0.33	for	a	fully	flexible	coarse-grained	homopolymer	 network	 of	 comparable	molecular	weight;	 hence	 a	 unit	 in	𝛾	 in	 our	model	would	correspond	to	~0.4GPa.	Repeated	runs	of	the	same	network	(same	synthesis	concentration)	give	slightly	differing	results;	accordingly,	 the	plots	presented	are	 intended	to	be	representative	and	whenever	possible	average	values	are	reported.	Quantities	varying	with	α	are	plotted	showing	values	block	averaged	over	intervals	of	~0.005-0.01α.		
4.6.2 Calculations	for	Network	Characterization	
4.6.2.1 Swelling	Ratio	To	calculate	the	swelling	ratio	(SR)	and	only	consider	the	effects	of	network	topology	only,	the	 network	 is	 simulated	with	 rci,j=21/6	 for	 all	 pairs	 i,j,	 and	 a	 barostat	 is	 used	 to	 set	 the	pressure	to	zero,	allowing	each	dimension	to	fluctuate	uncoupled	from	the	other	directions.	The	ensemble	average	of	the	swollen	simulation	box	density	is	recorded	and	is	normalized	by	the	swollen	volume	of	a	perfect,	unentangled	diamond	network	(therefore	by	definition,	
SR	for	a	perfect	network	is	1).	
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4.6.2.2 Chain	Ratio	The	chain	ratio	(CR)	calculation	is	based	on	previous	methods	used	to	quantify	the	primitive	path	 length	of	an	entangled	chain	 [199].	 In	 summary,	each	monomer	 “arm”	 is	assigned	a	unique	 type,	 giving	 a	 number	 of	 types	 equal	 to	 4	 times	 the	 number	 of	 tetrafunctional	“crosslinks”.	 Cross-links	 are	 all	 assigned	 to	 another	 type	 and	 kept	 at	 fixed	 positions	throughout.	All	types	are	mutually	repulsive	to	each	other	(i.e.	rci,j=21/6,	 	ei,j=1.0		for	all	i,j)	except	for	the	type	pairs	who	are	bonded	to	each	other	where	ei,j=0	(i.e.,	if	the	arms	with	type	x	beads	is	bonded	to	the	arm	with	beads	of	type	y,	ex,y=0).	Additionally,	the	parameters	K	and	
e	in	Eq.	4.1	are	set	to	100	and	0,	respectively;	these	parameter	choices	allow	the	chains	to	contract,	 shortening	 their	 length	 due	 to	 the	 larger	 spring	 constant	 and	 lack	 of	 repulsion	between	beads	along	the	same	chain.	Since	entanglements	are	the	only	thing	impeding	each	chain	 from	 achieving	 a	 contour	 length	 equal	 to	 the	minimum	 distance	 between	 the	 two	terminating	crosslinks,	the	ratio	of	the	equilibrium	contour	length	to	the	minimum	contour	length,	leq/lmin,	is	the	definition	of	the	chain	ratio,	and	provides	a	measure	of	how	entangled	the	network	is.			
4.6.2.3 Number	of	loops	in	synthesized	network	topologies	 		An	 important	 metric	 for	 charactering	 network	 quality	 is	 the	 number	 of	 n-loops,	 where	n=2,4,6.	 The	 list	 of	 bonds	 created	 during	 the	 simulation	 are	 converted	 into	 connections	between	monomers,	which	are	treated	as	a	group	of	nodes	(the	monomers),	connected	by	edges	(bonds	formed	during	the	synthesis).	A	loop	search	algorithm	is	applied	where	paths	are	drawn	from	a	starting	node	to	any	node	up	to	3	edge	connections	away	(see	Figure	4.9).	
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If	two	paths	do	not	share	any	nodes	(except	for	the	first	and	last	nodes	on	the	path),	and	the	paths	end	at	the	same	node,	these	paths	form	a	n-loop,	where	n	is	the	sum	of	the	number	of	edges	along	both	paths.	If	a	node	is	connected	to	another	node	more	than	once,	it	is	classified	as	a	2-loop.	If	a	node	is	connected	by	more	than	2	bonds	to	another	node	it	is	still	classified	as	 a	 single	 2-loop;	 however,	 the	 prevalence	 of	 such	 structures	 is	 very	 low	 and	 often	negligible.	For	a	single	node,	only	loops	of	the	smallest	n	are	considered,	i.e.,	if	a	4-loop	is	the	smallest	loop	found,	6-loops	are	neglected.	This	process	is	repeated	for	all	monomers,	and	only	unique	loops	are	counted.	Then	number	of	n-loops	is	determined	from	counting	loops	of	length	n	in	the	loop	list.	
	
	4.6.3 Additional	Supporting	Results	
4.6.3.1 Comparison	between	perfect	diamond	(D-LCE)	and	realistic	network	(R-LCE)	Figure	4.10compares	snapshots	from	the	deformation	of	R-LCE	at	optimal	conditions	(la=11,	
ɸ0=0.0133,	rsep/ree=1.25)	to	those	corresponding	to	D-LCE	of	equal	la.	The	morphology	of	the	networks	match	until	very	large	α.	At	large	α,	the	entanglements	restrict	the	R-LCE	cross-
 Figure	4.9:	Example	of	loop	calculation	for	monomer	circled	in	red.	Paths	which	are	1,	2,	and	3	edge	lengths	away	are	colored	orange,	green,	and	blue	respectively.	This	monomer	is	part	of	a	2-loop,	2	4-loops,	and	a	6-loop,	but	the	4-	and	6-loops	are	ignored	because	the	2-loop	is	the	smallest.	
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link	 mobility.	 Upon	 stress	 divergence	 (i.e.,	 when	 the	 stress	 stops	 dropping	 down	significantly),	 at	 α~6.5	 (Figure	 4.10c),	 the	 non-bonded	 energy,	 Evdwl	 (Figure	 4.10b),	decreases,	 and	 EBond,	 the	 bonded	 energy	 (Figure	 4.10d),	 increases.	 Evdwl	 has	 two	contributions,	namely,	from	1)	interfacial	energy	(from	the	unlike-bead	interactions),	and	2)	excluded	volume	interactions	(from	the	repulsion	of	beads	being	“squeezed”	together).	The	relative	contribution	of	the	latter	can	be	estimated	from	EBond	by	comparing	D-LCE	(green	lines)	and	R-LCE	(blue	lines).	We	note	that	EBond	for	D-LCE	is	higher	than	for	R-LCE	at	α=1,	as	reflected	by	the	higher	value	of	Evdwl	for	D-LCE	even	though	its	initial	morphology	has	a	lower	surface	area,	which	would	result	in	a	smaller	contribution	to	Evdwl	from	interfacial	energy.	
			Figure	4.10:	a)	Snapshots	of	D-LCE	(D)	and	R-LCE	(R)	for	various	values	of	α.	A	block,	B	block,	and	cross-links	are	colored	as	blue,	purple,	and	black,	respectively.	For	α=10,	the	B	block	is	removed	from	the	snapshot	for	R-LCE	to	show	the	effects	of	the	entanglements.	Example	non-bonded	energy,	Evdwl(a),	tensile	response	(b),	and	bonded	energy,	EBond	(c),	for	a	R-LCE	(la=11,	ɸ0=0.0133,	rsep/ree=1.25,	blue	lines),	and	a	D-LCE	(green	lines).																
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For	α>6.5,	Evdwl	for	R-LCE	increases	but	tends	to	plateaus,	while	EBond	continues	to	increase.	These	 observations	 indicate	 that	 the	 primary	 cause	 for	 the	 rise	 in	 stress	 after	 a	 critical	deformation	is	the	effect	of	entanglements	restricting	chain	motion.		
4.6.3.2 Finite	size	effects	 	To	 verify	 that	 finite	 size	 effects	 were	 not	 playing	 a	 large	 role	 in	 the	 connectivity	 of	 the	network	while	 the	crosslinking	process	 is	 taking	place,	a	 synthesis	was	carried	out	using	4096	monomers	(8	times	larger	than	the	syntheses	shown	in	the	main	text)	with	arm	length	of	 11	beads.	 The	 resulting	network	 structure,	 shown	 in	 Figure	4.11,	 displays	 no	 signs	 of	weaker	connectivity,	and	all	the	metrics	for	network	quality	show	numbers	commensurate	with	those	of	the	smaller	system.	Additionally,	Figure	4.11	shows	the	tensile	response	of	this	network,	 which	 is	 also	 similar.	 The	 larger	 system	 size	 will	 lead	 to	 the	 peaks	 being	 less	“defined”	(as	if	averaging	over	8	smaller-system	tensile	tests),	but	the	general	behavior	is	the	same.	Based	on	 these	 results,	 a	 system	 size	 of	 512	monomers	 is	 considered	 adequate	 to	ensure	that	finite	size	effects	are	not	significant.	
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4.6.3.3 Calculating	rg	for	monomer	“loops”	To	calculate	the	average	size	of	a	free	loop,	we	simulate	a	ring	of	beads	whose	length,	nbead,	is	equivalent	to	a	loop	formed	by	n	monomers	with	arm	length	l.	The	appropriate	“free”	arms	of	 the	monomers	are	also	simulated.	When	calculating	 the	radius	of	gyration	of	 the	 loop,	
rgloop,	only	beads	along	the	loop	“backbone”	are	considered.	Figure	4.12	shows	the	calculated	
rgloop	for	a	single	loop	in	the	simulation	box	for	various	n	and	l.	It	is	found	that	 ,	which	is	the	same	scaling	exponent	as	for	free	monomers.	It	is	known	that	polymers	rings,	especially	 semiflexible	 rings,	 do	not	 form	 spherically	 symmetric	 bodies	 [6,215].	 Previous	studies	 show	 that	a	 contour	 length	 to	persistence	 length	 ratio	>10	ensures	 that	a	 ring	of	semiflexible	chains	acts	as	a	flexible	ring,	a	condition	satisfied	by	even	our	smallest	rings	(2-
67.0loop
beadg nr µ
	 	Figure	4.11:	a)	Connectivity	of	4096-monomer	and	512-monomer	networks	.	b)	Tensile	response	of	both	networks.				
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loop,	la=11).		The	asphericity	[24],	a	measure	of	whether	an	aspherical	shape	is	prolate	or	oblate,	 is	 ~0.67,	 indicating	 prolate	 spheroids,	 the	 shape	 taken	 on	 by	 flexible	 rings.	Approximating	the	prolate	spheroid	as	being	roughly	spherical	(asphericity	for	these	coils	is	≈	0.3),	the	volume	of	the	coil	will	scale	as	 ,	as	described	in	the	main	text.	
			
	
							
2
beadcoil nV µ
	Figure	4.12:	Plot	of	rgloop	against	nbead.	The	dashed	line	corresponds	to	 ,	the	same	scaling	relation	as	the	rg	for	unreacted	monomers.		
67.0loop
beadg nr µ
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5 Tuning	the	Sawtooth	Tensile	Response	and	Toughness	of	Multiblock	Copolymer	Diamond	Networks		5.1 Introduction		Liquid	 crystalline	 elastomers	 (LCE),	 cross-linked	 networks	 composed	 of	 semi	 flexible	polymer	chains,	orientationally	align	when	uniaxially	deformed	at	appropriate	temperatures	and	densities	(forming,	e.g.,	nematic	phases)[44,188],	or	when	exposed	to	other	stimuli	such	as	electric	fields[34],	temperature[204],	or	light[124].	Translational	alignment	(e.g.,	smectic	phases)	 occurs	 when	 chemically	 incompatible	 blocks	 make	 up	 the	 chains[63,234].	Anisotropic	shape	changes	of	the	network	occur	when	the	chains	orientationally	order	due	to	the	prolate	chain	shape,	a	property	central	to	artificial	muscles[125,222]	and	high-strain	actuators[218,232].	 This	 macroscopic	 shape	 change	 highlights	 the	 coupling	 between	material	shape	and	chain	orientation.	For	our	ensuing	discussion,	the	“director”	in	a	LCE	will	refer	to	the	direction	in	which	the	chains	are	preferentially	aligned.		
LCEs	also	display	nonlinear	elasticity,	as	seen	in	actin	cytoskeleton	networks[95,225],	and	spider	dragline	silk[110,228].	One	reason	for	their	nonlinear	elasticity	is	the	loss	of	entropic	elasticity	due	to	the	existence	of	hairpins	and	other	similar	structures.	For	a	chain	hairpin,	the	entropy	for	unequal	leg	length	is	the	same	as	that	with	equal	leg	length	due	to	minimal	transverse	chain	motion[3].	As	such,	the	chain	end-to-end	distance	does	not	correlate	with	the	force,	as	only	when	hairpins	unfold	does	entropy	change.	
LCEs	can	also	undergo	deformations	at	minimal	or	zero	stress,	a	behavior	referred	to	as	soft	elasticity	or	Goldstone	modes.	These	soft	deformations	can	be	explained	by	the	invariance	in	the	 free	 energy	 equations	 to	 changes	 in	 the	 director’s	 direction[153].	 Namely,	 during	
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deformation,	cross-links	can	effectively	“swap”	places	and	leave	the	cross-link	distribution,	and	entropy,	unchanged.	As	such,	the	coupling	of	network	shape	to	chain	alignment	causes	zero	force	director	rotations	that	result	in	zero	force	deformations.		
Goldstone	modes	are	but	one	of	many	ways	how	network	connectivity	can	affect	network	behavior[18,19,28].	Two	networks	can	show	different	tensile	behavior	just	by	changing	the	state	in	which	they	were	cross-linked[211].	For	example,	simulations	of	actin	networks	show	improved	mechanical	 properties	 for	 networks	with	 regular	 connectivity	 as	 compared	 to	randomly	 cross-linked	 actin	 networks[38].	 Realization	 of	 networks	 with	 regular	connectivity	has	become	more	plausible	as	methods	for	"freezing"	in	mono	domains[117]	and	 cross-linking	 reactions	 that	 can	 be	 reversed[159],	 have	 reduced	 polydomains	 (i.e.,	regions	 with	 different	 directors	 that	 diminish	 mechanical	 properties[209]).	 Specifically,	synthesis	 of	 diamond-like	 network	 architectures	 has	 been	 approached	 using	 tetra	 arm	monomers	 (tetra-PEG	 monomers)	 that	 form	 a	 network	 by	 arm	 connection	 rather	 than	through	 cross-linking[127].	 Simulations	 confirm	 a	 more	 regular	 connectivity	 and	experiments	report	improved	mechanical	properties	using	this	method[175,197].	
	Simulations	of	LCEs	with	diamond	connectivity	and	 semiflexible	block	 copolymer	 chains	have	 shown	 a	 non-linear	 deformation	 behavior[4,17].	 As	 hairpins	 in	 the	 network	 unfold	during	deformation,	the	system	forms	new	segregated	domains	of	cross-links	to	relax	the	stress	 and	 allow	 further	 extension.	 The	 breaking	 of	 modules	 has	 natural	 analogs	 in	fibronectin[91,109],	 nacre[230],	 titin[171],	 and	 spider	 dragline	 silk[9,148].	 Due	 to	 the	repulsive	 interactions	between	block-A	and	block-B	 rich	domains,	 there	 is	 an	 increase	 in	interfacial	energy	when	forming	new	domains.	Accordingly,	cross-links	must	form	domains	
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concertedly	to	minimize	the	energetic	penalty,	giving	rise	to	a	very	pronounced	“saw-tooth”	type	 of	 tensile	 behavior.	 Soft	 deformations	 manifest	 when	 the	 sample	 is	 deformed	 in	 a	direction	not	 aligned	with	 the	director.	Previous	work	 studied	a	 symmetric	ABA	 triblock	chain	(25%A-50%B-25%A)	with	a	particular	backbone	stiffness.	The	number	and	height	of	stress	peaks	and	the	strain-orientation	dependence	observed	in	the	tensile	response	of	this	case	(summarized	in	Figure	5.1)	is	considered	as	a	reference	for	comparisons	with	networks	studied	in	the	present	work.	Our	main	goal	is	to	unveil	basic	principles	for	modulating	the	height	 and	 number	 of	 stress	 peaks	 on	 these	 LCE	 networks	 by	 using	 different	 backbone	stiffness	and	chain	architectures	 (i.e.,	 the	number	and	arrangement	of	blocks).	Particular	attention	was	given	to	networks	that	displayed	behaviors	that	differed	from	that	of	the	base	network.		The	rest	of	the	paper	is	organized	as	follows.	Section	5.2	describes	the	simulation	techniques	 and	models	 adopted,	 including	 the	methods	 used	 to	 obtain	 the	 properties	 of	interest.	 Section	 5.3	 contains	 a	 discussion	 of	 the	mechanical	 properties	 and	 deformation	mechanisms	 for	 various	 chain	 designs	 (mainly	 ABA,	 ABCBA,	 and	 ABACA)	 subjected	 to	uniaxial	deformation.	Finally,	in	section	5.4	several	conclusions	are	presented,	conjectured	design	 principles	 for	 super-tough	 elastomers	 design	 are	 advanced,	 and	 areas	 for	 future	explorations	pointed	out.	
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5.2 Model	&	Methods		The	network	architecture	consists	of	tetra-functional	cross-links	that	lie	on	lattice	points	of	a	 diamond	 unit	 cell	 when	 the	 network	 is	 fully	 expanded	 (see	 Figure	 5.2).	 Each	 unit	 cell	consists	of	8	cross-links	and	16	chains.	Networks	had	either	2×2×2,	or	4×4×4	unit	cells,	with	the	network	bonded	to	itself	across	the	periodic	boundaries	to	simulate	an	infinite	network.	The	chains	are	monodisperse	20-mers	(unless	otherwise	stated),	of	coarse-grained	Lennard-
	Figure	5.1:	A	broad	overview	of	the	previously	studied	system.	Chains	unfold	and	form	new	smectic	domains,	relaxing	the	stress	and	producing	the	saw-tooth	shape	to	the	stress-strain	plot.	The	blue	curve	is	for	extension	along	the	director	while	the	green	is	for	extensions	not	along	the	director.		 		
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Jones	 (LJ)	 type	 beads	 chained	 into	 blocks	 with	 different	 chemistry;	 Figure	 5.3a	 shows	examples	of	the	main	chain	architectures	explored.	The	diamond	connectivity	results	in	an	entanglement	 free	network,	key	 to	 the	mobility	of	 the	cross-links	and	 the	creation	of	 the	smectic	domains.		
	The	specific	potentials	used	in	this	work	are	chosen	to	represent	a	generic	coarse-grained	
	Figure	5.2:	Fully	swollen	unit	cell	with	16,	20-mer	chains	and	8	cross-links	in	an	ABA	arrangement.	The	A,	B,	and	cross-link	beads	are	colored	blue,	purple,	and	black,	respectively.		
	Figure	5.3:	a)	From	top	to	bottom:	ABA,	ABCBA,	and	ABACA	20-mer	chain	architectures.	The	coloring	scheme	is	as	follows:	A=blue,	B=purple,	C=orange,	cross-links=black.	b)	The	angle	used	in	the	bending	potential	is	the	angle	between	two	adjacent	bond	vectors.	c)	Example	of	how	the	hairpin	algorithm	is	applied.	The	bead	circled	in	black	is	the	bead	being	examined	and	the	two	arrows	represent	the	vector	between	that	bead	and	the	two	beads	connected	4	beads	away.				
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polymer	behavior,	beginning	with	bonding	that	is	modeled	by	the	standard	FENE	potential:		
		 (5.1)	
Where	 the	 LJ-like	 potential	 term	 is	 cut	 off	 at	 r=rc=21/6σLJ	 to	 mimic	 excluded	 volume	interactions	and	K=	30ε/σLJ2	and	R0	=	1.5σLJ	are	the	spring	force	constant	and	maximum	bond	extension	length,	respectively.	These	widely	used	values	of	K	and	R0	describe	a	stiff	bond	whose	 equilibrium	 length	 is	 approximately	 equal	 to	 the	 bead	 diameter	 (~σ);[71]	 such	choices	are	not	very	influential	on	the	properties	of	interest	in	our	study.	For	non-bonded	interactions,	a	cut	and	shifted	LJ	potential	is	used	with	the	form:	
	 (5.2)	
for	 r/σLJ	£	 rc	 (ULJ	 =	 0	 otherwise),	 where	 	 rcAA	 =rcBB	 =rcCC=	2.5σ	 (attractive	 potential),	 and	rcAB=rcAC=rcBC=21/6σ	(repulsive	potential)	for	triblock	and	pentablock	copolymers	(A	blocks	and	cross-links	are	taken	to	be	the	same	type),	and	eij=0.5ε	for	all	interaction	pairs	ij.		These	choices	of	rc	cutoffs	and	εij	values	are	chosen	so	that	they	result	in	an	effective	Flory-Huggins	parameter	of	χN≈32.[83]		Mesogenic	behavior	is	induced	by	a	bending	potential	that	is	applied	to	all	beads	that	are	not	directly	bonded	to	a	cross-link,	which	has	the	form:	 	 (5.3)	where	Kbend	is	a	stiffness	constant	and	ψ	is	the	angle	between	two	consecutive	bond	vectors.	To	 work	 in	 reduced	 LJ	 units,	 reported	 properties	 are	 scaled	 as	 follows:	 T*=Tkb/ε,	τ=t(ε/(mσLJ2))1/2,	s*=sσLJ3/ε,	P*=PσLJ3/ε,	g=GσLJ3/ε,	and	ρ	=	(#	of	particles)/	σLJ3	,	where	T	is	
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temperature,	 σ*	 is	 stress,	 P	 is	 pressure,	G	 is	 the	 toughness	 of	 the	material,	 ρ	 is	 number	density,	 and	all	 scaling	variables	 (σLJ,	m,	 ε)	are	 set	 to	1.	For	all	our	 simulations	we	use	a	constant	value	of	T*=	2.0	which	is	taken	to	correspond	to	room	temperature	and	is	a	choice	which	will	set	the	chain	length	of	a	given	polymer	needed	to	match	a	prescribed	χN	of	the	model.	For	reference,	we	cite	specific	polymer	chemistries	that	approximately	map	select	features	of	our	coarse	grained	model.	Poly(2,5-di(2′-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene)	(DEH-PPV),	 is	 a	 semiflexible	 polymer	 that	 when	 linked	 with	 a	 flexible	 block	 of	 4-vinylpyridine	 (4VP)	 gives	 a	 block	 copolymer	 that	 has	 a	 χN≈15	 at	 room	 temperature	 (by	estimating	the	order-disorder	transition	temperature	as	χN≈10).	[119]	Coarse	graining	the	DEH-PPV	and	4VP	such	that	each	bead	has	the	same	size	(σLJ	»	12	Å)	leads	to	≈2	DEH-PPV	monomers	per	coarse-grained	bead	in	a	20-mer	ABA	chain.	This	also	sets	a	bead	mass	of	m	≈	716	Da,	a	parameter	that	only	influences	dynamic	quantities,	not	equilibrium	properties.	Since	DEH-PPV	has	a	persistence	length	of	~110Å,[177]	then	Kbend~5-10	as	estimated	from:	persistence	 length	»	KbendσLJ,	a	relation	appropriate	 for	chains	of	hard	tangent	beads.[55]		(Note	that	the	stiffness	of	a	given	polymer	backbone	can	be	increased	by	larger	or	bulkier	grafted	sidechains[23]).	 	This	mapping	of	χN	and	all	bonded	and	non-bonded	parameters	given	 above	 (i.e.,	 Kbend,	 σLJ,	 etc.)	 is	 non-unique	 since	 they	 depend	 on	 the	 level	 of	 coarse	graining	and	what	real	temperature	is	chosen	to	represent	T*=2.0.			We	emphasize	that	we	purposely	chose	a	generic	polymer	model	whose	potential	functions	and	parameter	values	are	based	on	well-established	models	that	have	been	extensively	used	and	shown	to	reproduce	the	static	and	dynamic	behavior	of	many	polymer	systems.[70]	Such	a	well-known	class	of	coarse-grained	models	is	appropriate	not	only	because	it	is	well-suited	to	capture	physical	trends	of	polymer	behavior,	but	also	because	it	allows	us	to	build	on	the	
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existing	body	of	work	by	 studying	 systems	with	added	 features	of	molecular	 complexity.		Indeed,	 we	 build	 on	 previous	 studies	 that	 have	 used	 similar	models	 to	 describe	 flexible	homopolymers,	 block	 copolymers,[83]	 athermal	 rigid	 chains,[55]	 and	 networks.	We	 also	note	that	“reverse”	mapping	of	a	coarse-grained	model	into	a	specific	chemistry	is	non-trivial	since,	 as	 an	 underdetermined	 problem,	 many	 different	 polymer	 chemistries	 (including	purposely	designed	ones)	can	potentially	be	mapped	that	way	(and	with	varying	degree	of	fidelity).	However,	if	one	were	interested	in	targeting	a	specific	chemical	system,	there	exist	several	 well-known	 strategies	 for	 developing	 a	 coarse	 grained	 model	 from	 atomistic	models,[30,194]	including	some	that	use	similar	potentials	as	those	used	here.	All	simulations	were	performed	in	a	strain	driven	framework,	beginning	with	a	fully	swollen	lattice	that	is	compressed	to	a	melt	density,	and	equilibrate	using	two	different	techniques.		ρ=.9	 is	 chosen	 as	 the	 melt	 density	 as	 similar	 densities	 are	 used	 in	 other	 particle-based	polymer	simulations.[30,83]	For	2×2×2	unit	cells	the	system	is	compressed	directly	to	the	melt	 density	 at	 a	 constant	 temperature	 T*=2	 in	 106	 time	 steps.	 For	 4×4×4	 unit	 cells	 the	system	is	compressed	in	two	stages:	a	compression	to	a	density	of	ρ=0.5	in	107	time	steps,	followed	 by	 a	 slow	 compression	 to	 ρ=0.9	 in	 5×107	 time	 steps.	 The	 compression	 follows	
l=l0exp(kt),	 where	 l	 is	 the	 simulation	 box	 length,	 l0	 is	 the	 original	 box	 length,	 k	 is	 a	dimensionless	 compression	 rate,	 and	τ	 is	 the	 scaled	LJ	 time.	The	 slow	compression	 from	ρ=0.5	to	0.9	in	the	4×4×4	unit	cell	simulations	allows	for	faster	equilibration	as	chains	can	rearrange	more	easily.	The	dynamics	of	the	2×2×2	unit	cell	simulations	were	fast	enough	that	the	slow	compression	was	not	needed.	A	variation	of	these	equilibration	protocols	was	used	when	 complete	morphological	 equilibration	was	 suspect:	 	 rather	 than	 enacting	 the	stipulated	LJ	potentials	for	the	non-bonded	interactions	from	the	outset,	all	such	interactions	
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were	 first	 set	 to	 be	 purely	 repulsive,	 WCA	 interactions	 as	 the	 system	 was	 compressed.	Subsequently,	the	temperature	was	raised	to	T*=3	and	the	stipulated	LJ	interactions	enabled,	after	which	the	system	was	cooled	from	T*=3	to	T*=2	linearly	over	a	cooling	time	of	~107	time	steps.	In	all	simulations,	the	temperature	is	controlled	using	a	Nosé-Hoover	thermostat,	and	the	equation	of	motions	are	integrated	using	a	velocity	Verlet	algorithim,	with	a	timestep	equal	to	.005τ.		For	all	methods	described	above,	once	the	protocol	is	completed,	the	network	is	allowed	to	equilibrate	 until	 we	 see	 steady	 state	 values	 for	 the	 bending,	 non-bonded,	 and	 bonded	potentials,	 as	well	 as	 the	pressure	 tensor	 components,	 pxx,	 pyy,	 and	pzz.	The	 time	 scale	of	equilibration	is	~108	time	steps.	This	state	is	considered	the	undeformed	state,	α=1,	where	α	is	the	extension	ratio,	i.e.,	the	length	of	the	longest	box	edge	scaled	by	the	undeformed	cubic	box	length	(lext/l0).		To	simulate	uniaxial	deformations,	the	box	length	along	the	deformation	axis	 is	expanded	 linearly	every	5000	time	steps	up	 to	α=5	 in	108	 time	steps,	 leading	 to	a	deformation	rate	of	8×10-6	α/τ,	while	 the	other	 two	dimensions	are	contracted	to	keep	a	square	cross	section	and	the	volume	constant.	The	stress	is	calculated	using:		𝜎∗ = −𝑃hh∗ + 𝜆¯𝑃ØØ∗ + 𝑃ÜÜ∗ °	 (5.4)	Where	Pii,	Pjj	and	Pkk,	and	λ	are	the	extensional	direction	pressure	tensor	component,	 the	non-extensional	 direction	 pressure	 tensor	 components,	 and	 the	 Poisson	 ratio	 (λ=0.5),	respectively.	To	quantify	 the	 chain	alignment	 in	 the	 system,	we	 calculate	 the	bond	order	parameter	P2,	which	is	defined	as	the	largest	eigenvalue	of	the	matrix:	𝑄hØ = ß ∑ ]𝑢ah©𝑢aØ© − #ä$]ß© 	 (5.5)	Where	𝑢ah©	is	unit	vector	pointing	along	bond	n	in	the	i	direction,	N	is	the	number	of	bonds	in	the	system,	and	𝛿hØ 	is	the	kronecker	delta.		
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The	toughness	or	the	energy	absorbed	during	deformation,	is	calculated	using:	
	 (5.6)	where	H(σ*)	is	the	Heaviside	function,	which	is	introduced	to	ignore	negative	stresses.	We	ignore	the	negative	stresses	because	we	are	interested	in	the	total	energy	absorbed	(i.e.	total	work	done	on	the	system),	and	the	energy	“returned”	(work	done	by	the	system)	when	stress	is	negative	would	essentially	be	dissipated.	Conventionally,	the	upper	limit	of	integration	in	Eq.	5.6	should	be	α	at	fracture;	however,	since	our	model	bonds	do	not	account	for	breaking	events,	 ɑ=5	was	 chosen	 for	 convenience.	 To	 provide	 some	 calibration	 for	 the	 toughness	values	to	be	reported,	we	can	compare	the	simulated	toughness	of	~0.1GPa[217]	(calculated	for	extension	from	α=1	to	5)		for	an	atomistic	model	of	a	polyethylene	network	with	diamond	connectivity	 to	 𝛾=0.36	 for	 a	 fully	 flexible	 coarse-grained	 homopolymer	 network	 of	comparable	molecular	weight;	hence	a	unit	in	𝛾	in	our	model	would	correspond	to	~0.28GPa.		The	number	of	hairpins	in	a	network	during	deformation	is	calculated	by	first	drawing	two	vectors	from	a	central	bead	in	a	chain	to	a	bead	nvector	bonds	away	in	each	direction	along	the	chain	(see	Figure	5.3c).	If	the	angle	between	the	two	drawn	vectors	is	less	than	a	threshold	angle,	the	chain	in	question	is	labeled	a	hairpin.	We	apply	this	algorithm	over	all	possible	beads	on	all	chains,	using	nvector=	4	and	a	threshold	angle	of	60°.	Note	that	the	exact	choice	of	these	parameters	is	arbitrary	and	that	the	algorithm	does	not	discern	between	a	chain	having	one	or	two	hairpins,	although	the	occurrence	of	double	hairpin	chains	is	negligible.	For	ABA	networks,	if	the	chain	has	an	angle	within	the	threshold	angle	or	both	chain	ends	reside	in	the	same	segregated	domain	of	cross-links,	then	the	chain	is	labeled	as	a	hairpin.		Repeated	 runs	 of	 the	 same	 network	 with	 differing	 starting	 configurations	 give	 slightly	
γ = σ *
1
α f∫ H σ *( )dα
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differing	results.	As	such,	we	show	representative	plots	and	report	the	average	values	where	possible.	 Stress-strain,	 hairpin,	 and	 order	 parameter	 plots	 show	 values	 averaged	 over	~0.005-0.01α.		
5.3 Results	&	Discussion		Our	results	are	organized	into	three	groups	of	networks	with	constituent	chains	of	increasing	complexity:	(i)	ABA	chains	of	varying	composition	and	fixed	stiffness,	(ii)	ABA	chains	with	varying	stiffness,	and	(iii)	pentablock	chains	with	three	different	chemical	blocks.	5.3.1 Compositional	scan	with	constant	stiffness		
5.3.1.1 Stiff	chains	tend	to	form	lamellar	morphology		For	symmetric	ABA	chains	(Figure	5.3a,	top	chain),	the	main	variable	is	the	composition,	the	volume	fraction	of	A	block	to	B	block.	Tests	were	performed	on	2×2×2	unit	cell	networks,	varying	 f	 from	80%A	 to	 10%A	 in	 increments	 of	 10%.	 	 Kbend	 and	 chain	 length	were	 kept	constant	 at	 4.0	 and	 20	 beads,	 respectively.	 A	 lamellar	morphology	was	 observed	 for	 all	networks	throughout	the	entire	deformation,	regardless	of	composition,	which	is	surprising	as	 block	 copolymers	 are	 known	 to	 form	 curved	 interface	 morphologies	 (cylindrical,	spherical,	 etc.)	 as	 block	 asymmetry	 is	 increased[111].	 In	 our	 systems,	 however,	 those	morphologies	may	be	precluded	in	part	because	the	chains	are	cross-linked	at	their	ends,	and	partly	because	curved	interfaces	would	incur	a	chain	bending	energy	penalty,	offsetting	any	reduction	in	interfacial	energy.	In	the	supplemental	information	we	present	results	from	simulations	of	uncrosslinked	chains	showing	that	for	20%A	the	stable	morphology	is	not	a	lamellar	phase	as	in	the	crosslinked	network	but	rather:	(i)	a	weakly	segregated,	perforated	lamellae	 if	 Kbend=4,	 and	 (ii)	 a	 disordered	 phase	 if	 Kbend=0,	 in	 agreement	 with	 previous	
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studies.[83]	The	tensile	behavior	of	all	these	networks	was	qualitatively	consistent	with	that	of	the	base	network	(i.e.,	Figure	5.1).	Figure	5.4	shows	stress-strain	curves	of	extension	in	the	direction	normal	to	the	lamellae	at	a=1	for	several	compositions.	The	stress	at	a=1	is	often	not	exactly	0	 because	 of	 residual	 stresses	 that	 anisotropic	 morphologies	 develop	 inside	 a	 cubic	simulation	cell.		We	also	note	that	the	stress	plots	shown	are	for	individual	deformation	runs	and	 hence	 significant	 sampling	 variance	 when	 runs	 are	 repeated	 with	 different	 initial	configurations.	The	trend	in	the	tensile	response	as	a	function	of	composition	is	treated	in	section	5.3.1.2.	
	 	Figure	 5.5	 plots	 the	 stress-strain	 response	 for	 an	 extension	 orthogonal	 to	 the	 nematic	direction	for	the	reference	system.	Before	hardening	there	is	a	dip	in	the	stress,	known	as	buckling.	The	free	energy	equations	of	these	materials[219]	(extended	from	classical	rubber	theory)	predict	 a	drop	 in	 energy	before	hardening.	Buckling	would	normally	manifest	 as	
	Figure	5.4:	Plot	of	the	tensile	response	along	the	nematic	director	in	a	lamellar	phase	from	ABA	networks	of	different	compositions	(from	50%A	to	10%A).	
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spontaneous	expansion	in	the	non-extended	directions,	however,	it	manifests	as	a	drop	in	the	 tensile	 force	 because	 here	 the	 total	 volume	 is	 kept	 fixed.	 Buckling	 corresponds	 to	realignment	along	the	extensional	direction	of	both	chain	orientations	and	the	lamellae	plane	normals.	Reorientation	entails	stretching	of	the	lamellae,	followed	by	lamellar	splitting	into	equal	parts,	and	finally	rearrangement	into	new,	reoriented	lamellae,	as	depicted	in	Figure	5.5.	
	
5.3.1.2 Effect	of	Composition	on	Reference	Network	Toughness		The	 various	 networks	 show	 a	maximum	 in	 toughness	 as	 a	 function	 of	 composition.	We	observe	a	maximum	in	γ	at	~50%A	suggesting	that	A-B	interactions,	maximal	 for	the	50-50%	composition,	may	play	a	key	role.	A	simple	model	is	formulated	below	to	explain	our	observations.	Consider	the	changes	occurring	over	a	range	of	a	where	a	single	saw-tooth	
	Figure	5.5:	Tensile	response	for	extension	not	along	the	initial	director	with	sample	snapshots	at	selected	deformations.	See	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme.		 		
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occurs	as	depicted	 in	Figure	5.6,	where	a	 two-domain	 lamella	 is	 transformed	 into	a	 four-domain	structure.	Assume	that	energy	changes	associated	with	such	a	transition	primarily	arise	 from	 changes	 in	 LJ	 interactions,	 while	 contributions	 from	 bending	 and	 bonding	interactions	are	negligible,	as	described	previously.	
	If	we	denote	nA	(nB)	as	the	number	of	A	(B)	beads	that	came	in	contact	with	B	(A)	type	beads	during	such	a	transition,	then	the	energy	change	per	unit	volume	associated	with	this	Da	will	be:	
	(5.7)	
where	uij	 can	 be	 taken	 as	 being	 proportional	 to	 the	c	 parameter;	 i.e.,	 the	 energy	 change	associated	when	A-A	and	B-B	(bead-bead)	contacts	are	exchanged	by	A-B	contacts:			(5.8)	Hence,	Eq.	5.7	becomes:	
	 (5.9)	If	we	now	assume	that	nA	and	nB	are	proportional	to	the	relative	number	of	beads	in	their	respective	 domains,	 namely,	 nA	 ~	 fA	 and	 nB	 ~	 (1-fA),	 and	 that	 the	 number	 nteeth	 of	 such	
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	Figure	5.6:	Depiction	an	idealized	strain-induced	transition	from	2-domain	to	4-domain	lamellae	structure	for	network	made	of	symmetric	ABA	chains.		
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transitions	is	the	same	for	a	given	total	a	(regardless	of	fA),	then	the	total	toughness	g=	nteeth	×	DUtooth/V		can	be	expressed	as:	 	 (5.10)			This	 model	 assumes	 that	 the	 tensile	 response	 is	 solely	 determined	 by	 inter-block	interactions	and	hence	by	χN,	while	neglecting	chain	bending.	For	comparison	to	simulation	data,	Figure	5.7	plots	 the	calculated	 toughness	 for	deformations	 in	 the	nematic	direction,	normalized	by	the	g	for	the	50%A	case,	as	a	function	of	composition.	In	calculating	average	toughness	values,	we	omit	responses	for	extensions	orthogonal	to	the	nematic	direction	to	reduce	 the	 variability	 associated	 with	 the	 frustrated	 buckling.	 Equation	 5.10	 predicts	 a	maximum	 toughness	 at	 50%A	 and	 an	 overall	 trend	 that	 shows	 reasonable	 qualitative	agreement	with	simulation	data.	Although	chain	stiffness	also	influences	χN	and	can	lead	to	entropic	segregation,	as	a	first	approximation	our	model	neglects	the	effect	of	chain	stiffness	relative	 to	enthalpic	 contributions.	This	 can	be	 justified	by	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 toughness	of	athermal	 homopolymer	 networks	 (experiencing	 purely	 entropic	 contributions)	 with	Kbend=4.0	is	~0.4,	which	is	significantly	smaller	than	that	of	the	reference	network	(g~4.8).	If	the	simulation	data	in	Figure	5.7	were	adjusted	to	remove	the	entropic	contribution,	the	fit	would	 improve.	 The	 study	 of	 how	 entropic	 segregation	 affects	 the	 tensile	 response	 lies	beyond	the	scope	of	this	work	and	will	be	the	topic	of	future	research.		
( )AA ff -µ 1cg
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5.3.1.3 The	Effect	of	T*	and	Deformation	Rate	on	ɣ		The	tensile	response	should	also	be	a	function	of	both	temperature	(on	account	of	its	effect	of	entropy	on	elasticity	and	that	χN∝1/T),	and	the	strain	rate	(which	sets	a	deformation	time	scale	 that	 competes	with	 the	microstructural	 relaxation	 time	 scale).	 In	 the	 supplemental	information	 (Figure	 5.19),	 it	 is	 shown	 that	 for	 the	 range	 of	 strain	 rate	 and	 temperature	tested,	 the	 stress	 response	 is	 not	 systematically	 affected	 by	 the	 strain	 rate,	 while	 the	toughness	 tends	 to	 decrease	 with	 temperature,	 likely	 through	 its	 effect	 ont	 χN	 (i.e.,	 a	reduction	of	interfacial	energy).			5.3.2 Lower	Stiffness	Networks		
5.3.2.1 Morphologies	With	Curvature	Isotropize	the	Orientation-Dependent	Tensile	Response		Due	to	the	strong	bias	of	Kbend=4	networks	to	form	lamellar	phases,	tests	similar	to	those	in	section	5.3.1.1	were	performed	with	Kbend=2.5.	The	most	 symmetric	 compositions,	50%A	and	40%A,	still	show	lamellar	morphology	in	the	undeformed	state.	The	30%A	system	forms	instead	a	perforated	lamellae,	hereafter	to	be	referred	to	as	the	“perforated	network”,	with	
	Figure	5.7:	Plot	of	γ	as	a	function	of	composition	(%A)	comparing	simulation	to	the	predictions	of	Eq.	5.10.	All	values	are	normalized	to	𝛾50%A.		
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the	 lamellae	 normal	 pointing	 in	 the	 [110]	 direction.	 This	 perforated	 network	 is	 seen	consistently	using	different	preparation	protocols	with	2×2×2	unit	cell	systems.	For	a	4×4×4	unit	cell	network,	two	different	types	of	partially	disordered	morphologies	were	found	in	the	undeformed	state	(see	Figure	5.8).	One	is	perforated	lamellae	with	lamella	normal	pointing	in	the	[1	-1	2]	direction,	consistent	with	the	perforated	network	from	the	smaller	system.	The	other	is	a	lamellae-like	morphology	with	connections	between	the	lamellae,	which	we	refer	to	as	the	“defective”	lamellae	network.	The	difference	in	total	energy	between	these	two	morphologies	is	small,	~0.0145kT	per	LJ	bead,	which	precludes	singling	one	of	them	out	as	being	more	stable	(on	account	of	possible	differences	in	entropy).		
	Despite	their	differences,	the	tensile	responses	for	both	initial	morphologies	shown	in	Figure	5.8	are	consistent	with	each	other	(see	example	in	Figure	5.9a),	showing	isotropization	of	the	 tensile	 response	 as	 compared	 to	 the	 base	 network;	 i.e.,	 the	 stress	 response	 becomes	
	Figure	5.8:	Morphologies	obtained	for	30%A,	Kbend=2.5	system	with	a	larger	lattice.	For	clarity	B	beads	are	removed;	see	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme.	(a)	is	the	defective	lamellae	and	(b)	is	the	perforated	lamellae	pointing	in	the	[1	-1	2]	direction.	(a)	is	rotated	to	show	the	lamellar	morphology	and	how	they	are	interconnected.	(b)	is	a	depiction	where	the	fragments	of	the	lamellae	in	the	periodic	box	are	“stitched”	together	to	form	one	single	lamellae.	We	use	extra	periodic	images	to	create	a	more	complete	lamellae.	B	block	is	removed	for	clarity,	see	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme.		 		
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largely	independent	on	the	strain	direction.	Lack	of	one	universal	director,	reflected	by	the	low	values	of	P2	(Figure	5.9b)	in	the	undeformed	state,	indicates	that	chain	orientations	are	not	well	correlated.	The	distribution	of	dot	products	between	chain	bond	vectors	and	the	calculated	 director	 in	 the	 underformed	 state	 (Figure	 5.9c)	 shows	 a	 much	 broader	distribution	for	the	perforated	network,	populating	low	alignment	states	that	are	not	seen	for	the	reference	network.	Thus,	soft	deformation	in	perforated	networks	will	always	appear	(regardless	 of	 extension	 direction),	 which	 differs	 from	 soft	 deformation	 in	 lamellar	morphologies	where	there	is	a	universal	director,	as	seen	in	Figure	5.5.	After	buckling,	the	perforated	 lamellae	 become	 untilted	 and	 unperforated,	 with	 the	 subsequent	 sawtooth	tensile	response	being	consistent	with	that	of	the	base	network.	Isotropization	is	a	product	of	both	the	realignment	of	chains	along	the	strain	direction	and	the	morphology	switching	to	lamellae.	Values	of	γ	are	1.43	and	1.34	for	the	perforated	and	defective	lamellar	networks,	respectively;	roughly	a	third	of	the	γ	for	the	base	network.	This	reduction	in	toughness	is	a	result	of	a	less	symmetric	composition	(as	per	Eq.	5.10),	a	lower	Kbend,	and	the	absence	of	one	stress	peak	due	to	the	initial	soft	response.	
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	 	The	soft	behavior	for	the	4×4×4	unit	cell	perforated	networks	also	differs	from	that	of	the	
		 	Figure	5.9:	Plots	for	tensile	response	(a),	P2	(b),	and	chain	alignment	to	the	A-B	interface	(c).	normal	(c)	for	the	perforated	network.	The	distributions	in	(c)	are	averaged	over	20	snapshots	spanning	2×106	timesteps.		 				
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reference	network.	As	outlined	in	Figure	5.10,	lamellae	first	become	stretched	and	split	along	perforations	 that	 reform	 into	 a	 structure	 similar	 to	 the	 defective	 lamellar	 morphology.	Further	 extension	 rearranges	 the	 network	 into	 untilted,	 unperforated	 lamellae.	 The	defective	lamellar	morphology	rearranges	directly	into	untilted,	unperforated	lamellae.	
	Simulation	results	(see	SI)	for	smaller	perforated	networks	confirm	the	above	results.		A	network	with	30%A,	ABA	chain	structure,	Kbend=5.0	and	chain	length	of	40	beads	was	also	simulated	to	further	confirm	the	prediction	of	a	perforated	network	since	this	new	network	should	be	similar	to	the	one	described	above	for	having	the	same	ratio	of	persistence	length	to	 contour	 chain	 length.[48]	 The	 undeformed	 morphology	 observed	 for	 this	 network	 is	untilted,	 perforated	 lamellae	 which	 upon	 deformation	 also	 exhibits	 stress-response	isotropization	(see	Figure	5.20	in	the	SI),	indicating	that	such	a	response	is	independent	of	the	tilting	of	 the	 lamellae.	All	 these	results	suggest	that	any	morphology	whose	geometry	leads	 to	weak	director	alignment,	will	 show	some	degree	of	 isotropization.	Morphologies	with	 interfacial	 curvature	 do	 not	 have	 a	 uniform	 director,	 a	 feature	 only	 present	 in	 the	
	Figure	5.10:	Soft	response	of	the	perforated	network		for	α	=	1,	2,	and	2.25	(from	right	to	left).	B	block	removed	for	clarity;	see	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme.				
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lamellar	 morphology.	 As	 a	 consequence,	 the	 exact	 undeformed	 configuration,	 even	 if	partially	 disordered,	 may	 not	 be	 critical	 for	 determining	 the	 tensile	 behavior	 of	 these	systems,	since,	after	the	initial	soft	stress	response,	the	system	will	“forget”	its	initial	state.		5.3.3 Pentablocks			A	pentablock	chain	only	has	5	unique	architectures	in	this	model;	ABABA,	ABCBA,	ABACA,	ABACB,	 and	 ABABC.	We	 only	 discuss	 ABCBA	 and	 ABACA.	 ABABC	 and	 ABACB	 chains	 are	omitted	because	their	behavior	is	not	saw-tooth-like	as	the	end	blocks	are	not	the	same	type.	This	disparity	disrupts	 the	ability	 for	a	cross-link	 to	move	 into	a	new	 layer	and	maintain	phase	segregation.	ABABA	chains	act	as	extensions	of	ABA	chains	and	are	omitted.		
5.3.3.1 ABCBA:	stronger	tensile	response	through	increased	number	of	interfaces		For	 all	 stiffness	 parameter	 values	 and	 compositions	 tested	 for	 an	 ABCBA	 chain	 (30%A-40%B-kb4,	 20%A-70%B-kb4,	 and	 20%A-70%B-kb2.5),	 the	 lamellar	 morphology	 was	observed	in	the	undeformed	state	(as	depicted	in	Figure	5.11).	Because	the	chain	has	central	symmetry,	the	mechanism	of	deformation	is	just	an	extension	of	that	of	ABA	chains.	The	only	deviations	 occurred	 during	 the	 formation	 of	 new	 domains,	 where	 the	 time	 scale	 of	morphological	rearrangement	was	now	too	slow	to	keep	up	with	the	strain	rate,	an	effect	of	the	 short	 simulation	 time	 scales,	 leading	 to	 some	 blunter	 peaks.	 Compared	 to	 the	 base	network,	there	is	an	approximate	30%	increase	in	γ	for	a	30%A-40%B,	Kbend=4.0,	20-mer	chain	network,	a	consequence	of	a	larger	number	of	interfaces	that	enhance	the	resistance	to	deformation.	As	the	volume	fraction	of	one	of	the	blocks	approached	0,	the	effect	of	the	added	interfaces	diminished	and	γ	decreased	to	values	similar	to	those	for	ABA	chains.	These	results	suggest	that	any	multiblock	chain	with	center	symmetry	will	act	as	an	ABA	chain	with	a	suitably	increased	number	of	interfaces.	
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5.3.3.2 ABACA:	multiple	folding	points	lead	to	increased	transformation	rates		The	most	 unique	 new	 behavior	 among	 pentablock	 chains	 is	 observed	 for	 ABACA	 chains	(chain	topology	shown	as	the	middle	chain	in	Figure	5.3a).	The	network	consists	of	60%A,	20%B	,	20%C,	and	20-mer	chains	with	Kbend=4.0	(referred	herein	as	the	ABACA	network).	We	arrange	the	chains	so	that	all	4	chains	connected	to	one	cross-link	are	oriented	as	either	ABACA	or	ACABA	with	respect	to	the	cross-link	(see	Figure	5.12).	Due	to	the	connectivity	of	the	 network,	 by	 setting	 one	 cross-link	 to	 have	 a	 certain	 orientation	 of	 the	 chains,	 this	automatically	sets	the	chain	orientations	of	all	other	cross-links.	 	Due	to	the	 lack	of	chain	central	 symmetry,	 the	 well	 equilibrated	 undeformed	 morphology	 tends	 towards	 an	interconnected	lamellar	morphology	(Figure	5.13),	akin	to	the	defective	lamellae	network	discussed	before	 (see	Figure	5.8).	The	 interconnections	allow	hairpins	 to	 form	and	some	chains	to	escape	confinement	in	a	lamellae	domain	whose	spacing	(14.2)	is	shorter	than	the	
	Figure	5.11:	Morphology	of	30%A-40%B-30%C	ABCBA	network	for	the	undeformed	(left)	and	α=3	(right)	states.	For	the	exact	chain	topology	of	this	network	and	color	scheme	see	Figure	5.3a,	middle	chain.		
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chain	 contour	 length	 (19.2).	 In	our	ABACA	network	morphology,	 the	blocks	 arrange	 in	 a	ABACABA	sequence,	which	can	be	compared	with	 the	…ABAC…	equilibrium	arrangement	observed	for	experimentally	synthesized	ABACA	type	block	copolymer	(uncrosslinked);[61]	this	 small	 difference	 can	 be	 ascribed	 to	 the	 topological	 constraints	 introduced	 by	 the	crosslinks	in	the	networks.	
	Figure	5.12:	Snapshot	of	fully	swollen	ABACA	network,	showing	the	chain	orientation	flip	between	neighboring	cross-links.	See	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme.			 		
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	The	 chain	 asymmetry	 is	 also	 responsible	 for	 an	 increase	 in	 the	 number	 of	 segregated	domains	(as	seen	in	Figure	5.11)	and	stress	peaks	(as	observed	in	Figure	5.14)	for	a	given	strain.	Indeed,	chain	asymmetry	leads	to	shorter	hairpin	lengths	(the	length	of	the	shortest	hairpin	leg)	because	the	chains	fold	across	either	the	B	or	C	block,	and	not	across	the	chain	center.	 When	 the	 hairpin	 unfolds,	 these	 shorter	 hairpins	 reduce	 the	 change	 in	 network	length,	and	thus,	reduce	the	relaxation	caused	by	new	domain	formation.	As	a	result,	stress	rebuilds	within	a	smaller	range	of	α,	and	a	larger	number	of	transformations	occurs	over	a	given	deformation	range.	The	value	of	γ	ranges	from	5.70	to	12.80	for	2×2×2	unit	cell	systems	and	 from	 4.90	 to	 6.25	 for	 4×4×4	 unit	 cell	 systems,	 with	 averages	 of	 8.48,	 and	 5.59,	respectively.	The	smaller	system’s	toughness	 is	approximately	twice	that	of	 the	reference	network,	a	consequence	of	two	factors:	The	increase	in	the	number	of	peaks,	and	a	larger	contribution	from	stress	upturns.	The	larger	number	of	peaks	allows	the	system	to	create	more	segregated	domains	of	cross-links	(8	at	α=5),	and	maintain	a	greater	on-average	stress.		
	Figure	5.13:	Snapshot	of	the	undeformed	ABACA	network.	The	morphology	shows	interconnections	similar	to	the	perforated	network.	Block	A	is	omitted	for	clarity;	see	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme.		 		
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		The	upturns	occur	when	cross-links	are	pulled	across	very	long	distances,	incurring	in	large	energetic	penalties,	and	thus,	large	stresses.	Despite	the	higher	toughness,	smaller	systems	show	larger	variability	than	larger	systems,	likely	due	to	finite	size	effects.		Chains	can	have	three	main	types	of	conformations	during	deformation:	(i)	U-shaped,	with	both	ends	 in	 the	 same	 segregated	 layer,	 (ii)	 	 unfolded,	 or	 (iii)	 	 a	hairpin.	 (i)	 and	 (iii)	 are	equivalent	 in	 the	 base	 ABA	 network	 but	 not	 so	 in	 the	 ABACA	 network	 due	 to	 chain	asymmetry	and	the	doubling	 in	the	number	of	segregated	domains,	where	hairpins	chain	ends	can	end	up	in	two	distinct	cross-link	layers	as	depicted	in	Figure	5.15.	 	As	described	below,	the	existence	of	additional	or	secondary	cross-link	domains	has	a	unique	effect	on	the	folding/unfolding	of	hairpins	in	the	network	during	deformation.		
	Figure	5.14:	Tensile	response	for	the	ABACA-60A20C-kb4-20	network.	An	increase	in	number	of	teeth	is	seen	in	all	directions.		
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5.3.3.3 Shortened	hairpin	folding	length	leads	to	restoration	of	the	hairpin	population		To	probe	the	microscopic	behavior	of	chains,	the	fraction	of	hairpins	η	with	respect	to	the	total	number	of	chains,	was	calculated	throughout	the	deformation.	Figure	5.16a	plots	the	evolution	of	η	for	the	reference	network,	showing	that	it	follows	the	expected	microscopic	picture:	the	initial	number	of	hairpins	progressively	drops	as	the	system	forms	new	layers.	Figure	5.16b	shows	that	the	ABACA	network	follows	a	very	different	and	unexpected	trend	where	 the	 number	 of	 hairpins	 can	 either	 stay	 constant,	 or	 even	 increase	 during	 domain	formation.	 	 To	 understand	 this	 behavior,	 direct	 visualization	 was	 used	 to	 identify	 the	underlying	microscopic	events.		
	Figure	5.15:	Cartoons	of	the	chains	in	a	deforming	network	for	the	reference	case	(left)	and	the	ABACA	system	(right).	The	ABACA	chain	has	a	shorter	hairpin	which	leads	to	the	formation	of	secondary	sets	of	cross-links.	See	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme.				 		
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		Figure	5.17	depicts	a	center	cross-link	with	the	4	chains	bonded	to	it,	at	increasing	values	of	α.	The	cross-link	begins	with	one	hairpin	becoming	unfolded	as	α	increases	(states	1	to	2),	while	movement	of	other	cross-links	pulls	on	the	blue	and	pink	chains,	causing	relaxation	by	folding	 of	 the	 black	 and	 purple	 chains	 (states	 2	 to	 3,	 a	 “restorative”	 event).	 	 A	 large	displacement	of	the	central	cross-link	unfolds	the	black	and	purple	chains	and	folds	the	blue	and	pink	chains	(states	3	to	4,	a	“transfer”	event).	These	processes	account	for	the	unique	trends	in	hairpin	population	seen	in	Figure	5.16b,	and	result	from	the	secondary	set	of	cross-links	 depicted	 in	 Figure	 5.15	 which	 effectively	 reduce	 the	 distance	 between	 domains	 of	cross-links	compared	to	the	base	network.	This	restorative	behavior	is	not	exclusive	to	the	
	Figure	5.16:	Fraction	of	hairpins	as	a	function	of	α	for:	a)	the	base	network,	and	b)	the	ABACA	network.		
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ABACA	system	as	a	small	number	of	these	events	can	also	be	detected	in	the	base	network,	but	 the	 reduced	 cross-link	 layer	 spacing	 makes	 such	 events	 more	 prevalent	 in	 ABACA	networks.		
	The	tensile	response	of	the	ABACA	network	also	differs	from	that	of	the	reference	network	in	other	respects.	First,	new	smectic	domains	formed	during	deformation	are	not	made	up	of	purely	B	or	C	blocks.	This	occurs	because	the	asymmetry	of	the	chains	coupled	with	the	additional	 sets	 of	 secondary	 cross-link	 layers	 make	 it	 difficult	 to	 achieve	 complete	microphase	 segregation.	 Second,	 these	 networks	 also	 exhibit	 peculiar	 soft	 behavior	consisting	of	intermediate	lamellar	states.	Indeed,	as	lamellae	are	stretched,	they	rearrange	into	structures	that	are	tilted	with	respect	to	the	extensional	direction	and	that	repeatedly	rearrange	into	less	tilted	structures	until	the	perpendicular	lamellae	are	formed	(see	Figure	5.18).	These	tilted	structures	originate	from	dimensional	mismatch	between	the	simulation	box	and	the	lamellae	unit	cell.	As	more	lamellae	are	formed,	they	become	thinner,	decreasing	the	unit	cell	dimension,	which	reduces	the	tilt.	We	see	evidence	of	this	effect	in	other	systems	
	
	Figure	5.17:	A	progression	of	4	ABACA	chains	connected	to	the	same	cross-link	going	from	α=	1.5	(state	1),	to	2.2	(state	2),	2.5	(state	3),	and	3.0	(state	4).		
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but	 it	 is	 magnified	 in	 this	 system	 as	 lamellae	 include	 both	 B	 and	 C	 layers.	 All	 these	peculiarities	 stem	 from	 the	 chain	 asymmetry	 and	 how	 they	 fold	 and	 unfold
	5.4 Conclusions		We	 extended	 previous	 work	 on	 LCE	 with	 diamond	 connectivity	 whose	 tensile	 response	exhibited	 a	 characteristic	 sawtooth	 shape	 and	 an	 anisotropy	 with	 respect	 to	 the	 strain	orientation,	 to	 identify	 two	network	designs	whose	 tensile	behavior	has	distinct	 features	from	that	of	the	original,	base	network.	First,	a	symmetric,	triblock	ABA	chain	with	30%A	volume	 fraction	 and	 lower	 chain	 stiffness	 (kbend=2.5)	 gives	 rise	 to	 a	 perforated	 lamellae	phase	in	the	undeformed	state.	Compared	to	the	base	network	(whose	ABA,	50%A,	kbend=4	chains	 form	a	 lamellar	phase	 in	 the	undeformed	state),	 this	 “perforated	network”	 lacks	a	common	 director,	 requiring	 local	 director	 realignment	 along	 whichever	 direction	 the	
	Figure	5.18:	ABACA-60A20C-kb4-20	network	undergoing	soft	deformation.	From	left	to	right	the	values	of	α	are	2.2,	2.6,	and	3.5,	respectively.	The	lamellar	tilt	decreases	as	the	deformation	proceeds.	Block	A	is	removed	for	clarity;	see	Figure	5.3	for	color	scheme.					
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network	 is	being	deformed.	After	buckling,	 the	 tensile	 responses	become	 independent	of	strain	direction.	It	is	this	combination	of	the	domain	reorientation	and	lamellar	morphology	after	buckling	that	leads	to	isotropization	of	the	stress	response	to	the	strain	direction.	It	is	conjectured	that	any	morphology	that	(in	the	undeformed	state)	lacks	a	universal	director	should	show	some	degree	of	isotropization	of	the	tensile	behavior.	As	an	example,	two	very	different	initial	morphologies	for	the	perforated	network	were	found	to	exhibit	very	similar	tensile	responses.	Further	studies	could	target	networks	whose	AB	morphologies	have	3-D	symmetry	 (like	 spheres	 or	 bicontinuous	 phases)	 and	 see	 whether	 their	 deformation	behaviors	approach	those	reported	here;	e.g.,	regarding	isotropization	and	early	buckling.	Preliminary	tests	of	networks	with	different	stiffness	values	for	each	block	have	produced	a	cylindrical	 phase	 which	 also	 displays	 isotropization.	 Bicontinuous	 networks	 would	 be	difficult	to	achieve	due	to	the	high	curvature	and	the	need	to	exactly	match	the	simulation	box	to	the	unit	cell	of	the	morphology[129,130].	Second,	 a	 nonsymmetric,	 pentablock	 ABACA	 chain	 with	 60%A	 volume	 fraction,	 20%B	volume	fraction,	and	kbend=4	gives	rise	to	networks	with	several	unique	features.	Compared	to	the	base	network,	these	ABACA	networks	exhibit	an	increased	number	of	smectic	domains	for	a	given	strain,	a	consequence	of	shorter,	asymmetric	blocks,	which	leads	to	both	smaller	cross-link	domain	spacing	and	shorter	hairpins.	Shorter	hairpins	and	domain	spacing	couple	to	 reduce	 the	 network	 deformation	 required	 to	 induce	 the	 formation	 of	 new	 domains.		Another	 effect	 of	 the	 decreased	 hairpin	 length	 is	 the	 formation	 of	 secondary	 cross-link	domains	(Figure	5.15),	which	promotes	abundant	restorative	and	transfer	hairpin	events	that	counter	the	decrease	in	number	of	hairpins	as	α	increases	(Figure	5.16a).	It	would	also	be	interesting	to	investigate	whether	a	chain	can	be	designed	to	give	three	hairpins,	as	a	way	
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of	inducing	more	transformations,	which	could	lead	to	a	tougher	network.		Beyond	the	specific	chain	architectures	and	behaviors	described	above,	some	general	design	principles	can	also	be	put	forth.	First,	the	tensile	response	of	multiblock	chains	with	central	symmetry	will	be	an	extension	of	the	base	network.	Center	symmetric	chain	networks	are	further	toughened	by	increases	in	the	number	of	interfaces	(e.g.,	ABCBA	chains)	that	must	be	 broken	 when	 forming	 new	 domains,	 with	 toughness	 being	 maximized	 when	 the	composition	 is	 as	 close	 to	 symmetric	 as	 possible.	 Second,	 isotropization	 of	 the	 stress	response	can	be	achieved	by	favoring	undeformed	morphologies	lacking	a	common	director.	Non-uniform	 directors	 are	 associated	 with	 curved	 interfaces	 (appearing	 at	 lower	 chain	backbone	 stiffness)	 as	 curvature	precludes	 the	 ability	of	 chains	 to	 align	 in	one	direction.	Third,	chain	asymmetry,	coupled	with	shorter	blocks,	can	increase	the	number	of	teeth	in	the	saw-tooth	response	per	unit	deformation.			Some	of	our	ongoing	work	aims	to	probe	the	mechanical	response	of	LCEs	for	two	limiting	cases	of	the	non	-bonded	interactions	explored	here.	The	first	 limiting	case	entails	purely	athermal	 chains	 which	may	 undergo	 entropic	 segregation	 if	 the	 blocks	 have	 sufficiently	disparate	stiffness.	Indeed,	natural[64]	and	synthetic[125]	LCE	networks	do	not	necessarily	have	 constant	 stiffness	 across	 the	 chain	 length.	 The	 second	 limiting	 case	 entails	 highly	attractive	interactions,	which	can	mimic	ionomer	chains	where	charged	species	cluster	into	lamellar	 domains	with	 interfacial	 planes	 normal	 to	 the	 extensional	 direction[132],	 quite	similar	to	the	behavior	seen	here.		5.5 Acknowledgements		The	authors	thank	Poornima	Padmanabhan	and	Endian	Wang	for	insightful	discussions.	This	work	was	supported	by	the	National	Science	Foundation	award	CMMI	1435852.	
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5.6 Supplemental	Information		5.6.1 Simulations	of	systems	with	uncrosslinked	chains	To	elucidate	the	effects	of	crosslinking	on	morphology,	we	simulate	the	reference	network	at	various	compositions	and	remove	the	crosslinks	hence	resulting	in	a	bulk	system	of	linear	20-mer	chains.	We	follow	a	similar	methodology	described	in	the	main	paper	to	prepare	the	systems,	where	the	Lennard-	Jones	parameters	are	set	to	be	all	repulsive	initially,	and	upon	a	relaxation	period	the	correct	parameters	are	enacted	(consistent	with	
cN	=	32).	For	chains	with	Kbend=4.0,	the	morphology	is	lamellar	for	both	40%A,	and	30%A,	while	for	20%A	it	shows	weakly	segregated,	perforated	lamellae.	To	compare	to	previous	work,	we	also	simulate	these	systems	for	Kbend=0.	Our	results	match	those	of	similar	systems	(in	composition	and	cN[83]),	in	particular,	30%A	is	weakly	segregated,	and	20%A	is	disordered.	This	confirms	that	both	chain	stiffness	and	crosslinking	affect	the	resulting	microsegregated	morphology.		
	
	
Figure	5.19:	Left:	morphology	of	20%A,	uncrosslinked	ABA	chains,	with	Kbend=4.0.	Right:	morphology	of	uncrosslinked	flexible	20%A	ABA	chains.	Only	the	A	component	beads	are	shown.				
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5.6.2 Simulations	using	different	temperatures,	and	strain	rates	Typical	elastomers	show	higher	Young’s	modulus	for	strain	rates	faster	than	the	molecular	relaxation	time	scale.	Additionally,	the	mechanical	response	of	these	systems	is	dependent	on	T	not	only	because	of	its	effect	on	the	inter-block	enthalpic	disparity	(as	χN	∝	1/T)	and	morphology,	but	also	because	of	its	effect	on	entropic	elasticity.	Plotted	in	Figure	5.20	is	the	tensile	response	of	the	2×2×2	unit	cell	“reference	network”	for	multiple	deformation	rates	and	temperatures.	The	toughness	(for	a	from	1	to	5	as	per	our	convention)	exhibits	no	clear	trend	as	strain	rate	is	changed	(Figure	5.20-left)	and	the	saw-tooth	pattern	in	stress	is	largely	unaffected	by	strain	rate	(Figure	5.20-right).	The	lack	of	a	systematic	trend	in	toughness	for	the	range	of	strain	rates	tested	is	a	reflection	of	a	larger	variability	in	the	values	of	a,	and	σ*	at	which	new	domains	form	(and	stress	peaks	develop).	Since	the	formation	of	domains	can	be	seen	as	an	activated	process,	we	conjecture	that	faster	deformation	rates	allow	for	a	faster	concentration	of	stresses	in	the	system	(relative	to	the	chain	relaxation	modes)	thus	facilitating	the	early	crossing	of	transitional	energetic	barriers.	Figure	5.20-left	also	shows	an	approximately	linear	dependence	of	toughness	on	reciprocal	temperature,	an	expected	trend	for	a	system	controlled	mainly	by	χN	[i.e.,	as	per	Eq.	(5.10)	in	the	main	text].	Some	peculiar	non-linearities	arise	for	T*>2.0	whose	origin	and	characteristics	will	be	explored	in	a	future	work.		
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5.6.3 Simulations	of	2×2×2	unit	cell	perforated	networks,	and	a	network	with	symmetric,	30%A,	Kbend	=5.0,	40	bead	chains.	Equilibration	of	a	perforated	network	using	a	2×2×2	unit	cell	lattice	yielded	perforated	lamellae	normal	to	the	[110]	direction,	with	the	results	of	tensile	tests	plotted	in	Figure	5.21.	Overall,	the	response	still	shows	the	same	isotropization	and	the	heights	of	the	teeth	are	consistent	with	those	of	the	larger	tested	network.	As	mentioned	in	the	main	text,	a	chain	with	twice	the	contour	length	and	twice	the	stiffness	should	give	a	chain	whose	behavior	is	similar	to	that	of	the	original	20	bead	chain.	Figure	5.22	shows	a	snapshot	of	the	morphology	as	well	as	the	tensile	response	of	this	longer	chain	network	(2×2×2	unit	cells).	The	x	axis	for	the	tensile	response	is	the	ratio	of	the	simulation	box	length	to	the	maximal	length	of	the	network,	as	opposed	to	a.	The	hairpins	in	the	40-mer	network	are	twice	longer	than	the	hairpins	in	the	20-mer	network;	however,	the	equilibrated	simulation	box	length	is	only	larger	by	a	factor	of	21/3,	indicating	that	a	is	not	an	accurate	descriptor	of	deformation	when	comparing	networks	of	different	chain	lengths.	The	40-mer	network	
	Figure	5.20:	Left:	Toughness	of	the	50%A,	2×2×2	cell	reference	network	at	various	T*	and	deformation	rates.	Right:	Plot	of	representative	tensile	responses	for	a	very	slow	deformation	rate	(1.6×10-6),	the	standard	deformation	rate	(8.0×10-6),	and	a	fast	deformation	rate	(3.2×10-5).			
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shows	an	extra	peak	because	the	morphology	has	a	simpler	soft	deformation	mechanism,	leading	to	lamellar	rearrangement	at	smaller	deformations,	allowing	for	the	existence	of	this	previously	unseen	tooth.	Similar	values	of	deformation	(0.15,	and	0.25)	are	observed	when	a	new	smectic	domain	is	formed,	while	the	heights	of	peaks	are	different	due	to	the	increased	value	of	cN	associated	with	the	longer	chains.		
	
	Figure	5.21:	Left:	Snapshot	of	the	perforated	morphology	of	a	2x2x2	unit	cell	lattice	for	the	perforated	network.	Right:	Plot	of	a	representative	tensile	response.	Blue	beads	are	A	type,	black	beads	are	cross-links,	and	the	B	block	was	removed	for	clarity.				
	Figure	5.22:	Left:	Snapshot	of	the	untilted,	perforated,	lamellar	morphology	obtained	for	the	40-mer	network.	Blue	beads	are	A	type,	black	beads	are	cross-links,	and	the	B	block	was	removed	for	clarity.	Right:	Plot	of	the	tensile	response	for	this	network	and	the	2×2×2	network,	normalized	to	the	maximal	extension	of	the	respective	networks.					
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6 Effect	of	Block	Immiscibility	on	Strain-Induced	Microphase	Segregation	and	Crystallization	of	Model	Block	Copolymer	Elastomers			6.1 INTRODUCTION		Main-chain	 liquid	 crystalline	 elastomers	 (LCE)	 are	 interconnected	 networks	 of	 polymer	chains	 that	 are	 semi-flexible,	 i.e.,	 they	 undergo	 nematic	 ordering	 under	 certain	stimuli[34,44,124,188,204].	Many	applications	for	LCE	have	been	considered	such	as	high-strain	actuators[218,232]	and	artificial	muscles[125,222].	These	applications	 leverage	the	coupling	between	the	macroscopic	shape	of	the	material	and	the	microscopic	orientational	ordering.	 When	 the	 chains	 align,	 their	 prolate	 shape	 leads	 to	 anisotropic	 change	 in	macroscopic	 shape	of	 the	material.	 Along	with	 this	 coupling,	 nonlinear	 elastic	 behaviors,	such	as	near-zero	stress	deformations,	are	observed	at	both	macroscopic	and	microscopic	levels	 for	 natural	 LCEs[95,225,228]	 and	 synthetic	 LCEs[211].	 Macroscopically,	 the	“goldstone	modes”	are	observed[153],	where	the	direction	of	predominate	chain	alignment	(henceforth	 called	 “the	 director”)	 can	 reorient	 with	 zero-stress	 deformations.	 When	 a	deformation	is	applied	to	LCE	along	a	direction	misaligned	with	the	director,	the	chains	can	reorient	while	the	cross-links	can	rearrange	to	 leave	unchanged	their	overall	distribution	(and	 entropy).	 Microscopically,	 near-zero	 stress	 deformations	 are	 seen	 due	 to	 the	characteristic	way	semi-flexible	chains	deform.	For	instance,	a	common	chain	configuration	is	that	of	a	hairpin,	and	the	mechanism	of	chain	unfolding	entails	“shifting”	the	mass	of	one	hairpin	 leg	 to	 the	 other	 leg	 until	 the	 first	 leg	 is	 short	 enough	 that	 the	 bending	 energy	overcomes	 the	chain’s	 tendency	 to	stay	aligned	with	 its	neighbors	and	 fully	unfolds[226]	
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(Figure	6.1a).	This	shifting	of	mass	from	one	hairpin	leg	to	the	other	occurs	largely	at	zero	change	in	entropy	due	to	minimal	transverse	chain	motion,	resulting	in	zero	stress.		LCEs	made	of	semi-flexible	chains	with	their	ends	connected	by	tetra	functional	cross-links,	and	with	no	entanglements	(Tetra-LCE,	T-LCE)	have	been	shown	to	exhibit	a	“saw-tooth”	stress	response	to	uniaxial	deformation.	This	behavior	leverages	both	the	tendency	to	form	hairpins	and	the	coupling	between	chain	alignment	and	material	shape.	Due	to	main-chain	backbone	 semi-flexibility,	 the	 chains	 and	 cross-links	 self-assemble	 into	 separate	 layers	(Figure	6.1)[4,18].	Upon	deformation,	stress	builds	in	these	networks	until	chain	backbone	hairpins	unfold	and	a	new	cross-link	layer	forms.	Upon	hairpin	unfolding,	the	network	length	increases,	reducing	chain	overstretching.	When	the	constituent	chain	in	the	T-LCE	are	ABA	block	copolymers	(henceforth	referred	to	as	BCP),	an	additional	interfacial	energy	penalty	enhances	 the	 segregation,	 and	 leads	 to	 the	 formation	 of	 smectic	 layers	 (SL),	 namely,	orientationally	and	translationally	ordered	domains	of	A	and	B	blocks[4,149]	(Figure	6.1b).	While	forming	a	new	domain	during	network	deformation,	both	interfacial	area	and	energy	increase,	requiring	larger	stresses	for	SL	formation	as	compared	to	homopolymer	T-LCE.	A	succession	of	large	stress	peaks	occurs	upon	further	deformation	(Figure	6.1c)	reminiscent	of	naturally	occurring	tough	materials	such	as	titin	and	spider	silk,	both	of	which	undergo	non-affine	domain	deformations	 to	 relieve	stress[18,91,109,148,171,230].	This	 saw-tooth	behavior	increases	the	toughness,	𝛾,	the	energy	absorbed	during	deformation,	of	the	T-LCE.	As	such,	these	materials	have	potential	applications	as	reinforcing	fibers,	adhesives,	or	shock	absorbers	by	allowing	greater	energy	absorption	through	yielding,	which	is	the	cornerstone	of	the	“crumple	zone”,	a	concept	commonly	used	in	cars	and	protective	equipment[79,100].
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	Previous	work	has	established	the	synthetic	viability	of	these	materials	by	showing	that	the	saw-tooth	 behavior	 is	 present	 even	 in	 networks	 that	 were	 created	 through	 a	 simulated	synthesis[152].	Since	the	tensile	behavior	of	such	realistic	LCEs	is	largely	captured	by	the	T-LCEs	(of	identical	chain	length),	T-LCE	can	be	used	as	a	convenient	model	to	test	the	effect	of	different	chain	chemistries/architectures,	as	was	previously	done	to	find	new	deformation	behaviors[149].	Since	𝛾	for	T-LCE	is	nearly	an	order	of	magnitude	larger	for	ABA	BCP	chains	(for	blocks	in	the	strong	segregation	regime)	than	for	homopolymer	chains,	enthalpic	effects	associated	with	inter-block	interactions	are	the	dominant	factor.	We	can	then	examine	the	effects	 of	 altering	 χN,	 a	 parameter	 quantifying	 both	 block	 immiscibility	 and	 reciprocal	temperature,	on	the	macroscopic	and	microscopic	response	to	uniaxial	strain	in	T-LCEs.	If	the	interfacial	energy	is	the	dominant	factor	in	our	model	T-LCEs,	𝛾	would	be	expected	to	be	
	Figure	6.1:	a)	Depiction	of	unfolding	mechanism	for	semi-flexible	chains	(colored	as	block	copolymer	for	clarity).	Mass	on	one	side	of	the	hairpin	shifts	until	the	bending	energy	causes	the	unfolding.	b)	Cartoon	of	the	saw-tooth	mechanism	in	T-LCE	with	block	copolymer	chains,	pointing	to	a	representative	position	on	the	stress-strain	cure	(c).	From	left	to	right:	Initial	system	stays	at	zero	stress	upon	straining	by	removing	any	“slack”;	morphology	begins	to	bend	incurring	in	an	interfacial	energy	penalty	and	stress	buildup;	parent	layer	begins	to	break	up	after	a	greater	amount	of	strain	as	the	hairpins	unfold;	two	daughter	layers	form	from	the	parent	layer,	relaxing	the	stress.		 		
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linearly	dependent	 on	χN,	which	holds	 if	 the	deformation	behavior	 (i.e.,	 the	number	 and	position	of	peaks	in	the	saw-tooth	response)	is	unchanged	across	different	χN	and	the	system	is	above	 its	melting	and	glass	 transition	temperature.	However,	at	high	χN	 crystallization	may	 ensue,	 a	 process	 that	 would	 involve	 an	 additional	 resistance	 to	 deformation.	 The	concept	of	using	polymer	crystals	for	mechanical	strengthening	is	not	new	and	occurs,	e.g.,	in	spider	drag-line	silk,	where	the	crystalline	regions	act	as	strengthening	crosslinks,	and	as	the	regions	where	domain	yielding	occurs	to	give	super-toughness	quality	to	the	silk.		Our	BCP	T-LCEs	embody	3	key	design	elements:	semi-flexible	chains,	a	network	topology,	and	a	BCP	chain	architecture.	These	elements	arguably	work	in	concert	to	provide	a	high-toughness	saw-tooth	deformation	behavior	depicted	in	Figure	6.1	that	is	distinct	to	that	of	other	 classes	 of	 polymeric	 materials.	 Flexible	 homopolymer	 chains,	 semi-flexible	homopolymer	chains,	and	networks	of	 flexible	homopolymer	chains	all	 lack	 the	ability	 to	form	 the	 segregated	 domains	 associated	with	 BCPs.	 Networks	 of	 fully	 flexible	 BCP	were	found	to	lack	the	“teeth”	in	the	tensile	response[152]	due	to	the	absence	of	the	microscopic	orientational	ordering	characteristic	of	T-LCE.	Indeed,	chain	stiffness	promotes	orientational	alignment	 that	 facilitates	chain	mobility	along	the	director,	 the	unfolding	of	hairpins,	and	thus	localized	network	deformations.	Homopolymer	T-LCE	were	shown	to	exhibit	features	of	 the	 saw-tooth	 behavior[18],	 but	 due	 to	 the	 lack	 of	 interfacial	 energetic	 penalties	 the	formation	of	layers	of	cross-links	is	not	concerted	and	leads	to	much	weaker	saw-tooth	peaks	and	hence	a	lower	toughness.	Given	the	dominant	contribution	of	χN	to	𝛾	for	T-LCEs,	how	important	is	crosslinking	on	the	stress	response	to	uniaxial	deformation?	i.e.,	what	would	the	 response	 be	 if	 BCP	T-LCE	with	 a	 lamellar	 conformation	were	 “uncrosslinked”	 before	deformation?	We	use	a	theoretical	analysis	and	molecular	simulations	to	elucidate	how	the	
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crosslinking,	 which	 couples	 the	 lamellar	 layers,	 promotes	 the	 distinct	 saw-tooth	 stress	response.	The	rest	of	the	paper	is	organized	as	follows.	In	Section	6.2	we	describe	our	simulation	model	and	methods.	The	results	in	Section	6.3	is	broken	into	two	parts	where	in	section	6.3.1	we	explore	 the	 impact	 of	 χN	 on	 the	 deformation	 of	 non-network	 BCP	 to	 gain	 a	 better	understanding	of	the	factors	influencing	the	saw-tooth	tensile	response	seen	in	BCP	T-LCE.	In	Section	6.3.2	we	examine	the	influence	of	χN	on	the	deformation	of	BCP	T-LCE	and	how	the	 emergence	 of	 crystalline	 regions	 affects	 the	 deformation	 behavior.	 In	 Section	 6.4	we	summarize	our	findings	and	propose	new	avenues	to	explore.			 	6.2 MODEL	AND	METHODS		The	network	consists	of	tetra-functional	cross-links	that	sit	on	lattice	points	of	a	diamond	unit	cell	when	the	network	is	fully	expanded	(see	Figure	6.2).	Each	network	consists	of	512	cross-links	and	1024	chains	connected	across	the	periodic	boundaries	to	simulate	an	infinite	network.	 The	 diamond	 connectivity	 results	 in	 an	 entanglement	 free	 network,	 key	 to	 the	mobility	of	the	cross-links	and	the	creation	of	the	observed	smectic	domains[4].	The	chains	are	monodisperse	20-mers	(unless	otherwise	stated),	of	coarse-grained	Lennard-Jones	(LJ)	type	beads	chained	 into	a	 symmetric	ABA	architecture	 [fA/2-(1-	 fA)-	 fA/2]	where	 fA	 is	 the	volume	fraction	of	the	A-type	block.	To	work	in	reduced	LJ	units,	reported	properties	are	scaled	as	follows:	T*=Tkb/ε,	τ=t(ε/(mσLJ2))1/2,	s*=sσLJ3/ε,	P*=PσLJ3/ε,	𝛾=GσLJ3/ε,	and	ρ=(#	of	particles)/	σLJ3,	where	T	is	temperature,	s*	is	stress,	P	is	pressure,	G	is	the	toughness	of	the	material,	ρ	is	number	density,	and	all	scaling	variables	(σLJ,	m,	ε)	are	set	to	1.				
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	The	potentials	used	in	this	work	are	chosen	to	represent	a	generic	coarse-grained	polymer	behavior,	 closely	 following	 the	 Kremer-Grest	 model[71],	 beginning	 with	 bonding	 that	 is	modeled	by	the	standard	FENE	potential:		
	 (6.1)	
where	 the	 LJ-like	 potential	 term	 is	 cut	 off	 at	 r=rc=21/6σLJ	 to	 mimic	 excluded	 volume	interactions	and	K=	30ε/σLJ2	and	R0	=	1.5σLJ	are	the	spring	force	constant	and	maximum	bond	extension	length,	respectively.	These	widely	used	values	of	K	and	R0	describe	a	stiff	bond	whose	 equilibrium	 length	 is	 approximately	 equal	 to	 the	 bead	 diameter	 (~0.97σLJ);	 such	choices	are	not	very	influential	on	the	properties	of	interest	in	our	study.	For	non-bonded	interactions,	a	cut	and	shifted	LJ	potential	is	used	with	the	form:	
𝑈%& = 4𝜀𝜀hØ kÔ'(º q] − kÔ'(º q − kÔ'(ºÙ q] + kÔ'(ºÙ q	 (6.2)	for	r/σLJ	£	rc	(ULJ	=	0	otherwise),	where		rcAA=	rcBB=	2.5σ	(attractive	potential),	and	rcAB=	21/6σ	(repulsive	potential);	A	blocks	and	cross-links	are	taken	to	be	the	same	type.	Table	6.1	lists	
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	Figure	6.2:	Fully	swollen	unit	cell	with	16,	20-mer	chains	and	8	cross-links	in	an	ABA	arrangement.	The	A,	B,	and	cross-link	beads	are	colored	blue,	purple,	and	black,	respectively.		
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the	dimensionless	eij	values	(reduced	with	respect	to	ε)	employed	for	all	 interaction	pairs	and	the	corresponding	effective	Flory-Huggins	parameter	χN.[83]	These	χN	values	are	based	on	relationships	derived	for	flexible	di-block	chains	rather	than	the	tri-block	semi-flexible	chain	network	used	here;	however,	they	are	expected	to	capture	well	the	relative	trend.				Table	6.1:	Approximate	mapping	between	the	simulation	model	parameter	eij	and	corresponding	Flory’s	interaction	parameter	and	effective	temperature	(relative	to	ODT	temperature).	
eij	(ε	units)	 χN	 𝑻𝐞𝐟𝐟∗ = 𝜺𝐎𝐃𝐓𝐢𝐣 𝜺𝐢𝐣⁄ 	0.25	 15	 0.725	0.50	 32	 0.362	0.75	 47	 0.242	1.0	 63	 0.181		Our	model	deviates	from	the	Kremer-Grest	model	in	that	mesogenic	behavior	is	induced	by	a	bending	potential	that	is	applied	to	all	non-cross-link	beads,	which	has	the	form:	
	 (6.3)	where	Kbend	is	a	stiffness	constant	and	ψ	is	the	angle	between	two	consecutive	bond	vectors.	For	all	our	simulations	we	use	a	constant	value	of	T*=	2.0	which	will	set	the	chain	length	of	a	 given	 polymer	 needed	 to	match	 a	 prescribed	 χN	 of	 the	model.	 It	 is	 important	 to	 note,	however,	that	since	the	way	we	prescribe	χN	is	by	simultaneously	rescaling	eij	for	all	non-bonded	LJ	 interactions,	 then	varying	χN	 is	essentially	equivalent	to	changing	the	effective	temperature	of	 the	system	𝑇{üü∗ ,	whose	value	can	be	defined	relative	to	the	order-disorder	
Uangle = kbTKbend 1+ cos(ψ)( )
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transition	 temperature	 (ODT)	 of	 our	 model	 network	 (i.e.,	𝑇{üü∗ = 1 	at	 the	 ODT),	 and	 is	approximately	given	by:	
𝑇{üü∗ = 3ß4563ß ≈ 745689789 	 (6.4)	From	previously	derived	relationships[83]	 	we	estimate	χNODT=10.5	and	𝜀:;<}ù = 0.18,	and	the	values	of		𝑇{üü∗ 	corresponding	to	the	eij	values	used	are	also	given	in	Table	6.1.	Note	that	𝑇{üü∗ ,	unlike	the	true	temperature,	does	not	affect	Uangle.	While	either	eij,	χN,	or	𝑇{üü∗ 	could	be	used	to	define	block	immiscibility,	henceforth	we	will	only	use	eij	as	it	is	the	parameter	being	directly	changed	in	our	simulations;	however,	the	mapping	given	in	Table	6.1	should	help	translating	eij	values	into	physically	meaningful	quantities.		We	 purposely	 chose	 a	 generic	 polymer	model	 whose	 potential	 functions	 and	 parameter	values	are	based	on	well-established	models	because	 it	 is	well-suited	 to	capture	physical	trends	of	polymer	behavior,	but	also	because	it	allows	us	to	build	on	the	existing	body	of	work	by	studying	systems	with	added	features	of	molecular	complexity.		Indeed,	we	build	on	previous	studies	that	have	used	similar	models	to	describe	flexible	homopolymers,	BCP[83],	athermal	rigid	chains[55],	and	networks.		To	 prepare	 the	 networks	 for	 tensile	 tests,	 a	 multistep	 procedure	 is	 implemented	 to	concurrently	generate	configurations	for	all	4	eij	values	of	interest.	The	preparation	begins	with	 a	 fully	 swollen	 network	 with	 eij=0.25.	 That	 system	 is	 compressed	 in	 two	 stages:	 a	compression	to	a	density	of	ρ=0.5	in	107	time	steps,	followed	by	a	slow	compression	to	ρmelt	in	 5×107	 time	 steps.	 The	 compression	 follows	 the	 rate	 law	 l	 =l0exp(kt),	 where	 l	 is	 the	simulation	box	length,	 l0	is	the	original	box	length,	k	 is	a	dimensionless	compression	rate,	and	 τ	 is	 the	 scaled	 LJ	 time.	 The	 slow	 compression	 from	 ρ=0.5	 to	 ρmelt	 allows	 for	 faster	
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equilibration	as	chains	can	rearrange	more	easily.	Once	the	network	is	compressed	to	ρmelt	and	 equilibrated,	 it	 is	 subjected	 to	 the	 following	 cycle.	 In	 the	 up-cycle,	 the	 value	 of	 eij	 is	gradually	 increased	 to	 the	 next	 value	 (0.25à0.5à0.75à1.0)	 over	 2×107	 timesteps	 and	allowed	to	equilibrate	for	another	2×107	timesteps.	We	consider	a	system	equilibrated	when	steady	state	values	are	reached	for	the	bending,	non-bonded,	and	bonded	potentials,	as	well	as	 the	 pressure	 tensor	 components,	 pxx,	 pyy,	 and	 pzz.	 This	 is	 repeated	 until	 eij=1.0	 and	equilibrated,	where	 the	 cycle	 is	 reversed	 (down-cycle)	where	eij	 is	decreased	 to	 the	next	value	(1.0à0.75à0.5à0.25)	following	the	same	scheme	as	the	up-cycle	(during	both	cycles,	ρ	is	kept	constant).	The	morphology,	values	for	bending,	bonded,	and	non-bonded	energy	as	well	as	the	pressure	tensor	components	for	each	value	of	eij	are	the	same	during	up-cycle	and	down-cycle.	This	suggests	that	our	morphologies	(all	 lamellar)	are	not	greatly	affected	by	our	 choice	 of	 equilibration	 scheme.	 A	 snapshot	 is	 taken	 for	 each	 value	 of	 eij	 after	 the	appropriate	equilibration	in	the	down-cycle,	and	a	modified	NPT	ensemble	equilibration	run	is	performed	on	each	of	these	snapshots.	In	this	equilibration,	the	directions	perpendicular	to	the	 lamellar	plane	normal	are	coupled	(i.e.,	 their	dimensions	vary	 in	unison)	while	the	pressure	component	along	the	plane	normal	varies	independently.	The	pressure	is	set	as	the	ensemble	average	pressure	from	the	NVT	equilibration	in	the	directions	perpendicular	to	the	lamellar	plane	normal	(i.e.,	if	the	lamellar	normal	points	in	the	x	direction,	then	the	set	pressure	 is	𝑃Äj∗ = 0.5¯〈𝑃>>∗ 〉 + 〈𝑃??∗ 〉°.	During	 this	 equilibration,	 the	box	 expands	along	 the	plane	 normal	 and	 contracts	 in	 the	 perpendicular	 directions.	𝑃Äj∗ 	is	 adjusted	 so	 that	 the	equilibrated	density	is	within	0.84-0.86.	The	value	of	𝑃Äj∗ 	which	achieves	the	target	density	range	for	a	given	eij	is	different	(see	Table	6.2	for	specific	values).	The	final	box	length	along	the	lamellar	plane	normal	(the	axis	which	is	deformed)	increases	as	eij	increases.	This	scheme	
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is	used	because,	as	reported	in	previous	studies,	the	kinetics	of	these	networks	are	slow,	and	combined	with	the	high	energetic	barriers	associated	with	the	larger	values	of	eij	would	lead	to	 kinetically	 arrested	 states.	 Attempts	 to	 equilibrate	 systems	where	 eij=1.0	 without	 the	annealing	 cycle	 described	 resulted	 in	 kinetically	 trapped,	 disordered	 cocontinuous	morphologies.	The	cycling	methodology	allows	for	networks	with	eij=1.0	to	have	a	lamellar	morphology.	Additionally,	by	linking	the	morphologies	across	different	values	of	eij	(i.e.,	the	
eij=1.0	 morphology	 is	 based	 on	 the	 eij=	 0.25	 morphology)	 the	 variability	 due	 to	 large	discrepancies	in	starting	configurations	is	removed,	and	the	effect	of	changing	eij	is	isolated.			In	 all	 simulations,	 the	 temperature	 and	 pressure	 are	 controlled	 using	 a	 Nosé-Hoover	thermostat/barostat	(depending	on	ensemble),	with	T*=2.0	and	Pii*	being	set	according	to	the	 procedure	 described	 above.	 The	 equations	 of	motion	 are	 integrated	 using	 a	 velocity	Verlet	algorithm,	with	a	timestep	equal	to	0.005τ.		The	 fully	 equilibrated	 system	 is	 considered	 the	 unstrained	 α=1	 state,	 where	 α	 is	 the	extension	ratio,	i.e.,	the	length	of	the	box	edge	along	the	deformation	direction	scaled	by	the	undeformed	plane	normal	 box	 length	 (lext/l0).	 The	deformation	direction	 is	 always	 taken	along	the	lamella	plane	normal	to	minimize	the	occurrence	of			soft	deformations	associated	with	 goldstone	 modes.	 To	 simulate	 uniaxial	 deformations,	 the	 box	 length	 along	 the	deformation	axis	is	expanded	linearly	in	a	strain-controlled	ensemble	every	5000	time	steps	up	to	α=5	in	2×108	time	steps,	leading	to	a	deformation	rate	of	4×10-6	α/τ,	while	the	other	two	 dimensions	 are	 coupled	 and	 controlled	 using	 a	 barostat	 set	 to	𝑃Äj∗ .	 The	 stress	 is	calculated	using:		 𝜎∗ = −𝑃hh∗ + 𝜆¯𝑃ØØ∗ + 𝑃ÜÜ∗ °	 (6.5)	where	Pii,	Pjj	and	Pkk,	and	λ	are	the	extensional	direction	pressure	tensor	component,	the	non-
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extensional	direction	pressure	tensor	components,	and	the	Poisson	ratio,	respectively.	When	plotting	 σ*,	 to	 reduce	 noise,	 we	 average	 the	 instantaneous	 value	 of	 λ	 across	 the	 entire	deformation	 and	 use	 this	 as	 a	 constant	 value	 for	 λ	 in	 Eq.	 (6.5).	 To	 quantify	 the	 chain	alignment	in	the	system,	we	calculate	the	bond	order	parameter	P2,	which	is	defined	as	the	largest	eigenvalue	of	the	matrix:	𝑄hØ = ß ∑ ]𝑢ah©𝑢aØ© − #ä$]ß© 	 (6.6)	where	𝑢ah©	is	unit	vector	pointing	along	bond	n	in	the	i	direction,	N	is	the	number	of	bonds	in	the	system,	and	𝛿hØ 	is	the	kronecker	delta.	𝛾	is	calculated	using:	
	 (6.7)	where	H(σ*)	is	the	Heaviside	function,	which	is	introduced	to	ignore	negative	stresses	and	thus	 isolate	 the	 total	 energy	 absorbed	 (i.e.	 total	 work	 done	 on	 the	 system);	 the	 energy	“returned”	 (work	 done	 by	 the	 system)	 when	 stress	 is	 negative	 would	 essentially	 be	dissipated.	Conventionally,	the	upper	limit	of	integration	in	Eq.	(5.7)	should	be	α	at	fracture;	however,	since	our	model	bonds	do	not	account	for	breaking	events,	α=	5	was	chosen	for	convenience.	To	provide	some	calibration	for	the	toughness	values	to	be	reported,	we	can	compare	the	simulated	toughness	of	~0.15GPa[217]	(calculated	for	extension	from	α=1	to	5)	for	an	atomistic	model	of	a	polyethylene	network	with	diamond	connectivity	to	𝛾=0.33	for	a	 fully	 flexible	 coarse-grained	 homopolymer	 network	 of	 comparable	 molecular	 weight;	hence	a	unit	 in	𝛾	 in	our	model	would	correspond	 to	≈0.4GPa.	Repeated	runs	of	 the	same	network	with	 differing	 starting	 configurations	 give	 slightly	 different	 results.	 As	 such,	we	show	representative	plots	and	report	the	average	values	where	possible.	Stress-strain	plots	show	values	averaged	over	~0.005-0.01α.		
γ = σ *
1
α f∫ H σ *( )dα
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6.3 RESULTS	AND	DISCUSSION		6.3.1 Role	of	Block	Immiscibility	on	Uniaxial	Deformation	of	Non-Network	BCPs		A	 first	 step	 toward	 elucidating	 the	 role	 of	 eij	 on	 tensile	 behavior	 of	 BCP	 T-LCEs	 is	 to	understand	the	uniaxial	deformation	behavior	of	uncrosslinked	BCP	chains.	The	case	of	fully	flexible	 chains	 can	 be	 studied	 by	 considering	 the	 theoretical	 changes	 in	 free	 energy	 of	 a	lamellae-forming	BCP	confined	between	two	plates	as	the	inter-plate	separation	is	varied	at	constant	 volume	 according	 to	 the	 following	 equation	 (Eq.	 (4)	 in	 Ref.	 [216]	 for	 a	 system	interacting	with	the	plates	as	if	they	were	bulk	material):		
ÛÛÑ =  kî©@q] + ]©@î 	 (6.8)	where	nl	is	the	number	of	A-block	layers	between	the	plates.	Figure	6.9	in	the	SI	shows	a	plot	of	F/F0	over	a	range	of	nl,	and	deformations	relevant	to	our	tensile	experiments.	The	envelope	of	the	minima	in	the	manifold	of	free	energy	curves	shows	that	nl	increases	as	ɑ	increases	where	the	average	deformation	needed	to	increase	nl	remains	fairly	constant,	in	qualitative	agreement	with	the	tensile	behavior	seen	in	T-LCE,	and	with	the	results	in	Ref.	[216].	This	suggests	 that	 uniaxial	 deformation	 of	 a	 lamellar	 BCP	 could	 produce	 a	 sequence	 of	 small	stress	 teeth.	 However,	 our	 uniaxial	 deformation	 simulations	 of	 both	 flexible	 and	 semi-flexible	 BCP	melts	 reveal	 that	 lamellae	 tilting,	 rather	 than	 new	 domain	 formation,	 is	 the	primary	 mechanism	 for	 maintaining	 the	 domain	 spacing	 constant	 (see	 Figure	 6.10),	consistent	with	experimental	observations[33,41].	In	larger	systems,	lamella	tilting	need	not	occur	uniformly	across	the	whole	sample	but	heterogeneously	across	numerous	grains.	The	free-energy	 calculations	 based	 on	 Eq.	 (6.8)	 ignores	 lamella	 tilting	 as	 the	 more	 effective	mechanism	 to	 minimize	 any	 free-energy	 penalty	 in	 deformed	 BCP	 melts	 (provided	 that	lamellar	orientation	is	mechanically	decoupled	from	the	strain	axis).		
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	The	above	analysis	singles	out	network	connectivity	as	a	needed	factor	in	producing	the	saw-tooth	behavior	observed	in	BCP	T-LCE	as	depicted	in	Figure	6.1[4,149]		(with	the	other	2	factors	being	backbone	stiffness	and	BCP	segregation	as	alluded	to	in	the	Introduction).	The	BCP	 nature	 provides	 an	 energetic	 driving	 force	 that	 favors	 the	 concerted	 formation	 of	lamellar	 domains,	 but	 it	 is	 the	 network	 connectivity	 that	 provides	 the	 coupling	 between	domains	 and	 the	 strain	 field	 to	 favor	 the	 lamellae	 orientation	 perpendicular	 to	 the	deformation	direction.		
	6.3.2 Role	of	χN	on	the	Toughness	of	BCP	T-LCEs		This	Section	examines	the	large	and	fundamental	role	played	by	χN,	as	described	by	εij	in	our	model,	on	the	magnitude	of	𝛾.		Figure	6.3	shows	how	𝛾		depends	on	A-block	volume	fraction	(fA)	and	εij.	We	observe	 that	 for	any	 fA,	𝛾	always	 increases	with	εij,	but	 for	any	given	εij,	𝛾	follows	a	non-monotonic	trend	with	fA.	Specifically,	for	εij	≥	0.75,	𝛾		depends	on	fA	following	a	roughly	parabolic	profile	with	a	maximum	at	fA=0.5,	a	result	consistent	with	those	previously	reported,	while	for	εij≤	0.5,	𝛾		exhibits	little	or	no	compositional	dependence	on	fA.		
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	To	 understand	 the	 irregular	 compositional	 dependence	 for	 εij≤	 0.5	 in	 Figure	 6.3,	 we	calculated	the	change	in	the	interfacial	surface	area	throughout	the	deformation.	Previously,	the	non-bonded	interactions	between	A	and	B	(i.e.,	surface	tension)	were	assumed	to	be	the	primary	contributor	to	the	stress	peak	associated	with	the	process	of	domain	formation.	As	such,	 a	 difference	 in	 the	 interfacial	 area	 as	 a	 function	 of	 fA	 would	 lead	 to	 the	 main	compositional	 dependence	 of	 𝛾.	 No	 significant	 difference	 in	 surface	 areas	 is	 observed	between	compositions	when	εij≤	0.5	(Figure	6.11	 in	the	SI),	consistent	with	Figure	6.3.	 In	contrast,	for	εij≥	0.75	a	difference	in	the	stress	peaks	is	observed	after	α≳2.5,	as	shown	in	Figure	6.4a	for	two	representative	tensile	curves	for	fA=	0.2	and	0.5,	and	εij=1.	Analysis	of	the	local	values	of	the	P2	(nematic	order	parameter)	for	the	network	bonds	shows	that	the	onset	of	fA	dependence	for	systems	with	εij	≥	0.75	correlates	with	the	observation	of	high	P2	values	(≥0.85).	These	large	P2	values	are	due	to	partial	crystallization	of	the	chains	into	a	hexagonal	lattice	(Figure	6.4c).	We	note	that	crystallization	of	LCEs	has	been	observed	experimentally	
    Figure	6.3:	Toughness	(𝛾)	as	a	function	of	block	composition	(fA)	for	various	values	of	εij.	
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in	 the	 regime	 of	 both	 temperatures	 and	 strains	 we	 use	 here,[106]	 consistent	 with	 our	observations.					Crystallization	 in	 our	 systems	 is	 not	 only	 induced	 by	 large	 eij	 (corresponding	 to	 low	temperatures)	but	also	by	strain:	below	a	certain	threshold	crystals	do	not	form	even	for	εij≥	0.75.		Figure	6.5	shows	the	crystal	fraction	for	each	value	of	εij	as	a	function	of	α,	averaged	over	 all	 compositions,	 and	 a	 sequence	 of	 snapshots	 illustrating	 the	 development	 of	crystalline	domains.	The	crystal	fraction	is	defined	as	the	number	of	atoms	which	are	part	of	at	least	one	bond	with	a	local	value	of	P2≥	0.8,	divided	by	the	total	number	of	atoms.[133,233]	As	a	complement,	we	also	assigned	crystal	character	to	atoms	with	high	local	bond	order	parameter	q6	as	described	in	Ref.	[206].	Unlike	P2	that	measures	local	orientational	order	of	bonds,	 q6	 measures	 local	 translational	 order	 with	 the	 hexagonal-lattice	 packing	 (as	 per	Figure	6.4c).	Figure	6.5(b)	shows	that	the	two	metrics	of	crystal	fraction	are	consistent	and	indicate	 that	 a	 distinct	 increase	 in	 order	 occurs	 around	 ɑ=2.5-3,	 coincident	 with	 the	conditions	where	the	compositional	dependence	was	found	to	emerge	in	Figure	6.4.	Further,	both	 metrics	 display	 a	 saw-tooth	 pattern	 where	 crystallinity	 tends	 to	 increase	 with	deformation	but	to	decrease	upon	domain	formation.	This	is	consistent	with	the	microscopic	deformation	 mechanism	 previously	 elucidated	 (Figure	 6.1).	 In	 fact,	 as	 the	 network	 is	strained	macroscopically,	 the	chains	 tend	 to	stretch,	 increasing	both	 the	stress	and	chain	alignment;	however,	upon	the	formation	of	a	new	lamellar	domain,	the	chains	can	relax	and	the	crystal	fraction	and	stress	drop.	Some	discrepancy	between	the	P2	and	q6-based	crystal	fractions	is	seen	in	the	curves	for	εij=	0.25	at	any	ɑ	and	for	all	εij	at	small	ɑ,	where	the	q6–based	crystal	fraction	is	larger,	likely	due	to	a	lower	sensitivity	of	q6	to	discriminate	against	disorder.	
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	Figure	6.4:	a)	Tensile	plot	for	two	T-LCE	(fA	=	0.2	and	0.5)	with	εij=1.0.	b)	Plot	of	local	P2	values	for	the	fA	=	0.2	network	at	α=2.3/2.8	with	arrows	point	to	where	they	correspond	on	a).	c)	Simulation	snapshot	of	the	network	cross-section	for	a	partially	crystallized	network	showing	hexagonal	packing.					
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	Since	crystallization	can	be	driven	by	both	high	εij	and	high	strain,	is	crystallization	for	εij≤	0.5	systems	completely	absent	or	is	it	still	present	but	at	much	larger	deformations	(i.e.,	ɑ>	5)?	To	address	this	question,	a	DBC	T-LCE	(fA	=	0.5,	εij=	0.25)	was	deformeqd	to	maximal	extension	 (before	 stress	 divergence).	 The	 observed	 tensile	 response	 (Figure	 6.6a)	 and	
					
	Figure	6.5:	(a)	Heat	map	of	crystal	fraction	as	a	function	of	ɑ	and	εij.	(b)	Plot	of	crystal	fraction	as	a	function	of	ɑ	for	each	value	of	εij.	(a)	and	(b)	show	results	averaged	over	networks	of	all	compositions.	Solid	lines	and	dashed	lines	represent	the	results	based	on	P2	and	q6	order	parameters,	respectively.	(c)	Snapshots	of	a	system	(fA	=	0.5,	εij=1.0)	at	various	deformations,	coloring	in	yellow	crystalline	beads	(determined	using	P2	metric).		 					
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crystal	fraction	(Figure	6.6b)	showed	no	evidence	of	crystallization	for	ɑ<9,	where	the	crystal	fractions	after	domain	formations	(P2≈	0.05)	are	well	below	those	for	εij≥	0.75	system	(P2≈	0.2-0.3	for	whole	system).	Large	crystal	fractions	in	the	εij=	0.25	system	are	only	observed	as	 the	 network	 approaches	 its	 limiting	 extension	 (ɑ®	 10)	 when	 all	 chains	 become	hyperstretched	and	aligned.	This	minimal	tendency	to	crystallization	for	εij≤	0.5	systems	is	expected	 because	 decreasing	 εij	 implies	 larger	 “effective"	 temperature	 in	 our	 systems	 as	stated	by	Eq.	(6.4),	which	makes	the	amorphous	(melt)	state	more	resilient	to	strain-induced	ordering.								Having	 established	 that	 a	 high	 εij	 is	 crucial	 for	 the	 emergence	 of	 crystallization,	 we	address	now	the	related	question:	how	important	is	the	magnitude	of	the	interfacial	energy	(between	A	and	B	blocks)?	Namely,	would	a	“homopolymer”	network	(i.e.,	having	only	one	block	where	all	interactions	are	attractive	and	χN	=	0)	show	a	similar	tendency	to	crystallize	under	strain?	To	isolate	the	effect	of	interfacial	energy,	deformation	simulations	to	maximal	extension	 were	 performed	 for	 two	 systems:	 	 a	 DBC	 T-LCE	 (fA	 =	 0.5,	 εij=1.0)	 and	 a	“homopolymer”	system.	The	latter	is	identical	to	the	DBC	T-LCE	system	in	all	respects	(i.e.,	same	 εij,	 temperature,	 initial	 starting	 configuration,	𝑃Äj∗ ,	 and	 composition)	 except	 that	
rcij=2.5σLJ	for	all	ij	pairs,	which	makes	all	interactions	effectively	like-pair	interactions,	hence	removing	any	effect	of	microphase	 segregation	and	 the	presence	of	block	 interfaces.	The	tensile	responses	(Figure	6.6a)	and	crystal	fractions	(Figure	6.6b)	for	these	systems	suggest	that	the	observed	crystallization	is	influenced	by	both	the	strength	of	like-pair	interactions	and	 the	 interfacial	 energy.	 In	 fact,	 Figure	 6.6(a)	 and	 Figure	 6.6(b)	 indicate	 that	 while	interfacial	 energy	 plays	 a	 lesser	 role	 than	 a	 strong	 like-pair	 interaction	 strength	 (low	temperature)	in	bringing	about	crystallization,	it	plays	a	dominant	role	in	the	enhancement	
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of	the	saw-tooth	pattern	and	associated	toughness.	As	found	in	former	studies,[4,149]	here	we	also	observe	that	both	systems	exhibit	multiple	transitions	associated	with	the	formation	of	domains	where	chains	and	crosslinks	segregate	giving	rise	to	a	sawtooth	stress	pattern.	Compared	 to	 the	 DBC	 T-LCE,	 the	 homopolymer	 network	 exhibits	 a	 delayed	 onset	 of	crystallization	(at	ɑ≈4	compared	to	ɑ≈2.5),	and	a	partial	melting	of	 the	crystalline	region	after	ɑ≈7	(snapshots	of	the	homopolymer	system	with	the	crystalline	domains	colored	are	shown	in	Figure	6.6d).	These	trends	in	the	homopolymer	network	are	explained	by	the	lack	of	interfacial	energy	which	allows	for	easier	movement	of	cross-links	between	chain	layers,	so	that	crystal	domains	are	more	easily	disrupted	by	the	formation	of	new	domains.	This	difference	in	the	ability	for	cross-links	to	move	between	the	smectic	layers	is	shown	in	Figure	6.6c	where	the	cross-link	density	distribution	along	the	deformation	direction	is	plotted	for	both	 the	 homopolymer	 and	 DBC	 networks	 with	 εij=1.0.	 The	 density	 distribution	 for	 the	homopolymer	network	shows	lower	variability	 in	the	density	of	cross-links	than	the	DBC	system,	indicating	that	the	cross-links	in	the	DBC	system	are	not	as	free	to	move	between	layers	as	the	homopolymer	network.	
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	Having	gained	a	more	detailed	understanding	of	the	multiple	factors	affecting	crystallization	in	our	systems,	we	now	propose	a	microscopic	model,	depicted	in	Figure	6.7a,	to	explain	the	emergence	 of	 the	 compositional	 dependence	 upon	 chain	 crystallization.	 This	model	 also	accounts	for	the	lack	of	compositional	dependence	when	εij≤	0.5,	a	behavior	that	contrasts	previous	 work1.	 When	 a	 network	 is	 not	 partially	 crystallized	 the	 SL	 can	 deform	 into	morphologies	 such	 as	 those	 seen	 in	 Figure	 6.7b	 (top).	 In	 contrast,	 when	 the	 chains	 are	
	 	Figure	6.6:	a)	Tensile	responses	for	fA	=	0.5	DBC	T-LCE	networks	with	εij=	0.25,	and	1.0,	and	a	homopolymer	network,	identical	to	the	DBC	T-LCE	network	with	εij=	1.0	but	with	
rcij=2.5σLJ	for	all	ij	pairs.	b)	The	corresponding	crystal	fractions	as	a	function	of	strain.	c)	Density	distribution	of	the	cross-links	(CL)	for	the	homopolymer	and	DBC,	εij=	1.0	systems	for	ɑ=5.5.	d)	Selected	snapshots	of	the	homopolymer	network	with	crystalline	regions	colored	yellow	(based	on	P2	order	parameter).						 		
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crystallized,	the	chains	needed	to	form	a	new	SL	protrude	from	the	“donor”	SL	as	shown	in	Figure	 6.7b	 (bottom).	 This	 difference	 in	 the	 deformation	 behavior	 can	 be	 detected	 by	tracking	the	bead	positions	from	simulation	snapshots	just	prior	to	the	formation	of	a	new	SL,	 to	 produce	 a	 1-D	 probability	 density	 profile,	 d(x),	 of	 the	 minority	 phase	 along	 the	deformation	axis	as	shown	in	Figure	6.7c	(with	bins	along	x	axis	of	size	σLJ).	A	key	quantity	of	 interest	 is	 the	minimum	probability	of	observing	 the	minority	phase	between	 the	 two	donor	layers,	𝑀𝑃𝐷𝐿 = minBCDBDBÝ 𝑑(𝑥),	where	xB>xA	are	the	coordinates	of	the	centers	of	mass	of	 the	 two	donor	smectic	 layers,	after	correcting	 for	periodic	boundaries.	Averaging	over	many	“teeth”	and	replicate	tensile	tests	gives	approximate	values	of	MPDL	of	0.003	for	εij≤	0.5	 and	 0.001	 for	 εij≥	 0.75.	 These	 results	 are	 consistent	 with	 Figure	 6.7a:	 a	 crystalline	network	 should	 have	 a	 lower	 value	 of	 MPDL	 as	 there	 is	 no	 (or	 only	 sporadic)	 bridging	between	 the	 two	 layers,	while	 in	a	non-crystalline	network	 the	bridging	should	 lead	 to	a	greater	MPDL.	Thus,	prior	to	new	SL	formation	the	non-crystalline	domains	are	deforming	more	extensively	compared	to	the	crystalline	domains.	A	full	list	of	values	of	MPDL	is	given	in	Table	6.3.	
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	For	deformations	of	crystalline	domains,	the	newly	created	interfacial	area	is	expected	to	be	proportional	 to	 the	 volume	 fraction	 of	 the	minority	 block,	 as	 illustrated	 in	 the	 idealized	model	shown	in	Figure	6.13.	Accordingly,	the	toughness	can	be	modeled	by	𝛾=	C1×min(1-
fA,fA)+C2,	where	the	C’s	are	constants,	the	first	term	is	the	contribution	from	the	interfacial	energy,	 and	 the	 second	 term	 accounts	 for	 the	 additional	 “friction”	 that	 a	 chain	 must	overcome	 when	moving	 in	 a	 crystalline	 region,	 and	 also	 from	 the	 contribution	 at	 small	deformations	where	there	is	no	crystalline	material.	Figure	6.8	shows	𝛾	normalized	by	the	𝛾	value	at	fA	=	0.5,	where	the	proposed	composition	dependence	is	the	line	labeled	“modified	theory”	to	distinguish	it	from	our	“original	theory”	proposed1	where	𝛾=C	fA(1-fA).	The	latter	is	a	model	based	on	the	assumption	that	𝛾	 is	proportional	to	energetic	penalty	associated	with		the	average	number	of	A-B	contacts	that	would	occur	as	blocks	mix	while	producing	new	lamellar	domains.	 It	 is	apparent	that	 the	modified	theory	provides	a	better	 fit	 to	the	simulation	data	for	εij	≥	0.75,	giving	further	support	to	our	analysis.		
	Figure	6.7:	a)	Cartoon	representation	of	the	two	morphologies	seen	when	the	deformed	network	is	non-crystalline	(top),	and	semi-crystalline	(bottom).	b)	simulation	snapshots	of	T-LCE	with	fA=	0.30,	at	ɑ=3.56	for	εij=	0.25	(top),	and	εij=1.0	(bottom).	c)	Minority	block	density	along	the	extensional	direction	for	εij=	0.25	and	1.0.		
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					The	lack	of	compositional	dependence	for	non-crystalline	systems	can	be	correlated	with	the	type	of	structures	observed	that	connect	the	two	donor	layers	as	shown	in	the	snapshot	of	Figure	6.7b:	the	bridge	has	a	constant	interfacial	area	regardless	of	the	thickness	of	the	domain	being	bridged	(which	is	the	main	feature	being	affected	by	composition).	This	nearly	constant	 interfacial	area	 translates	 into	comparable	energetic	penalties	associated	with	a	new	domain	 formation,	 and	as	a	 result,	 a	 largely	unaffected	𝛾.	 In	our	previous	work1	we	tested	similar	ABA	LCEs	where	εij	was	below	the	crystallization	threshold	that	we	see	here,	but	we	still	observed	a	compositional	dependence	of	  	In	that	study,	two	key	differences	were	that	(i)	all	deformations	were	conducted	at	constant	total	volume	at	a	higher	density	(ρ=0.9),	and	(ii)	the	systems	were	8	times	smaller	than	those	used	here.	While	crystallization	was	not	detected	in	those	simulations,	these	differences	could	have	induced	some	change	in	the	deformation	behavior	which	led	to	the	observed	compositional	dependence.									To	quantify	the	difference	between	the	mechanical	properties	of	the	crystalline	and	non-crystalline	 domains,	 we	 arranged	 homopolymer	 chains	 (20-mers	 with	 εij=1.0)	 into	 the	crystalline	 structure,	 equilibrated	 in	 the	 NPT	 ensemble	 using	 the	 same	𝑃Äj∗ 	as	 that	 for	 a	
		 	Figure	6.8:	Plots	of	𝛾		normalized	by	𝛾fA=0.5)	against	fA	for	various	values	of	εij.	The	predictions	from	our	original	theory1,	and	the	modified	theory	from	this	work	are	also	plotted.		
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network	with	fA	=	0.5	and	εij=1.0.	This	system	was	then	isothermically	deformed	along	the	strain	direction,	while	barostating	the	fluctuations	of	box	along	the	perpendicular	directions.	A	 similar	 tensile	 experiment	 was	 conducted	 with	 a	 non-crystalline	 domain	 by	 using	 a	homopolymer	T-LCE	which	is	prepared	by	compressing	the	network	to	ρ=0.85,	followed	by	the	 same	equilibration	method	used	 for	DBC	T-LCE	where	 the	box	dimension	barostated	independently	is	the	one	with	which	chains	primarily	align.	The	calculated	Young’s	modulus	of	the	homopolymer	crystalline	network,	Y=Δσ*/Δɑ	is	327,	while	for	the	homopolymer	non-crystalline	T-LCE	is	Y~0.017.	As	expected	(and	observed	in	experiments35)	the	crystalline	domain	 requires	 much	 more	 energy	 to	 be	 deformed,	 which	 translates	 into	 a	 greater	toughness.	This	difference	explains	the	superlinear	increase	in	𝛾	when	going	from	largely	amorphous	systems	(εij≤	0.5)	to	crystallizable	systems	(εij	≥	0.75)	as	observed	in	Figure	6.3	and	in	Figure	6.12	of	the	SI.	
	6.4 CONCLUSIONS		Expanding	on	our	previous	work	with	T-LCE,	we	have	explored	the	effect	of	different	degrees	of	block	immiscibility	(εij)	on	the	tensile	response.	As	a	preliminary	analysis,	we	show	that	while	block	microphase	segregation	is	a	dominant	factor	in	the	magnitude	of	the	toughness	of	our	BCP	T-LCEs,	 it	 is	only	one	of	many	 factors	 that	gives	 rise	 to	 the	unique	saw-tooth	tensile	behavior.	Indeed,	such	a	tensile	response	results	from	the	concerted	effect	of	three	design	 elements:	 backbone	 stiffness,	 BCP	 chain	 composition,	 and	 network	 connectivity.	Upon	 macroscopic	 uniaxial	 deformation	 of	 the	 network,	 chain	 stiffness	 results	 in	microstructures	that	favor	local	deformations,	BCP	chains	provide	an	energetic	driving	force	that	 favors	 the	 concerted	 formation	 of	 lamellar	 domains,	 and	 the	 network	 connectivity	
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restricts	lamellae	from	tilting	rather	than	undergoing	new	domain	formation	in	preserving	the	lamella	spacing.								Previous	work	postulated	 that	𝛾	was	 linearly	 dependent	 upon	 εij	 and	 had	 a	 parabolic	dependence	 on	 composition.	 In	 the	 systems	 studied	 in	 this	 work,	 we	 observe	 that	 the	proposed	compositional	dependence	is	approached	but	only	for	εij³0.75,	while	there	is	no	clear	compositional	dependence	for	lower	values	of	εij.	The	emergence	of	these	crystalline	domains	for	networks	with	εij³	0.75	changes	the	mechanism	of	how	new	lamellar	domains	form,	going	from	transitional	structures	resembling	a	bridge	between	the	two	donor	layers,	to	protrusions	bulging	from	each	donor	layer.	Because	the	interfacial	area	associated	with	these	protrusions	correlates	with	the	volume	fraction	of	the	minority	block,	the	toughness	in	these	crystallizing	systems	exhibits	a	relationship	with	chain	composition	that	is	different	from	 that	 postulated	 in	 our	 previous	 work.	 The	 emergence	 of	 crystalline	 domains	 also	increases	 𝛾	 by	 virtue	 of	 their	 greater	 Young’s	 modulus	 compared	 to	 that	 of	 the	 non-crystalline	 domains.	 The	 emergence	 of	 crystallinity	 leads	 to	 a	 non-linear	 relationship	between	εij	and	𝛾,	which	contrasts	the	linear	relationship	which	would	emerge	had	surface	energy	alone	been	the	dominant	contributor	to	the	tensile	response.									The	emergence	of	the	crystalline	domains	was	found	to	be	a	result	of	the	increase	of	like-pair	interactions	(lower	“effective”	temperatures),	high	strain,	and	the	increase	in	interfacial	surface	tension	between	blocks.	Making	all	pair	interactions	in	the	system	the	same	(as	in	homopolymer	 LCEs)	 removes	 the	 interfacial	 surface	 tension,	 and	 results	 in	more	mobile	crosslinks	that	make	crystalline	domains	more	difficult	 to	 form	(requiring	higher	strains)	and	to	stabilize.	
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							The	tensile	responses	of	BCP	LCEs	under	deformations	other	than	uniaxial	extension	is	also	of	interest	for	practical	applications	like	uniaxial	compression.	If	a	system	is	compressed	in	the	direction	of	initial	lamellar	alignment	(z,	for	example),	then	the	other	two	dimensions	(x	 and	y)	would	be	undergoing	extension,	which	 could	 lead	 to	 soft	deformations	 (due	 to	goldstone	modes)	or	other	types	of	domain-transformation	deformation	behavior.	In	terms	of	molecular	design	parameter	space,	an	avenue	of	interest	would	be	the	introduction	of	non-constant	stiffness	across	the	length	of	the	chains.	While	chain	alignment	is	needed	for	the	emergence	of	the	saw-tooth	tensile	behavior,	it	is	unclear	whether	it	can	be	achieved	when	different	blocks	(along	the	main	chain	or	as	side	chains)	have	differing	backbone	stiffnesses.	This	unexplored	design	variable	can	be	leveraged	to	blend	the	entropic	elasticity	from	more	flexible	segments,	with	the	tensile	response	associated	with	by	the	saw-tooth	behavior.		
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6.6 Supplemental	Information			6.6.1 Role	of	Block	Immiscibility	on	Uniaxial	Deformation	of	Non-Network	BCPs		
		To	 test	 the	 viability	 of	 the	 behavior	 suggested	 by	 Figure	 6.9,	 a	 set	 of	 simulations	 was	conducted	 where	 the	 initial	 starting	 lamellar	 configurations	 of	 BCP	 T-LCE	 networks	 of	selected	 compositions	 and	 εij	 values	 had	 three	 bonds	 to	 each	 tetra-functional	 cross-link	removed	 to	 reduce	 the	 networks	 to	 systems	 of	 uncrosslinked	 BCP	 chains	 or	 melts.	Subsequently,	two	deformations	simulations	were	performed.		In	the	first,	Kbend	is	the	same	as	in	the	original	T-LCE	systems	(semi-flexible	chains),	while	in	the	second	simulation	Kbend	is	set	to	0	(flexible	chains).	These	deformation	simulations	were	performed	at	a	deformation	rate	of	8×10-6	α/τ	for	computational	efficiency.	For	the	semi-flexible	chains	the	deformation	methodology	is	identical	to	the	isobaric	conditions	of	the	full	network,	while	for	the	flexible	
 Figure	6.9:	Plot	of	the	free	energy	of	a	given	number	of	A-B	lamellae	bilayers,	nl,	as	a	function	of	the	plate	separation,	converted	into	extension	ratio,	ɑ.	The	dotted	black	line	traces	the	manifold	of	minimum	free	energy	which	illustrates	the	change	in	nl	as	the	system	is	deformed.	The	solid	black	line	traces	the	value	of	nl,	corresponding	to	the	minimum	free	energy	at	each	given	value	of	ɑ.	
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chains	 the	deformation	 is	performed	at	constant	volume	to	maintain	a	consistent	density	across	systems,	given	that	the	equilibrium	pressure	will	change	when	Kbend	is	set	to	0.				Figure	6.10	shows	a	representative	set	of	curves	for	semi-flexible	and	flexible	chain	melts.	The	semi-flexible	system	shows	a	single	stress	peak	corresponding	to	the	formation	of	a	new	single	domain,	followed	by	a	monotonic	stress	increase.	The	absence	of	subsequent	stress	peaks	is	due	to	the	lamellae	tilting	in	the	box	to	keep	the	domain	spacing	constant,	rather	than	forming	new	domains	(Figure	6.10).	The	flexible	system	shows	this	lamellar	tilting	over	the	initial	range	of	deformation	but	a	stress	peak	appears	at	ɑ∽3.25	where	this	tilting	can	no	longer	 be	 accommodated	 in	 the	 relatively	 small	 lateral	 box	 dimension,	 and	 the	 system	undergoes	a	transition	involving	a	lamellar	reorientation	coupled	with	a	new	lamellar	layer	formation.	While	the	periodic	boundary	conditions	in	our	system	do	not	perfectly	represent	a	bulk	system,	they	provide	a	sensible	approximation	as	can	be	seen	in	Figure	6.10	where	the	 interconnection	 of	 the	 segregated	 domains	 across	 the	 boundaries	 emulates	 a	 large	domain	despite	the	small	box	lateral	dimension	at	large	ɑ.			
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	Figure	6.10:	Top:	Example	tensile	responses	for	systems	which	are	generated	by	removing	the	3	of	the	4	bonds	to	each	cross-link,	effectively	uncrosslinking	the	network	into	a	melt	of	linear	triblock	chains	(Semi-flexible	chains:	fA	=	0.5,	εij=1.0,	Flexible	chains:	fA	=	0.4,	εij=0.75).	The	semi-flexible	system	has	the	same	bending	constant	as	the	original	network,	while	the	flexible	system	has	zero	bending	constant.	Bottom:	Snapshots	from	two	tensile	responses	show	in	the	plot.		
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				6.6.2 Values	of	P*set		Table	6.2:	P*set	used	for	all	tested	systems	System	 εij=0.25	 εij=0.5	 εij=0.75	 εij=1.0	20A	 3.85	 3.75	 3.20	 2.4	30A	 3.95	 3.9	 3.35	 2.65	40A	 3.95	 3.85	 3.2	 2.75	50A	 3.95	 3.9	 3.45	 2.78	60A	 3.95	 3.8	 3.35	 2.65	70A	 3.94	 3.85	 3.32	 2.6	80A	 3.81	 3.66	 3.1	 2.4		6.6.3 Surface	area	values		The	surface	area	is	calculated	by	first	calculating	the	structure	factor	of	the	minority	phase	for	snapshots	from	the	deformation	of	each	system,	inverting	the	structure	factor	onto	a	rectangular	grid,	and	applying	a	cutoff	such	that	if	the	density	at	a	given	grid	point	is	above	that	density,	it	is	considered	to	be	a	point	the	minority	phase	(considered	the	majority	phase	otherwise).	For	each	minority	phase	grid	point,	if	any	of	the	6	neighboring	grid	points	are	the	majority	phase,	the	rectangular	area	shared	between	these	two	grid	points	is	added	to	the	total	surface	area.	For	systems	where	εij≤0.5,	the	average	surface	area	is	calculated,	and	shifted	such	that	the	interfacial	area	is	zero	at	ɑ=1.	
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			6.6.4 Values	of	MPDL	
	To	quantify	the	difference	in	deformation	mechanism	between	crystalline,	and	non-crystalline	networks,	the	minimum	probability	density	of	the	minority	phase	between	the	donor	layers	(MPDL)	is	calculated.	The	average	value	of	MPDL	for	all	compositions	and	values	of	εij	is	presented	in	Table	6.3	where	the	value	is	normalized	to	the	value	of	MPDL	observed	at	the	given	composition,	and	εij=0.25.	The	average	values	of	MPDL	are	given	in	the	last	row,	showing	the	distinct	change	in	value	when	εij≥0.75.		Table	6.3:	Average	values	of	MPDL	for	all	systems	tested,	normalized	to	the	value	at	εij=0.25	for	a	given	composition.	System	 εij=0.25	 εij=0.5	 εij=0.75	 εij=1.0	20A	 1	 0.5884	 0.5026	 0.4664	
 
 Figure	6.11:	Plot	of	the	average	interfacial	Surface	area	for	systems	with	εij≤0.5.	The	curves	are	shifted	such	that	the	interfacial	area	is	zero	at	ɑ=1,	because	we	are	interested	in	the	change	in	the	surface	area,	not	the	absolute	value.		
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30A	 1	 0.8075	 0.3785	 0.3563	40A	 1	 0.8724	 0.3998	 0.2169	50A	 1	 1.0335	 0.5484	 0.4874	60A	 1	 1.4127	 0.4680	 0.2748	70A	 1	 0.9531	 0.1895	 0.2016	80A	 1	 0.7971	 0.2082	 0.3701	Average	 1	 1.007	 0.4215	 0.3195			6.6.5 Average	Toughness	Values		Table	6.4:	Unnormalized	average	toughness	values	for	all	systems,	and	compositions	tested	System	 εij=0.25	 εij=0.5	 εij=0.75	 εij=1.0	20A	 1.308	 2.238	 3.311	 4.808	30A	 1.433	 2.209	 4.020	 5.764	40A	 1.543	 2.019	 4.154	 6.238	50A	 1.545	 2.384	 4.662	 6.878	60A	 1.649	 2.398	 4.367	 6.418	70A	 1.480	 2.287	 3.962	 5.674	80A	 1.583	 2.212	 3.465	 4.846		The	 influence	of	 the	crystalline	domains	observed	 for	 the	εij≥	0.75	T-LCEs	can	be	seen	 in	Figure	6.12	where	𝛾	is	plotted	against	εij,	where	the	relationship	between	𝛾	and	εij	shows	a	non-linear	trend	which	can	be	tentatively	fitted	to	two	linear	regimes	intersecting	at	εij	»	0.5.	Fitting	a	straight	line	between	the	values	of	𝛾	at	fA	=	0.5	for	non-crystalline	networks	(εij=	
		 	Figure	6.12:	Plot	of	𝛾	as	a	function	of	εij	for	all	compositions	tested.	The	dashed	lines	are	tentative	extrapolations	of	the	non-crystalline	and	crystalline	regimes.	fA	=	0.2	and	0.8	systems	are	omitted	for	clarity.	.	
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0.25,	 0.5,	 non-crystalline	 line	 in	 Figure	 6.12)	 and	 extrapolating	 to	 εij=1	 assuming	 no	crystallization)	gives	𝛾	»	4.05	(for	fA	=	0.5)	a	value	that	would	align	with	the	expectation	that	𝛾	should	be	proportional	to	εij.	The	values	for	fA	=	0.2	and	0.8	are	omitted	from	the	graph	for	clarity	because	they	deviate	from	the	other	systems.	However,	such	a	linearly	extrapolated	value	is	significantly	smaller	than	the	calculated	value	of	6.88	given	in	Table	6.4,	indicating	that	 the	 crystalline	 regions	 generate	 a	 greater	 resistance	 to	deformation	 that	 is	 not	 fully	accounted	for	by	the	changes	in	 interfacial	energy	with	εij,	but	that	could	be	attributed	to	having	a	greater	Young’s	modulus,	Y.	 		6.6.6 Dependence	of	Composition	on	the	Surface	Area	Created	During	New	Domain	Formation		In	this	model,	a	system	of	20-mer	chains,	identical	to	the	network	chains	in	the	T-LCE,	are	arranged	on	a	cubic	grid	with	spacing	21/6σ	 	 	and	periodic	boundaries	(example	snapshot	shown	in	Figure	6.13a).	A	single	chain	is	displaced	in	increments	of	21/6σLJ	(Figure	6.13b)	along	the	director,	and	the	total	non-bonded	energy	is	calculated	using	the	model	employed	in	our	tensile	experiments.	This	calculation	is	repeated	for	several	chain	compositions.		For	each	composition	the	values	of	the	non-bonded	energy	are	shifted	to	zero	when	the	chain	displacement	 is	 0.	 The	 energies	 are	 normalized	 with	 respect	 to	 the	maximum	 observed	energy	(to	give	Uint)	and	the	displacement	is	normalized	with	respect	to	the	chain	contour	length	(to	give	the	Chain	Displacement	Fraction).	These	quantities	are	plotted	in	Figure	6.13c	which	 shows	 that	 for	 all	 compositions	 a	 plateau	 energy	 is	 reached	 which	 is	 nearly	proportional	to	volume	of	the	minority	block,	Uint∝min(1-fA,fA).		
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	Figure	6.13:	a)	Snapshot	of	a	model	system	of	20-mer	ABA	triblocks	arranged	on	a	cubic	lattice	to	give	flat	interfaces	between	the	A	and	B	domains.	b)	The	same	system	with	a	single	chain	displaced	by	some	amount	along	the	strain	axis.	This	displacement	causes	an	increase	in	the	non-bonded	energy,	which	is	calculated	for	the	entire	range	of	displacements.	c)	A	plot	of	the	normalized	interfacial	energy	Uint	as	a	function	of	chain	displacement	for	different	block	compositions.		
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7 Accelerated	discovery	of	atomistic	chemistry	from	coarse-grained	simulations		7.1 Introduction		The	ever-expanding	availability	of	computational	resources	has	fueled	a	fast	growth	in	the	size	and	scope	of	the	molecular	simulations	currently	used	for	property	prediction.	Indeed,	with	resources	such	as	XSEDE,	simulations	involving	hundreds	of	processors,	and	millions	of	 atoms	 are	 potentially	 viable[59,107,213,229].	 Despite	 these	 advances,	 there	 still	 exist	many	 physical	 and	 chemical	 processes	 whose	 length	 scales	 are	 beyond	 the	 reach	 of	computationally	accessible	timescales,	such	as	those	involving	large	biomolecules	and	other	macromolecules.	Indeed,	such	simulations	often	encounter	rugged	free-energy	landscapes	and	kinetic	trapping	in	deep	metastable	basins.	To	address	these	kinetic	barriers,	techniques	such	as	Parallel	Tempering/Replica	Exchange[51,170,198,203],	Metadynamics[12,13,120],	Pransition-path	 Sampling[42,54],	 Kinetic	 Monte	 Carlo[15,26],	 and	 Time-Temperature	Superposition[134]	have	been	developed	and	used.		One	of	the	most	successful	approaches	to	speed	up	molecular	simulations	has	been	the	use	of	coarse-grained	(CG)	models,	i.e.,	models	that	bundle	groups	of	beads	from	a	more	detailed	model	 into	 single	 beads	 to	 thus	 eliminate	 microscopic	 degrees	 of	 freedom	 that	 are	 not	essential	to	resolve	structural	details	above	a	certain	length	scale.	CG	models	have	smoother	potential	energy	surfaces	that	are	easier	to	sample	ergodically	compared	to	their	all-atom	(AA)	counterparts,	whose	rougher	potential	energy	landscape	can	create	kinetic	traps[92].		The	 CG	 models	 for	 macromolecules	 can	 be	 broadly	 classified	 into	 two	 categories:	 (i)	“chemical”	 models	 if	 mapped	 directly	 from	 a	 Chemistry-specific	 (CS)	 polymer	 and	 (ii)	“physical”	models	if	intended	to	describe	a	broad	class	of	polymers.	In	the	former	directly-
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mapped	CG	or	“DCG”	models,	their	parameters	are	calibrated	to	match	selected	results	of	properties	obtained	from	experiments	or	AA	simulations	of	the	material	of	interest.	In	the	latter	 case,	 one	 begins	 with	 a	 relatively	 small	 simulation	 of	 the	 AA	 molecule	 and	 a	 CG	molecule	with	a	specific	CG	mapping	(i.e.,	a	recipe	for	the	way	how	atoms	in	the	AA	molecule	are	 mapped	 into	 the	 different	 CG	 beads);	 such	 a	 mapping	 is	 often	 guided	 by	 physical	intuition.	Once	suitable	functional	forms	have	been	selected	for	the	bonded	and	non-bonded	interaction	 potentials,	 the	 model	 can	 be	 parameterized	 by	 such	 methods	 as	 iterative	Boltzmann	inversion[136,169],	force	matching[53,93],	or	relative	entropy[25,187].	The	goal	of	the	parameterization	is	to	construct	CG	molecules	such	that	their	behavior	mimics	that	of	the	known	molecule	at	a	prescribed	the	level	of	detail.	The	degree	of	coarsening	(DOC);	i.e.,	how	much	detail	is	averaged	out,	can	range	from	simply	integrating	out	the	hydrogens	like	in	typical	United	Atom	(UA)	models[49],	to	lumping	entire	monomers/amino-acids	or	even	long	sections	of	polymer	coils	into	single	beads	as	in	models	originally	used	with	Dissipative	Particle	Dynamics	(DPD).		Due	to	the	simplicity	and	computational	efficiency	of	CG	models	with	 greater	 DOC,	 many	 studies	 have	 adopted	 generic,	 physical	 CG	 models	 intended	 to	capture	the	typical	behavior	of	a	class	of	polymers	rather	than	that	of	any	specific	polymer	chemistry.	While	many	of	these	studies	are	able	to	reproduce	experimentally	known	physical	trends	of	some	macromolecules,	others	can	also	reveal	new	or	unusual	results.	In	the	latter	case,	it	would	be	of	interest	to	identify	specific	molecular	chemistries	(i.e.,	AA	models)	that	could	be	good	candidates	to	capture	the	generic	CG	molecules	investigated.	The	process	of	determining	the	identity	of	these	AA	molecules	is	henceforth	referred	to	as	inverse	coarse-graining	(ICG).		
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Figure	7.1	schematically	compares	DCG	and	ICG.	 If	 it	 is	known	that	a	given	AA	molecular	model	has	a	specific	property	of	interest,	then	DCG	would	be	a	suitable	approach	to	explore	perturbations	in	behavior	in	a	close	proximity	of	compositional	space.	If	the	goal	is	to	widely	explore	a	potentially	novel	type	of	behavior,	ICG	would	be	a	suitable	methodology,	because	generic	CG	molecular	modes	are	typically	“coarser”	and	more	computationally	efficient.	Once	a	 CG	 model	 has	 generated	 results	 of	 interest,	 candidate	 AA	 CS-molecules	 need	 to	 be	determined	to	guide	experimental	efforts	towards	realizing	such	predictions.	ICG	can	thus	become	 a	 powerful	 strategy	 in	 materials	 design,	 well	 aligned	 with	 the	 objectives	 of	 the	Materials	Genome	Initiative[39,94].	However,	ICG	has	not	been	as	well	studied	as	DCG,	partly	due	to	the	ill-posed	nature	of	the	ICG	problem	compared	to	DCG.	Indeed,	for	a	given	AA	CS-molecule	and	CG	model,	there	exists	in	principle	one	optimal	set	of	model	parameters,	but	for	a	given	CG	model,	many	different	AA	CS-molecules	 can	be	mapped	onto	 the	 same	CG	molecule.	As	such,	a	directed	evolutionary	approach	would	be	highly	desirable,	so	that	the	candidates	for	the	optimal	AA	CS-molecule	can	be	evaluated	and	evolved	towards	the	best	fit	of	the	CG	model,	ideally,	in	an	automated	way	(e.g.,	aided	by	machine-learning	techniques)	[7,27,58,115,224].			
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	In	this	work	we	propose	a	flexible	methodology	for	determining	which	AA	CS-molecule	from	a	given	pool	of	candidate	molecules	is	the	best	fit	for	a	target	CG	model	based	on	minimizing	an	 objective	 function.	 Our	 approach	 is	 similar	 to	 that	 used	 in	 the	 relative	 entropy	 (RE)	methodology[116].	Shell	et	al.[25]	used	the	concept	of	RE	to	iteratively	parameterize	a	CG	
	Figure	7.1:	Schematic	of	the	DCG	(blue	arrow)	and	ICG	(green	arrows)	processes.	DCG	begins	with	parameterizing	a	CG	model	based	on	simulations	of	the	original	AA	CS-molecule.	The	CG	trajectory	can	then	undergo	Reverse	Coarse	Graining	(RCG)	to	return	an	AA	structure.	In	ICG,	only	the	CG	model	is	known	and	candidate	molecules	are	proposed.	Each	CS-molecule	has	an	optimal	mapping	that	most	closely	replicates	the	original	CG	model.	The	trajectory	of	each	CS-molecule	is	coarse-grained	using	this	mapping		into	a	trajectory	of	the	CG	model.	These	trajectories	are	compared	to	yield	a	best	candidate.		
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model	in	DCG,	where	at	each	iteration	a	system	of	the	CG	molecules	is	equilibrated	under	a	given	set	of	potential	parameters	 (defining	 the	CG	Hamiltonian	ℋCG)	 to	get	 the	 “true”	CG	trajectory,	 Tt.	 Then	 a	 separate	 equilibrated	 trajectory	 of	 the	 AA	 CS-molecular	 system	 is	mapped	to	return	a	new	CG	trajectory,	TAA.	ℋCG,	and	a	function	𝑓	which	depends	on	ℋCG,	are	evaluated	for	each	frame	of	Tt	and	TAA,	effectively	“simulating”	both	trajectories	under	the	CG	forcefield.	The	objective	function,	𝛷,	measures	the	degree	to	which	Tt	and	TAA	differ	by	evaluating	𝛷 = 𝑓 − 𝑓GG ,	 where	𝑓h 	is	 the	 average	 value	 of	 the	 function	𝑓 	obtained	 when	“simulating”	Ti.	This	difference	determines	the	changes	to	be	made	to	ℋCG	(i.e.,	the	CG	model	parameters).	This	process	is	repeated	until	ℋCG	converges	and	hence	𝛷	is	minimized.		In	our	methodology	for	ICG	reverse	mapping,	ℋCG	is	fixed	(i.e.,	the	CG	model	doesn’t	change),	and	what	changes	is	the	candidate	CS-molecule	being	considered.	This	can	also	be	thought	of	as	changing	ℋAA.	For	this	purpose,	a	system	for	each	candidate	CS-molecule	is	simulated	and	coarse-grained	according	to	a	mapping	which	best	satisfies	the	constraints	of	a	desired	CG	molecule	to	give	𝑇GGh .	The	procedure	to	generate	these	mappings	is	described	below.	At	this	point	we	can	calculate		𝑓HHh 	and	𝑓IJ 	for	all	𝑇GGh 	and	Tt,	respectively,	where	the	candidate	CS-molecules	which	minimize	 𝜙 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠¯𝑓IJ − 𝑓HHh °		(7.1)	will	 be	 kept	 for	 further	 application	 of	 a	 machine	 learning	 algorithm	 to	 propose	 new	candidate	CS-molecules.	A	schematic	comparison	of	our	method	to	the	original	RE	method	is	given	in	Figure	7.2.		
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	Before	 different	 AA	 CS-molecules	 can	 be	 compared,	 the	way	 in	which	 the	 AA	 atoms	 are	partitioned	 (mapped)	 to	 the	 CG	 molecule	 must	 be	 determined.	 As	 stated	 previously,	mappings	must	satisfy	the	constraints	of	the	CG	model	(such	as	number	of	beads	and	bond	topology).	 However,	 there	 can	 exist	 multiple	 mappings	 that	 satisfy	 the	 constraints	 and	
	Figure	7.2:	Schematic	comparison	between	the	relative	entropy	(RE)	framework	and	the	proposed	methodology,	where	items	belonging	to	just	RE,	just	ICG,	or	both	are	colored	in	red,	blue,	and	black,	respectively.	With	a	given	ℋCG,	a	CG	simulation	is	run	to	give	a	“true”	trajectory	of	the	CG	model,	Tt.		In	RE	the	AA	CS-molecule	is	known,	while	in	ICG	multiple	CS	candidates	are	proposed	and	the	trajectory	of	each	is	mapped	onto	the	CG	model	to	give	TAA.	In	RE	this	mapping	is	known	a	priori,	while	in	ICG	the	optimal	mappings	must	be	found.	Once	mapped,	Tt	and	TAA	are	used	to	calculate	the	objective	function	𝛷.	In	RE	the	𝛷	values	are	used	to	modify	ℋCG,	while	in	ICG	they	are	used	to	identify	the	best	candidate	CS-molecules,	which	can	in	turn	be	used	to	propose	new	candidates.		
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several	studies	have	explored	how	different	mappings	affect	the	ability	of	the	CG	molecule	to	reproduce	properties	of	the	AA	CS-molecule[80,102].	In	this	study,	the	mapping	needs	to	best	reproduce	the	properties	of	the	CG	molecule,	not	vice-versa.	Every	mapping,	“s”,	of	a	given	CS-molecule	onto	 the	 target	CG	model	will	 return	a	different	value	of	 the	objective	function,	𝛷s,	so	only	the	“optimal”	mapping	which	minimizes	this	value	should	be	used	when	comparing	across	candidate	AA	CS-molecules.	To	facilitate	finding	this	optimal	mapping,	a	methodology	to	automate	the	generation	of	initial	mappings	is	proposed.	For	each	candidate	CS-molecule,	a	process	similar	to	ICG	is	followed	except	that,	we	now	know	the	CS-molecule	and	CG	model	so	what	is	modified	through	the	algorithm	is	the	mapping	itself,	until	𝛷	is	no	longer	minimized.			For	 the	automatic	generation	of	a	CG	molecule	 from	a	given	AA	CS-molecule,	an	existing	approach	is	exthe	CGTools	plugin	for	VMD[87]	wherein	a	neural	network	learns	to	map	the	AA	molecule	based	on	its	“shape”,	i.e.,	the	position	and	connectivity	of	the	constituent	atoms.	Coarse-graining	 by	 the	 “shape”	 is	 also	 the	 basis	 of	 a	 dimensionality	 reduction	method[118,122]	which	uses	data	graphs	and	diffusion	maps,	where	in	the	context	of	coarse-graining	 our	 AA	 CS-molecule,	 the	 graph	 is	 the	 AA	 CS-molecule	 and	 the	 dimensionality	reduction	is	the	coarse-graining	process.	While	these	two	approaches	show	promise,	neither	one	operates	under	the	key	constraint	that	ICG	imposes:	that	the	final	CG	molecule	is	known	while	the	CG	mapping	is	not.	Even	for	the	more	well-posed	problem	of	DCG,	the	process	of	parameterizing	a	CG	model	is	laborious	and	software	like	VOTCA[174]	has	been	developed	to	automate	the	process.	We	propose	an	equivalent	tool	kit	that	is	focused	on	making	the	ICG	process	more	automatic.	
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The	main	capabilities	of	this	toolkit	are:	(i)	finding	an	appropriate	mapping	for	the	AA	CS-molecule	 (useful	 for	 both	 DCG	 and	 ICG),	 (ii)	 determining	 a	 one-to-one	 correspondence	between	the	beads	of	a	proposed	mapping	and	the	beads	of	the	target	CG	molecule,	and	(iii)		finding	 repeating	 motifs	 in	 a	 given	 molecule	 through	 a	 compression	 algorithm.	 These	capabilities	are	used	 throughout	 the	process	of	 finding	 the	best	AA	CS-molecule	 for	a	CG	model,	but	can	also	be	used	in	other	contexts,	such	as	in	the	RCG[67,145,176,220]	process	that	maps	atomistic	detail	 onto	 the	CG	model	making	our	 toolkit	have	broader	uses	 as	 a	molecular	simulation	toolkit.			The	rest	of	the	manuscript	is	organized	as	follows.	We	describe	our	simulation	model	and	the	methods	for	proposing	new	mappings,	 for	selecting	which	optimal	mappings	for	each	candidate	CS-molecule,	and	for	comparing	among	different	candidates.	The	following	section	describes	the	implementation	of	our	methodology	for	finding	the	optimal	CS-molecules	to	different	CG	models	with	varying	DOC.	We	conclude	by	assessing	the	performance	of	our	methodology	and	look	at	future	avenues	for	improvement.		7.2 Models	&	Methods		7.2.1 Simulation	Models		A	broad	range	of	forcefields	were	used	which	include	the	OPLS-AA/UA[99],	MARTINI[98],	DPD[56,74],	KG	bead-spring	model[72],	and	new	forcefields	derived	for	specific	molecules	using	 DCG[75,195].	 For	 simulations	 using	 unscaled	 units,	 thermo/barostating	 was	 done	using	 the	 Nosé-Hoover	 Thermostat/Barostat	 to	 maintain	 a	 temperature	 of	 300K	 and	 a	pressure	of	1atm,	with	timesteps	of	1fs.	For	simulations	using	scaled	(Lennard	Jones)	units,	simulation	 were	 run	 in	 the	 NVT	 ensemble	 using	 the	 Nosé-Hoover	 Thermostat	 at	 	 T*=1,	
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ρ*=0.85,	and	timesteps	of	0.005τ.	In	all	cases,	a	melt	state	is	simulated	by	using	a	varying	number	of	molecules	depending	on	how	large/small	the	molecules	are.	Detailed	information	about	our	simulation	systems,	parameters	and	methodologies	are	given	in	the	SI	(section	6.6).		7.2.2 Finding	Mappings		While	numerous	mappings	of	the	AA	CS-molecule	onto	the	CG	model	may	exist,	many	of	them	can	lead	to	stretched	bonds,	or	many	more	beads	being	mapped	to	one	bead	than	another	even	 if	 they	are	 the	 same	 type	 in	 the	CG	model	 leading	 to	poor	 representation	of	 the	CG	model.	As	such,	an	automated	process	to	generate	mappings	for	evaluation	is	required.	The	proposed	code	requires	two	inputs,	an	AA	information	file	containing	one	AA	molecule	and	a	similar	file	 for	the	CG	molecule.	These	files	need	to	contain	information	regarding	atom	positions	 and	 types,	 as	well	 as	 the	 bond	 structure	 of	 the	molecules.	 An	 overview	 of	 the	algorithm	is	presented	in	Figure	7.3.	Importantly,	although	our	main	focus	is	on	going	from	an	atomistic	level	of	detail	(AA/UA	models)	to	a	CG	model,	this	approach	can	be	used	to	find	mappings	between	any	two	models	that	differ	in	the	level	of	atomic	description.			The	algorithm	begins	by	finding	ηCG,	the	ratio	of	total	number	of	heavy	atoms	(non-hydrogen)	to	the	number	of	desired	CG	beads.	When	rounded	down,	ηCG	gives	an	average	“size”	of	each	CG	bead,	〈𝜂〉.	By	disregarding	hydrogens,	any	atomic	level	description	is	reduced	to	the	UA	representation	so	the	input	model	of	the	CS-molecule	can	be	either	AA	or	UA.	In	the	next	step,	terminal	 atoms	 are	 assigned	 to	 their	 own	 groups	 (black	 circled	 atoms	 in	 Figure	 7.3).	 A	terminal	atom	is	defined	as	one	which	is	only	bound	to	1	other	heavy	atom	which	hasn’t	been	
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assigned	to	a	group	yet	(herein	referred	to	as	an	“unmapped”	atom).	Because	〈𝜂〉	is	usually	greater	than	1,	groups	need	to	be	“grown”	to	〈𝜂〉.			To	grow	the	group	with	initial	atom	i,	gi,	 the	“batch”	of	atoms	which	can	be	added	to	gi	is	found.	A	batch	is	defined	as	all	unmapped	atoms,	j,	with	a	given	bond	separation	number	(the	minimum	number	of	bonds	separating	i	and	j,	BSij,).	For	example,	the	first	(second)	batch	is	all	unmapped	atoms	with	BSij=1(2).	Batches	are	indicated	by	the	atoms	inside	the	dashed	oval	of	 the	same	color	 in	Figure	7.3.	A	batch	 is	only	calculated	 for	“active”	groups	having	
ηi<〈𝜂〉	.	Active	groups	are	marked	by	non-black	solid	circles/ovals	in	Figure	7.3.	Groups	with	no	atoms	 in	 the	current	batch	or	with	ηi=〈𝜂〉		 are	 labeled	as	 “finished”	and	are	no	 longer	grown.	Finished	groups	are	marked	by	the	non-black	rectangles	in	Figure	7.3.	All	atoms	in	a	batch	are	added	to	gi	of	any	active	group	if	(ηi+	ηbatch)≤〈𝜂〉	and	no	atom	in	the	batch	is	part	of	another	batch.		When	adding	a	batch	to	an	active	group,	inter-batch	and	intra-batch	conflicts	can	arise.	In	the	former	case,	an	atom	in	the	batch	for	gi	is	also	in	the	batch	of	at	least	one	other	active	group,	 gj.	 The	 strategy	 to	 circumvent	 this	 is	 to	 evaluate	 each	way	 these	 conflicts	 can	 be	resolved	(i.e.,	the	atom	shared	between	two	or	more	batches	is	assigned	to	only	one	of	the	groups).	If	N	batches	share	the	same	atom,	then	there	are	N	ways	to	resolve	the	conflict.	For	the	first	such	resolution,	the	atom	is	assigned	to	the	appropriate	group.	However,	to	evaluate	all	N	ways	to	resolve	the	conflict	the	algorithm	must	be	recursively	called	N-1	times,	each	time	carrying	over	information	about	the	mapping,	finished	groups	and	how	the	conflict	was	resolved.	This	is	illustrated	in	Figure	7.3	where	the	red	and	green	groups	have	an	inter-batch	
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conflict,	which	 is	 resolved	 by	 assigning	 the	 shared	 atom	 to	 either	 group	 resulting	 in	 the	original	instance	of	the	algorithm	continuing	and	one	recursive	call	of	the	algorithm.		In	the	case	of	intra-batch	conflicts,	the	size	of	the	group,	ηi,	plus	the	size	of	the	batch	exceeds	〈𝜂〉.	Similar	to	inter-batch	conflicts,	this	 is	addressed	by	only	adding	a	subset	of	the	batch	atoms	such	that,	ηi+ηsubset=〈𝜂〉,	where	permutations	of	the	subset	initiate	a	new	instance	of	the	algorithm	(similar	 to	 inter-batch	conflicts).	Once	 inter-	and	 intra-batch	conflicts	have	been	resolved,	the	presence	of	any	remaining	active	groups	is	checked.	All	active	groups	are	grown	 simultaneously	 until	 no	 active	 groups	 remain,	 at	 which	 point	 any	 remaining	unmapped	heavy	atoms	are	processed	by	creating	and	batch-wise	growing	new	 terminal	groups.	This	cycle	continues	until	all	atoms	are	mapped,	upon	which	the	algorithm	ends	and	the	mapping	is	reported.	A	simple	molecule	is	used	in	Figure	7.3	to	illustrate	the	process,	with	 an	 example	 of	 how	 the	 algorithm	 generates	 initial	 schemes	 for	 more	 complex	chemistries	 in	 the	 Supplemental	 Information	 (SI,	 section	 7.6.1),	 based	 on	 our	 previous	work[46].		
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	By	design	this	algorithm	will	always	give	a	number	of	groups	equal	to	or	greater	than	nCG.	Thus,	 some	groups	may	need	 to	be	merged	so	 that	 the	number	of	groups	 is	equal	 to	nCG.	Potential	mergers	are	identified	by	pairing	the	smallest	group(s)	in	the	mapping	with	each	of	 their	 smallest	 neighboring	 group(s).	 Each	 such	 a	 possible	 merger	 is	 tested	 by	 again	recursively	calling	an	algorithm	similar	 to	 that	used	 for	 finding	the	 initial	mappings.	This	process	 continues	 until	 the	 number	 of	 groups	 is	 equal	 to	 nCG.	 This	 overall	 strategy	 of	
	Figure	7.3:	Depiction	of	algorithm	to	automatically	generate	CG	mappings	for	a	candidate	molecule.	It	begins	with	a)	stripping	the	molecule	of	hydrogens	to	give	the	UA	representation,	and	placing	the	first	initial	groups	starting	at	the	terminal	atoms.	b)	Groups	are	grown	until	ηi≤〈𝜂〉;	however,	if	there	is	an	atom	that	has	been	assigned	to	two	or	more	groups,	then	new	algorithm	calls	are	initiated	for	each	permutation	where	the	conflicting	atom	is	assigned	to	one	of	the	groups.	c)	Once	all	“active”	groups	are	grown,	atoms	which	are	bonded	to	an	atom	already	assigned	to	a	group	are	labeled	as	terminal	atoms	and	the	algorithm	is	iterated.		
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proposing	many	 new	mappings	 increases	 the	 likelihood	 of	 finding	 the	 optimal	mapping	because	even	a	single	misassigned	atom	may	cause	a	mismatch	with	the	bond	topology	of	the	desired	CG	molecule.	While	this	algorithm	for	generating	initial	mappings	is	intended	for	automating	ICG,	it	can	also	be	helpful	with	DCG	for	objectively	searching	multiple	feasible	mappings,	some	of	which	may	not	have	otherwise	been	considered	by	the	researcher.		7.2.3 Finding	repeating	motifs		The	 method	 described	 above	 is	 suitable	 for	 molecules	 where	 it	 is	 computationally	manageable	 to	 find	 all	 non-conflicting	mappings.	 However,	 this	 is	 not	 the	 case	 for	 large	macromolecules	that	would	engender	an	intractably	large	number	of	initial	mappings.	Since	these	macromolecular	 systems	 often	 contain	many	 repeat	 units,	 identifying	 them	would	greatly	reduce	the	combinatorial	redundancies	as	changes	to	the	mapping	within	one	repeat	unit	could	then	be	propagated	to	all	repeat	units.	Indeed,	finding	repeat	units	reduces	the	problem	of	 finding	the	mapping	of	a	macromolecule	to	the	tractable	problem	of	 finding	a	mapping	for	a	small	molecular	repeat	unit.	Identifying	repeat	units	in	a	small	molecule	can	also	be	helpful	to	speed	up	the	process	of	enumerating	possible	mappings.		To	identify	these	repeat	units,	we	employ	the	simplified	molecular-input	line-entry	system	known	as	SMILES[214,221],	a	methodology	for	representing	the	topology	of	a	molecule	as	a	linear	string,	called	the	“smile”,	where	repeat	units	show	up	through	a	recurring	pattern	in	the	 string.	 Our	 procedure	 for	 creating	 a	 smile	 for	 a	 given	molecule	 follows	 the	 standard	procedure,	by	tracing	the	“backbone”	of	the	molecule	determined	as	the	path	connecting	the	atoms	with	the	maximum	value	of	BSij.	Due	to	the	way	the	smile	is	constructed,	each	molecule	
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has	two	smiles	associated	with	it,	created	by	starting	at	either	end	of	the	“backbone”.	One	difference	between	the	typical	way	a	smile	is	created	and	our	methodology	is	that	we	do	not	break	 up	 any	 ring	 but	 instead	 replace	 it	 by	 a	 “superatom”.	 This	 modification	 avoids	complications	with	how	to	open	rings,	and	aligns	with	established	CG	techniques	where	rings	are	 generally	 treated	 as	 single	 beads.	 With	 each	 smile,	 a	 string	 compression	 method	 is	applied,	 similar	 to	 that	used	 in	 the	 zip	 file	 format[236,237]	 as	detailed	 in	 the	SI	 (section	7.6.2).			7.2.4 Automated/Machine	Learning	Mapping			Once	 a	 set	 of	 initial	 mappings	 with	 the	 correct	 number	 of	 groups	 has	 been	 created,	 an	algorithm	is	used	to	ensure	that	the	bond	topology	of	a	mapping	matches	that	of	the	desired	CG	molecule.	The	algorithm	begins	with	the	calculation	of	BSij	and	the	termination	map	TMij	for	both	the	mapping	under	evaluation	(SBSij	and	STMij)	and	the	desired	CG	molecule	(DBSij	and	DTMij),	respectively.	The	termination	map	is	a	metric	of	the	network	connectivity	where	for	a	given	atom	i	in	the	molecule,	TMij	is	the	number	of	atoms,	k,	such	that	BSik=j	are	also	bonded	to	at	least	two	heavy	atoms.		We	also	create	the	permutation	matrix,	P,	which	is	a	binary	matrix	describing	if	atom	i	in	the	mapping	and	atom	j	in	the	desired	CG	molecule	can	(Pij=1)	or	cannot	(Pij=0)	be	assigned	to	each	other.	A	complementary	correspondence	matrix,	C,	is	also	created	whose	initial	default	entries	 are	 0.	 A	 “correspondence”	 occurs	 when	 only	 an	 atom	 in	 the	 mapping,	 i,	 can	 be	represented	by	a	unique	atom	in	the	CG	molecule,	j:		if	 ∑ 𝑃hØØ = 1	and	𝑃hØ = 1 ⇒ 𝐶hØ = 1	(7.2)	
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A	complete	correspondence	of	beads		has	been	found	if	there	is	one	and	only	one	entry	of	1	in	each	row,	and	column	in	P	(all	other	entries	being	zero).			At	this	point	several	consistency	checks	are	performed.	The	first	check	involves	examining	whether	for	each	pair	of	i	and	j	with	Pij=1	that	the	termination	map	of	both	i	and	j	are	the	same:		
𝑃hØ = á1	if	𝑆𝑇𝑀hÜ = 𝐷𝑇𝑀ØÜ∀𝑘0	otherwise 		(7.3)	Then	if	Cij=1	a	bond	separation	distance	check	is	done:		if	𝐶hØ = 1	and	𝑆𝐵𝑆hÜ ≠ 𝐷𝐵𝑆Øi ⇒ 𝑃iÜ = 0	 (7.4)	This	check	is	repeated	until	no	more	entries	change	in	the	permutation	matrix.	After	these	two	 checks,	 the	 only	 remaining	 atoms	 that	 can	 have	more	 than	 one	 correspondence	 are	symmetric	atoms,	 i.e.,	 atoms	of	 the	 same	 type	with	 the	 same	neighboring	bond	 topology.	Examples	of	symmetric	atoms	in	an	AA	model	would	be	the	hydrogens	of	a	methyl	group	and	ortho-position	 carbons,	 and	 in	 CG	 models	 would	 be	 the	 two	 end	 beads	 on	 a	 linear	homopolymer	 chain.	 A	 decision	 must	 be	 made	 to	 break	 the	 symmetry	 and	 make	 the	correspondence	unique.	After	identifying	a	symmetric	atom	i,	for	each	atom	j	such	that	Pij=1,	the	algorithm	is	called	recursively,	where	the	input	is	the	permutation	matrix	where	atom	i	only	 corresponds	 to	 atom	 j,	 and	 then	 the	 bond	 separation	 is	 re-checked.	 This	 process	 of	selecting	the	correspondences	of	the	symmetric	atoms	is	repeated	until	no	more	symmetric	atoms	remain.	Finally,	if	an	atom	i	that	has	no	possible	correspondences	(i.e.,	∑ 𝐶hÜ = 0Ü ),	the	mapping	in	question	is	discarded	as	it	cannot	map	onto	the	desired	CG	molecule.		
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7.2.5 Proposing	new	mappings	for	minimizing	𝛷		Once	a	set	of	initial	mappings	to	the	desired	CG	model	have	been	found,	we	then	proceed	to	optimize	 them	 by	 introducing	 sequential	 modifications.	 This	 is	 done	 by	 “shifting”	 the	boundaries	between	two	groups:	If	an	atom	in	group	i	is	bonded	to	an	atom	in	group	j,	then	that	atom	(and	any	terminal	atoms	bonded	to	 it	 that	are	also	in	group	i)	becomes	part	of	group	j.	Once	the	change	has	been	made,	it	is	checked	that	the	topology	of	the	CG	molecule	still	matches	the	desired	one,	and	that	all	groups	are	contiguous.		
	7.2.6 The	Objective	function		Regardless	of	the	forcefield	used	for	the	AA	and	CG	systems,	the	goal	is	to	match	the	behavior	of	 the	 AA	 CS-molecule	 to	 that	 of	 the	 CG	 molecule	 with	 respect	 to	 key	 geometrical	 and	energetic	 details	 of	 the	 CG	 model.	 This	 includes	 matching	 such	 observables	 as	 the	components	 of	 the	 non-bonded	 and	 bonded	 interaction	 energies.	We	 adopt	 as	 a	 starting	point	for	the	objective	function	f		the	average	potential	energy	of	the	system,	Epot,		because	most	energy	components	of	ℋCG	increase	when	the	system	deviates	from	equilibrium	(e.g.,	arising	 from	stretched	bonds/angles),	 so	 that	 the	optimal	 system	 tends	 to	minimize	Epot.	Additionally,	since	beads	of	the	same	type	in	a	CG	molecule	are	meant	to	have	nearly	identical	constituent	 atoms,	 they	 should	 have	 similar	 masses.	 Hence,	 an	 additional	 factor	 in	 the	functional	form	of	f	 is	 included	to	penalize	large	variances	in	the	masses	of	same-type	CG	beads	(as	determined	from	the	coarse-graining	of	the	AA	CS	molecule):		𝑓 = 𝐸­tÈ + 𝐾∑ Ô8〈R8〉} 		 (7.5)	where	K	 is	a	penalty	 factor	 in	energy	units,	Mi	 and	σi	 are	 the	average	mass	and	standard	deviation	of	the	mass	of	CG	beads	of	type	i,	respectively.	The	implementation	of	this	penalty	
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is	only	applied	when	searching	for	the	optimized	mapping	of	a	given	candidate,	otherwise,	
K=0.	The	value	of	K	will	vary	based	on	the	CG	model,	with	larger	values	indicated	for	models	with	softer	potentials.	
	The	use	of	scaled	units,	like	Lennard-Jones	units,	in	some	CG	models	creates	an	ambiguity	in	their	length	scale.	Because	the	bond	types	are	known	for	the	bonds	in	the	CG	molecule,	the	average	bond	length	of	each	of	these	bonds	can	be	found	from	the	trajectories	Tt	and	TAA.	Assuming	all	bond	potentials	are	roughly	harmonic	and	have	approximately	similar	 force	constants,	the	bond	scaling,	χ,	can	be	found	as:	𝜒 = ∑ â8É88∑ â8Ò8 						(7.6)	Where	ai	and	ci	are	the	average	bond	lengths	for	the	bond	of	type	i,	calculated	from	TAA	and	
Tt,	respectively.	Once	χ	is	calculated,	it	is	used	to	scale	the	coordinates	for	all	frames	in	TAA.	Once	TAA	has	been	thus	processed,	ℋCG	is	evaluated	for	each	“simulated”	frame	to	calculate	
fAA	and	the	same	is	done	for	calculating	fCG	from	Tt.	For	force	fields	that	would	only	lose	a	small	amount	of	detail	upon	coarse-graining	(like	the	UA	model),	or	when	searching	for	the	optimal	mapping	of	a	given	molecule,	the	previously	defined	form	for	𝛷	in	Eq.	7.1	is	suitable.	However,	 for	 CG	 models	 losing	 larger	 amounts	 of	 AA	 detail,	 it	 will	 be	 more	 difficult	 to	discriminate	between	values	of	𝛷	for	each	candidate.	In	such	cases,	a	more	discriminating	form	 of	𝛷	 is	 formulated	 which	 assesses	 the	 differences	 between	 the	 radial	 distribution	functions,	g(r),	from	Tt	and	TAA.	A	similar	approach	is	used	in	Iterative	Boltzmann	Inversion	where	 the	 difference	 between	 the	 two	 g(r)	 functions	 are	 used	 to	 improve	ℋCG.	Here	 the	difference	between	the	two	g(r)	is	quantified	using:	Φ = ∑ ∑ ∫ U𝑔IJhØ (𝑟) − 𝑔HHhØ (𝑟)UººÙWXºw©ØYh©h kº∗º q 𝑑𝑟		 (7.7)	
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	where	 gijCG(r)	 and	 gijAA(r)	 are	 the	 g(r)	 between	 beads	 of	 type	 i	 and	 j	 for	 the	Tt	 and	 TAA	trajectories,	 respectively.	 The	 g(r)	 used	 here	 include	 intra-molecular	 interactions,	 as	appropriate	with	the	non-bonded	interaction	scalings	for	1-2,	1-3,	and	1-4	interactions.	To	better	match	g(r)	at	low	values	of	r,	the	difference	between	gijCG(r)	and	gijAA(r)	is	weighed	by	the	ratio	of	r*	to	r,	where	r*	is	the	first	peak	of	gijCG(r).	The	integral	is	evaluated	over	all	non-bonded	interaction	pairs	i,j	from	r=0	to	r=rcut	(rcut	is	the	potential	cutoff).	Again,	as	with	the	formulation	of	𝛷	for	unscaled	systems,	the	chemistry	which	minimizes	𝛷	is	the	best	fit.			7.3 Results		7.3.1 Small	Molecule	UA		To	 validate	 the	 proposed	 method’s	 consistency,	 we	 tested	 that	 the	 best	 candidate	 CS-molecule	for	a	given	UA	model	is	the	corresponding	AA	model.	As	seen	in	Table	7.1:	Table	of	𝛷	 values	 for	 candidate	 CS-molecules	 fitting	 onto	 a	 set	 of	 UA	 models	 of	 two	 different	topologies	 (Top:	 linear,	 Bottom:	 branched).	 The	 best	 candidate	 for	 each	 UA	 model	 is	highlighted	in	green.	 		 UA	Models	Candidates	 Dimethyl	ether	 Dimethyl	sulfide	 Acetonitrile	 Propene	 Propane	Dimethyl	ether	 0.115	 38.0	 129	 2.77	 2.65	Dimethyl	sulfide	 47.2	 0.138	 313	 77.7	 21.7	Acetonitrile	 52.7	 120	 0.530	 46.9	 60.1	Propene	 4.08	 42.3	 85.7	 0.114	 3.92	Propane	 3.84	 20.9	 154	 10.5	 0.253	Dimethylamine	 0.921	 30.9	 143	 4.34	 1.70	Perfluorohexane	 611	 223	 1270	 802	 427	
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Hexane	 66.1	 38.1	 482	 63.0	 63.1	Ethylamine	 2.80	 27.0	 144	 5.05	 3.01	Dichloromethylene	 40.7	 4.09	 254	 64.7	 16.8		 	 UA	Models	Candidates	 Acetone	 Isobutane	 Isobutylene	 DMSO	Acetone	 1999	 14276	 5244	 63994	Isobutane	 34853	 1906	 15919	 29826	Isobutylene	 7348	 68089	 135	 50300	DMSO	 55151	 22928	 48257	 204	
 ,	two	different	topologies	of	UA	molecules	(linear	and	star)	were	simulated	and	the	best	fit	for	each	UA	molecule	from	a	pool	of	candidate	CS-molecules	was	found.	We	include	the	AA	CS-molecule	of	each	of	the	UA	molecules	so	that	the	correct	fit	is	known	a	priori.	Indeed,	our	methodology	returns	the	correct	candidate	molecule	fit	for	each	UA	molecule	tested.		Due	to	the	small	degree	of	coarse-graining	entailed	by	the	UA	model,	the	K	factor	in	Eq.	7.5	was	set	to	zero	since	any	disparity	in	bead	masses	would	lead	to	large	increases	in	Ebond.	
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	It	is	apparent	from	Table	7.1:	Table	of	𝛷	values	for	candidate	CS-molecules	fitting	onto	a	set	of	UA	models	of	two	different	topologies	(Top:	linear,	Bottom:	branched).	The	best	candidate	for	each	UA	model	is	highlighted	in	green.	 		 UA	Models	Candidates	 Dimethyl	ether	 Dimethyl	sulfide	 Acetonitrile	 Propene	 Propane	Dimethyl	ether	 0.115	 38.0	 129	 2.77	 2.65	Dimethyl	sulfide	 47.2	 0.138	 313	 77.7	 21.7	
Table 7.1:	Table	of	𝛷	values	for	candidate	CS-molecules	fitting	onto	a	set	of	UA	models	of	two	different	topologies	(Top:	linear,	Bottom:	branched).	The	best	candidate	for	each	UA	model	is	highlighted	in	green.	 		 UA	Models	Candidates	 Dimethyl	ether	 Dimethyl	sulfide	 Acetonitrile	 Propene	 Propane	Dimethyl	ether	 0.115	 38.0	 129	 2.77	 2.65	Dimethyl	sulfide	 47.2	 0.138	 313	 77.7	 21.7	Acetonitrile	 52.7	 120	 0.530	 46.9	 60.1	Propene	 4.08	 42.3	 85.7	 0.114	 3.92	Propane	 3.84	 20.9	 154	 10.5	 0.253	Dimethylamine	 0.921	 30.9	 143	 4.34	 1.70	Perfluorohexane	 611	 223	 1270	 802	 427	Hexane	 66.1	 38.1	 482	 63.0	 63.1	Ethylamine	 2.80	 27.0	 144	 5.05	 3.01	Dichloromethylene	 40.7	 4.09	 254	 64.7	 16.8		 	 UA	Models	Candidates	 Acetone	 Isobutane	 Isobutylene	 DMSO	Acetone	 1999	 14276	 5244	 63994	Isobutane	 34853	 1906	 15919	 29826	Isobutylene	 7348	 68089	 135	 50300	DMSO	 55151	 22928	 48257	 204	
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Acetonitrile	 52.7	 120	 0.530	 46.9	 60.1	Propene	 4.08	 42.3	 85.7	 0.114	 3.92	Propane	 3.84	 20.9	 154	 10.5	 0.253	Dimethylamine	 0.921	 30.9	 143	 4.34	 1.70	Perfluorohexane	 611	 223	 1270	 802	 427	Hexane	 66.1	 38.1	 482	 63.0	 63.1	Ethylamine	 2.80	 27.0	 144	 5.05	 3.01	Dichloromethylene	 40.7	 4.09	 254	 64.7	 16.8		 	 UA	Models	Candidates	 Acetone	 Isobutane	 Isobutylene	 DMSO	Acetone	 1999	 14276	 5244	 63994	Isobutane	 34853	 1906	 15919	 29826	Isobutylene	 7348	 68089	 135	 50300	DMSO	 55151	 22928	 48257	 204	
 	that	similar	CS-molecules	show	similar	values	for	𝛷.	Taking	the	candidate	molecule	dimethyl	ether	as	an	example,	it	maps	best	onto	its	respective	UA	model,	however	one	observes	that	it	maps	equally	well	onto	the	UA	models	for	propane	and	propene,	as	these	molecules	are	very	 similar	 to	 each	 other.	 In	 comparison,	 dimethyl	 sulfide	 only	 maps	 well	 onto	 one	molecule,	the	UA	model	of	dimethyl	sulfide.	This	is	due	to	the	long	bond	length	between	the	sulfur	and	carbon	in	the	molecule	(1.81Å)	which	precludes	dimethyl	sulfide	from	mapping	well	onto	any	other	UA	model.	The	only	other	molecule	that	comes	close	to	map	well	the	UA	model	of	dimethyl	sulfide	is	dichloromethylene,	which	has	long	bonds	between	carbon	and	chlorine	(1.781Å),	similar	to	the	carbon-sulfur	bond	in	dimethyl	sulfide.	7.3.2 Polymer	CG	models		To	further	validate	our	methodology,	we	perform	a	similar	comparison	as	in	the	previous	section	 (7.3.1)	 but	 using	 now	 CG	 models	 of	 polymers	 as	 testbeds.	 While	 the	 difference	
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between	 the	 AA	 and	UA	 force-field	 representation	 of	molecules	was	minimal,	 typical	 CG	polymer	 models	 average	 out	 more	 atomistic	 details	 as	 one	 or	 multiple	 monomers	 are	mapped	onto	single	beads,	hence	making	the	process	of	finding	the	optimal	AA	molecule	that	fits	onto	the	CG	molecule	more	challenging.	Due	to	the	larger	DOC,	we	use	the	second	form	of	𝛷	[Eq.	5.7]	which	assesses	differences	in	g(r).	As	before,	we	propose	a	group	of	candidate	molecules	(simulated	using	the	UA	model)	to	fit	onto	the	CG	models	and	calculate	𝛷	for	each	of	them.	The	two	CG	models	used	are	the	popular	MARTINI	CG	model	for	PEO,	and	a	CG	model	for	PS	which	places	the	center	of	mass	of	each	CG	bead	onto	the	backbone	carbon	connected	to	the	phenyl	ring.	This	model	for	PS	uses	tabular	potentials,	so	any	mapping	which	creates	long	bonds	between	CG	bead	will	cause	the	algorithm	to	crash.	To	circumvent	this	issue,	we	bypassed	the	automated	algorithm	and	manually	created	the	mappings	for	the	CG	PS	model,	only	using	polymer	backbone	atoms	in	the	CG	group.	This	is	done	to	focus	on	the	ability	of	our	ICG	methodology	to	pick	the	correct	candidates.	As	 shown	 in	 Table	 7.2: Table	 of	 𝛷	 values	 for	 Candidate	 polymer	 CS-molecules	 (5-mers)	fitting	onto	2	different	previously	developed	CG	models.	The	best	candidates	 for	each	CG	model	are	highlighted	in	green.	
	 CG	Polymer	Models	Candidates	 MARTINI	PEO	 CG	PS	PEO	 0.41	 N/A	PS	 2.03	 0.46	PI	 0.91	 N/A	PMMA	 2.30	 1.38	PP	 1.16	 1.92	PE	 0.28	 6.87			
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,		the	best	candidate	for	the	CG	model	of	PS	is	expectedly	found	to	be	the	AA	model	of	PS.	For	the	 MARTINI	 CG	 model	 of	 PEO,	 however,	 both	 PE	 and	 PEO	 are	 found	 to	 be	 the	 best	candidates,	with	a	slightly	worse	fit	for	PEO	(higher	𝛷).	This	inconsistency	can	be	attributed	to	 the	 fact	 that	 the	MARTINI	 PEO	 CG	model	was	 constructed	 and	 parameterized	 for	 the	simulation	of	biological	systems	in	an	aqueous	environment,	while	our	simulations	describe	the	melt	behavior	of	PEO.	This	issue	notwithstanding,	PEO	and	PE	are	comparatively	the	best	candidates	for	this	model,	a	reflection	of	the	fact	that	the	GC-to-AA	mapping	problem	need	not	have	a	unique	solution.	Similar	to	what	was	observed	in	Table	7.1:	Table	of	𝛷	values	for	candidate	 CS-molecules	 fitting	 onto	 a	 set	 of	UA	models	 of	 two	different	 topologies	 (Top:	linear,	Bottom:	branched).	The	best	candidate	for	each	UA	model	is	highlighted	in	green.			 UA	Models	Candidates	 Dimethyl	ether	 Dimethyl	sulfide	 Acetonitrile	 Propene	 Propane	Dimethyl	ether	 0.115	 38.0	 129	 2.77	 2.65	Dimethyl	sulfide	 47.2	 0.138	 313	 77.7	 21.7	Acetonitrile	 52.7	 120	 0.530	 46.9	 60.1	Propene	 4.08	 42.3	 85.7	 0.114	 3.92	Propane	 3.84	 20.9	 154	 10.5	 0.253	Dimethylamine	 0.921	 30.9	 143	 4.34	 1.70	Perfluorohexane	 611	 223	 1270	 802	 427	Hexane	 66.1	 38.1	 482	 63.0	 63.1	Ethylamine	 2.80	 27.0	 144	 5.05	 3.01	Dichloromethylene	 40.7	 4.09	 254	 64.7	 16.8		 	 UA	Models	Candidates	 Acetone	 Isobutane	 Isobutylene	 DMSO	Acetone	 1999	 14276	 5244	 63994	Isobutane	 34853	 1906	 15919	 29826	Isobutylene	 7348	 68089	 135	 50300	
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DMSO	 55151	 22928	 48257	 204	
 ,	candidate	molecules	of	similar	chemical	structure	have	comparable	viability	to	fit	a	given	CG	model.	For	the	CG	PS	model	in	particular,	molecules	with	a	monomer	that	has	two	carbon	atoms	in	the	backbone	and	a	side	chain	all	show	similar	𝛷	scores,	while	molecules	such	as	PEO	and	PI	 fail	 to	produce	a	solution	due	to	the	high	energetic	penalties	 in	the	CG	model	associated	with	the	mismatch	of	bond	lengths.		
	7.3.3 Generic	CG	models		Having	 confirmed	 the	 validity	 of	 our	 methodology	 when	 looking	 at	 CG	 models	 having	unscaled	length	units,	we	now	examine	the	case	of	generic	CG	models	originally	developed	using	 generically	 scaled	 length	 units.	 For	 this	 purpose,	we	 test	 our	methodology	 for	 the	Kremer-Grest	(KG)	bead-spring	model	of	a	linear	10-mer	AB	diblock	copolymer	(DBC)	(5	A	beads,	5	B	beads).	This	model	has	been	shown	to	correctly	represent	the	expected	trends	in	equilibrium	and	transport	properties	of	polymeric	systems[138,186]	and	several	KG-based	variants	have	been	used	in	many	simulation	studies[149,151,152].	Three	cases	of	the	model	
Table 7.2: Table	of	𝛷	values	for	Candidate	polymer	CS-molecules	(5-mers)	fitting	onto	2	different	previously	developed	CG	models.	The	best	candidates	for	each	CG	model	are	highlighted	in	green.	 	 CG	Polymer	Models	Candidates	 MARTINI	PEO	 CG	PS	PEO	 0.41	 N/A	PS	 2.03	 0.46	PI	 0.91	 N/A	PMMA	 2.30	 1.38	PP	 1.16	 1.92	PE	 0.28	 6.87						
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are	examined:	(i)	the	base	case	of	a	homonuclear,	flexible	DBC	(“flexible”	model),	(ii)	a	similar	DBC	but	with	an	added	bending	potential	to	increase	the	persistence	length	(“stiff”	model),	and	(iii)	the	base	DBC	except	the	B	beads	are	larger	in	diameter	(σ→1.5σ)	(“size-asymmetric”	model).	The	forcefields	for	these	systems	are	detailed	in	the	SI	(section	7.6.3).	All	three	cases	reflect	 common	modifications	 to	 the	 KG	model	 and	 represent	 distinct	 challenges	 to	 our	methodology.	We	used	K=1	in	Eq.	7.5	when	finding	the	optimal	mapping	for	each	candidate	to	have	penalties	on	the	same	thermal	energy	scale	as	the	LJ	interactions.		The	candidate	CS-molecules	(chemistries)	are	chosen	from	typical	monomers	used	in	DBCs	and	are	constructed	so	that	one	chemical	monomer	maps	onto	a	single	bead	in	the	KG	model.	Figure	7.4	 is	 a	 graph	bar	 showing	 the	 fitting	 scores	 for	 each	 candidate	 against	 the	 three	different	models	in	question.		
	
	Figure	7.4:	𝛷	values	for	candidate	DBC	CS-molecules	(10-mers,	5	monomers	of	each	block)	fitting	onto	3	different	forms	of	the	KG	model.	PMMAa	is	the	same	as	normal	PMMA,	except	that	the	oxygens	are	replaced	with	carbons.	PE3	is	the	same	as	normal	PE,	except	that	a	monomer	is	considered	to	have	3	CH2	groups	instead	of	2.				
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For	the	 flexible	model,	PE3-b-PEO	is	 found	to	be	the	best	candidate,	which	 is	appropriate	given	that	both	of	the	constituent	polymers	have	the	lowest	persistence	lengths	among	those	tested.	For	the	stiff	model,	PE3-b-PI	ranks	as	the	best	candidate,	likely	due	to	the	increased	backbone	stiffness	of	the	PI	block	which	is	attained	without	explicit	bulky	side-groups	(e.g.,	PS,	PMMA,	PMMAa)	to	keep	the	relative	size	between	PE3	beads	and	PI	beads	constant.	PE3-b-PEO	ranks	as	a	relatively	worse	candidate	for	the	stiff	model	due	to	the	flexibility	of	 its	blocks.	For	the	size-asymmetric	model,	many	of	the	proposed	candidates	show	similar	values	of	𝛷	with	PE3-b-PEO	again	having	the	lowest	(best)	score.	This	aligns	with	idea	that	most	DBCs	have	blocks	where	the	monomers	are	of	differing	volumes	and	so	they	should	all	fit	a	model	with	moderate	size-asymmetry	equally	well.	In	this	case,	PE-b-PEO	ranks	as	the	best	candidate	likely	due	to	the	flexibility	of	the	blocks,	which	also	made	it	the	best	candidate	for	the	flexible	model.		As	alluded	to	in	previous	sections	where	the	PE	monomer	was	treated	as	either	2	or	3	CH2	groups,	a	particular	issue	with	the	mapping	of	polymeric	systems	onto	unscaled	models	is	not	knowing	how	many	monomers	to	map	to	a	single	bead	in	the	CG	model.	Models	with	non-penetrable	beads	like	the	KG	model	tend	to	be	better	represented	with	fewer	monomers	per	bead,	while	models	with	soft	non-bonded	interactions	such	as	the	one	typically	used	with	the	Dissipative	Particle	Dynamics	(DPD)	model,	tend	to	be	associated	with	more	monomers	per	 bead.	 To	 verify	 this	 trend,	 we	 simulated	 CG	 homonuclear	 5-mers	 using	 these	 two	different	models	and	tried	to	map	polymers	of	varying	DOC	onto	them,	where	DOC	is	now	quantified	as	the	number	of	monomers	in	the	CS	candidate	molecule	being	mapped	onto	1	CG	 bead	 (see	 SI	 section	 7.6.3.3	 for	 DPD	 model).	 For	 the	 KG	 model,	 it	 is	 found	 that	 the	
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minimum	in	𝛷	for	PEO	and	PI	occurs	for	DOC	=	1	and	monotonically	increases	with	DOC	(see	Figure	7.5,	dashed	lines),	while	for	PE	the	𝛷	minimum	occurs	for	DOC=2.	This	suggests	that	for	PE	the	most	suitable	scale	of	KG	coarse	graining	would	correspond	to	~4	backbone	atoms.	Indeed,	the	minimum	of	𝛷	for	each	molecule	indicates	that	the	best	degree	of	coarse-graining	corresponds	to	3,	4,	and	4	backbone	atoms	for	PEO,	PI,	and	PE,	respectively.	The	persistence	length	of	the	flexible	KG	model	is	~1.5σ[202],	which	suggests	that	the	contour	length	of	4	backbone	atoms	in	PE	should	be	similar	to	the	persistence	length	of	PE[166].	The	contour	length	of	4	C-C	bonds	is	approximately	6Å,	which	is	close	to	the	experimental	value	of	6.5Å.	Similar	agreement	is	found	when	considering	the	optimal	DOC	length	scale	we	find	and	the	persistence	lengths	for	PEO[105]	and	PI[57].		This	consistency	will	translate	into	a	suitable	mapping	of	 several	 structural	properties	of	 the	CS	polymers	known	to	correlate	with	 the	persistence	 length,	 such	 as	 the	 scaling	with	molecular	weight	 of	 the	 average	 end-to-end	distance	and	radius	of	gyration.	Our	results	agree	with	previous	studies	suggesting	the	KG	model	is	a	suitable	CG	representation	of	many	polymers.		In	contrast,	 for	 the	DPD	model	 (Figure	7.5,	 solid	 lines)	 the	𝛷	 curves	show	a	minimum	at	around	DOC=3-4.	These	larger	values	are	consistent	with	the	softer	potentials	used	in	the	DPD	model.	While	a	DPD	model	bead	was	originally	intended	to	be	able	to	represent	a	broad	spectrum	of	DOC,	studies[20,231]	have	shown	that	there	are	limitations.	
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		7.4 Conclusions		We	 have	 proposed	 algorithms	 to	 tackle	 an	 outstanding	 problem	 of	 molecular	 modeling	concerning	the	inverse	coarse-graining	(ICG)	process	to	find	the	best	(chemically	specific)	molecules	to	map	onto	a	known	CG	model	of	interest.	To	achieve	this,	several	tools	have	been	developed	 to	 facilitate	 the	 necessary	 steps	 in	 automating	 the	 ICG	 process,	 including	 the	determination	of	the	optimal	CG	mapping	of	a	candidate	molecule	onto	the	known	CG	model,	and	a	correspondence	algorithm	to	uniquely	determine	if	a	given	CG	mapping	results	in	a	CG	molecule	whose	 topology	 is	 consistent	with	 that	 of	 the	desired	CG	molecule.	While	most	available	 CG	 tools	 attempt	 to	 determine	 an	 “optimal”	 CG	 mapping	 in	 the	 absence	 of	constrains	on	the	topology	of	the	CG	molecule,	both	of	the	tools	proposed	here	address	the	previously	unresolved	problem	of	 identifying	 specific	 chemistries	 that	best	 satisfy	 a	pre-established	CG	molecule.	
	Figure	7.5:	Plot	of	𝛷	as	a	function	of	DOC	for	different	polymers.	Solid	and	dotted	lines	correspond	to	the	DPD	and	KG	models,	respectively.		
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Our	new	mapping	tools	are	used	in	conjunction	with	objective	functions	to	screen	for	the	best	CG	model	fit	from	a	pool	of	candidate	molecules.	Our	objective	functions	are	constructed	based	on	metrics	embodying	energetic	and	structural	metrics	(including	one	previously	used	in	the	Iterative	Boltzmann	Inversion	process).	The	methodology	shows	significant	sensitivity	of	the	optimal	candidate	identified	to	changes	made	to	a	CG	model	(Figure	7.4).	Additionally,	the	 method	 is	 sensitive	 to	 the	 degree	 of	 coarse-graining	 adopted,	 a	 property	 that	 was	leveraged	to	quantify	the	optimal	length	scale	of	coarse-graining	for	two	common	generic	CG	model	classes	(KG	bead-spring	and	DPD	models).	Looking	forward,	we	envision	three	main	ways	by	which	the	performance	of	the	proposed	ICG	methodology	can	be	improved.	First,	the	correspondence	algorithm	can	be	leveraged	to	fit	predefined	bead	structures	onto	candidate	molecules.	These	predefined	structures	would	come	 from	 a	 database	 of	 literature-extracted	 data,	 or	 from	 a	 library	 of	 structural	motifs	(fragment	 library)	 collected	 from	 other	 users	 employing	 this	 method	 on	 their	 own	molecules.	This	would	allow	the	generation	of	initial	structures	that	are	closer	to	the	optimal	one	 by	 taking	 advantage	 of	 atom	 groupings	 and	mappings	 already	 known	 to	work	well.	Second,	more	 advanced	objective	 functions	 can	be	developed	 to	help	better	discriminate	between	 candidates,	 and	 to	 reduce	 the	 number	 of	 candidates	 that	 are	 kept	 for	 the	 next	generation.	Third,	implementing	a	fully	automated	process	will	expedite	the	ICG	process	to	allow	it	to	continually	advance	without	requiring	user	input.	Studies	are	already	underway	in	some	of	these	fronts.	The	proposed	methodology	is	relatively	simple	and	robust	and	while	further	refinements	are	likely	needed,	it	offers	a	suitable	platform	to	tackle	the	challenging	problem	of	Inverse	Coarse-Graining.		
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	7.6 Supplementary	Information		7.6.1 More	Complex	Example	of	Found	Schemes		In	Figure	7.6	we	provide	an	example	of	“optimal	mapping”	for	a	complex	molecule.	We	previously	studied	the	molecule,	poly(3-methoxyethoxyethoxymethyl),	P3MEEMT[46]	via	both	AA	and	CG	models.	To	validate	our	proposed	algorithms,	we	simulated	a	single	chain	in	vacuum	and	used	the	objective	function	(Eq.	7.5	in	the	main	text	with	K=	0)	to	modify	our	mappings	with	the	target	CG	model	being	that	used	in	our	previous	work.	With	the	compression	algorithm	(detailed	below)	the	monomer	structure	was	identified	so	the	problem	of	finding	the	optimal	mapping	became	numerically	tractable.	Comparing	the	“optimal”	scheme	thus	found	to	the	“correct”	scheme,	the	scheme	which	is	assumed	to	be	correct	based	on	CG	model,	there	is	only	a	small	discrepancy	which	could	be	attributed	to	the	fact	that	the	CG	model	used	to	represent	P3MEEMT	was	developed	for	a	different,	albeit	similar	molecule,	poly(3-hexylthiophene)	(P3HT).	The	equilibrium	length	of	the	carbon-carbon	bond	(1.54Å)	is	longer	than	the	carbon-oxygen	bond	(1.41Å)	and	the	equilibrium	bond	angle	for	the	carbon-carbon-carbon	angle	(112.7°)	is	larger	than	the	bond	angle	for	the	carbon-oxygen-carbon	angle	(109.5°).	Both	these	contribute	to	the	side	chain	of	P3MEEMT	having	a	shorter	end-to-end	length	than	for	a	fully	alkyl	side	chain	as	in	P3HT.	
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The	“optimal”	mapping	increases	the	average	distance	between	the	center	of	mass	of	the	side	chain	groups,	to	closer	mimic	that	of	an	alkyl	side	chain,	to	better	match	the	CG	model.		
	7.6.2 Code	for	compression		With	each	“smile”	generated	by	our	algorithm	(see	section	7.2.3),	a	string	compression	 is	applied,	similar	to	the	methodology	used	in	the	zip	file	format	[236,237]	as	shown	in	Figure	7.7.	The	main	 factor	 controlling	 the	 compression	 is	 the	 “stride”,	 i.e.,	 the	 size	of	 the	 smile	fragments	that	are	being	compared.	Starting	from	the	first	character	in	the	smile	string,	the	fragment	 of	 the	 given	 stride	 size	 called	 the	 compression	 pattern,	 CP,	 is	 compared	 to	 the	adjacent	fragment	of	the	same	stride	size	in	the	smile,	and	if	these	two	fragments	are	the	same,	then	a	compression	is	possible	and	the	comparison	of	adjacent	fragments	continues	until	 a	 fragment	 doesn’t	 match	 the	 repeating	 pattern.	 All	 these	 repeating	 patterns	 are	
	Figure	7.6:	Comparison	between	the	“optimal”	mapping	found	by	our	algorithm,	to	that	of	the	“correct”	mapping	of	the	CG	model	used	in	our	previous	work.[1]	The	group	colorings	is	to	distinguish	between	the	backbone	and	side	chains	of	P3MEEMT.			 		
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compressed	into	a	new	character,	which	drastically	reduces	the	total	information	to	process.	If	no	patterns	are	found	with	a	given	fragment,	the	position	along	the	smile	is	shifted	by	one,	and	a	new	CP	is	created.	This	process	is	repeated	until	the	end	of	the	string	is	reached.		
	The	initial	compression	is	done	with	a	stride	size	of	1,	i.e.,	adjacent	atoms	of	the	same	type	in	the	string	are	compressed.	Following	this,	a	loop	is	initiated	which	“rasters”	a	copy	of	the	compressed	string	over	itself,	illustrated	in	Figure	7.8.	For	a	given	amount	the	copy	is	shifted	compared	 to	 the	 original	 smile	 (Raster	 amount)	Nmatch	 is	 the	 number	 of	 elements	which	match.	The	copy	is	shifted	until	the	first	non-trivial	maxima	is	found	in	Nmatch.	This	gives	the	stride	size	to	be	used	in	the	next	round	of	compression,	which	returns	a	newly	compressed	smile.	This	process	is	repeated	until	no	further	compression	is	achieved.	The	compression	is	then	inverted,	where	atoms	contained	in	a	compression	pattern	involving	more	than	2	atoms	are	 assigned	 to	 a	 family	 of	 “repeating	 units”	 (red	 boxes	 in	 Figure	 7.7).	 To	 respect	 this	
	Figure	7.7:	A	schematic	description	of	the	compression	strategy.	The	molecule	is	turned	into	the	SMILES	representation,	and	undergoes	a	compression	strategy	where	a	compression	pattern	(CP)	is	compared	to	the	smile	string	to	see	if	there	are	adjacent	repeating	instances	of	the	CP.	If	so,	the	string	representing	the	string	of	the	repeating	CP	is	assigned	a	new	alias	and	is	replaced	in	the	smile	string.	Once	no	further	compression	occurs,	the	compression	is	inverted	and	the	overall	patterns	are	found.		 		
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structure,	groups	involving	atoms	of	a	repeat	unit	should	only	contain	atoms	from	that	single	repeat	 unit,	 and	 the	 atoms	 of	 the	 other	 repeating	 units	 be	 grouped	 in	 the	 same	way.	 To	achieve	this,	the	algorithm	for	finding	the	initial	schemes	as	applied	to	entire	molecules	is	instead	 applied	 exclusively	 to	 the	 atoms	 inside	 one	 of	 the	 repeating	 units.	 The	 groups	returned	by	this	mapping	are	propagated	across	all	the	repeat	units.	After	the	repeating	units	have	been	mapped,	any	other	atoms	involved	in	a	compression	are	mapped.	Subsequently,	the	remainder	of	the	molecule	is	mapped.	
		When	modifying	the	mapping	with	repeating	units,	any	modifications	made	to	the	groups	within	 one	 repeating	 unit	 should	 be	 propagated	 to	 all	 the	 units.	 If	 a	merger	 is	 proposed	between	a	group	inside	a	repeat	unit	and	a	group	outside	a	repeat	unit,	then	the	repeat	unit	that	is	part	of	this	merger	is	no	longer	considered	part	of	the	repeating	units.	Another	way	for	changing	the	scheme	while	respecting	the	repeating	units	is	through	“reptation”	(Figure	7.9),	which	 involves	shifting	the	borders	of	 the	repeating	units	along	the	backbone	found	
	Figure	7.8:	Illustration	of	the	rastering	approach	where	a	copy	of	the	original	string	(raster	amount=0)	is	shifted	(raster	amount>0)	and	the	elements	are	compared,	where	Nmatch	is	the	number	of	matching	elements	between	the	original	and	shifted	strings.	The	first	non-trivial	maxima	in	Nmatch	is	the	stride	size	to	be	used	in	the	compression	algorithm.		
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using	the	smile	generation	algorithm.	This	is	done	to	allow	for	a	correction	in	the	placement	of	the	repeating	units	if	needed.		
		7.6.3 Simulation	Methods	
	
7.6.3.1 AA	and	UA	models.			We	 use	 the	 OPLS-AA/UA	 forcefield.[99]	 The	 non-bonded	 interactions	 are	 defined	 by	 a	combination	of	Lennard-Jones	(LJ)	and	Coulombic	potential	energy	functions	truncated	at	a	cut-off	of	10Å.	The	parameters	for	homonuclear	non-bonded	interactions,	bond,	angle,	and	dihedral	potentials	are	all	taken	from	[99].	We	adopted	the	OPLS-AA	forcefield	prescription	for	the	mixing	rules	for	heteronuclear	non-bonded	interactions	and	scaling	of	non-bonded	interaction	 for	 bonded	 atoms.	 The	 Nosé-Hoover	 thermostat/barostat	 was	 used	 for	Thermostating/Barostating.	Time	integration	of	 the	equations	of	motions	 is	handled	with	the	velocity-Verlet	algorithm	with	a	time	step	of	1fs.		To	 prepare	 these	 systems,	 the	 temperature	was	 initially	 raised	 to	 600K	 and	 the	 system	allowed	 to	 equilibrate.	We	 consider	 a	 system	 equilibrated	when	 steady	 state	 values	 are	reached	for	the	bending,	non-bonded,	and	bonded	potentials,	as	well	as	the	pressure	tensor	
	Figure	7.9:	Illustration	of	the	reputation	method	for	modifying	(please	change	“schemes”	to	a	more	descriptive	word).	The	repeating	units	can	be	shifted	in	one	direction	or	another.					
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components.	 The	 system	 is	 then	 cooled	 at	 a	 rate	 of	 15K/ns	 to	 300K	 and	 allowed	 to	equilibrate.	Once	equilibrated,	the	system	is	run	for	approximately	10ns	to	collect	data	for	analysis.	
	
	
7.6.3.2 KG	Model	Variants		
	The	three	CG	models	tested	and	reported	in	section	7.3.3	of	the	main	text	(Flexible,	Stiff,	Size-Asymmetric)	are	variants	of	the	well-known	KG	model	for	polymers	[72].	To	work	in	reduced	LJ	units,	properties	are	scaled	as	follows:	T*=Tkb/ε,	τ=t(ε/(mσLJ2))1/2,	and	ρ=(#	of	particles)/	σLJ3,	where	T	is	temperature	and	ρ	is	number	density,	and	all	scaling	variables	(σLJ,	m,	ε)	are	set	to	1.	Bonding	was	modeled	by	the	standard	FENE	potential:			
𝑈Ûß = − dä$kÐÑä$qÒ] lne1 −  ºÐÑä$]f+ 4𝜀 kÔä$Ô'(º q] − kÔä$Ô'(º q + 						(7.8)	
	where	the	LJ-like	potential	term	is	cut	off	at	r=21/6𝜎hØ𝜎%&	to	mimic	excluded	volume	interactions	and	𝐾hØ ,	𝑅whØ ,	and	𝜎hØ 	are	the	spring	force	constant	and	maximum	bond	extension	length,	and	the	interaction	scaling	distance	between	a	bonded	pair	i	and	j,	respectively.	Table	7.3	gives	the	parameters	for	all	bond	types	across	all	3	model	variants	Table	7.3:	Parameters	for	UFENE	for	all	three	KG	model	variants	Parameter	 Flexible	 Stiff	 Size-Asymmetric	𝐾HH	(ε/σLJ2)	 30	 30	 30	𝐾hh 	(ε/σLJ2)	 30	 30	 30	𝐾Hh(ε/σLJ2)	 30	 30	 30	
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𝑅wHH	(σLJ)	 1.5	 1.5	 1.5	𝑅whh(σLJ)	 1.5	 1.5	 2.25	𝑅wHh(σLJ)	 1.5	 1.5	 1.5	𝜎HH	 1	 1	 1	𝜎hh 	 1	 1	 1.5	𝜎Hh 	 1	 1	 1			For	non-bonded	interactions,	a	cut	and	shifted	LJ	potential	was	used	with	the	form:	
𝑈%& = 4𝜀𝜀hØ ekÔä$Ô'(º q] − kÔä$Ô'(º q − Ôä$Ô'(ºÙä$ ] + Ôä$Ô'(ºÙä$ f		 (7.9)	for	r/σLJ	£	𝑟ÉhØ 	(ULJ	=	0	otherwise),	where	the	𝑟ÉhØ 	are	chosen	such	that	A	attract	A,	B	attract	B,	and	A	repels	B.	Table	7.4	gives	the	parameters	for	all	interaction	types	across	all	3	model	variants.	Table	7.4:	Parameters	for	ULJ	for	all	three	KG	model	variants	Parameter	 Flexible	 Stiff	 Size-Asymmetric	𝜀HH	 1	 1	 1	𝜀hh 	 1	 1	 1	𝜀Hh 	 1	 1	 1	𝜎HH	 1	 1	 1	𝜎hh 	 1	 1	 1.5	𝜎Hh 	 1	 1	 1.25	𝑟ÉHH(σLJ)	 2.5	 2.5	 2.5	
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𝑟Éhh(σLJ)	 2.5σLJ	 2.5σLJ	 2.5	𝑟ÉHh(σLJ)	 2/	 2/	 1.4			For	the	Stiff	model	the	original	KG	model	is	modified	by	introducing	a	bending	potential	that	is	applied	to	all	beads,	which	has	the	form:	
	 (7.10)	where	Kbend	is	a	stiffness	constant	and	ψ	is	the	angle	between	two	consecutive	bond	vectors.	Kbend	is	4	for	the	Stiff	model	and	0	otherwise.		We	use	100	10-mer	DBC	chains	(5	A	beads,	5	B	beads)	for	every	model.	For	all	our	simulations	we	use	a	constant	value	of	T*=	1.0	using	the	Nosé-Hoover	thermostat.	To	prepare	the	systems,	the	chains	are	compressed	to	the	target	ρ	(0.85		for	Flexible	and	stiff,	0.389	for	size-asymmetric),		and	allowed	to	equilibrate	at	constant	ρ.	Afterwards,	the	system	is	run	for	an	additional	108	timesteps	to	collect	data.	Time	integration	of	the	equations	of	motion	is	performed	using	the	velocity-Verlet	algorithm	with	timestep	τ=.005.			
7.6.3.3 DPD	Model		The	DPD	model	used	in	this	study	is	similar	to	the	originally	proposed	model	[74]	where	the	force	on	a	given	atom	i	due	to	its	j	neighbors	is	modeled	by:	𝑓h = ∑ 𝐹hØIØih + 𝐹hØj + 𝐹hØÐ + 𝐹hØh 		 (7.11)	where	𝐹hØI ,	𝐹hØj ,	𝐹hØÐ ,	and	𝐹hØh 	are	the	conservative,	drag,	random,	and	bonded	forces,	respectively.	The	conservative	force	is	modeled	as:	
Uangle = kbTKbend 1+ cos(ψ)( )
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𝐹hØI = k25¯1 − 𝑟hØ°𝒓ahØ (𝑟hØ < 1)0 (𝑟hØ ≥ 1)		 (7.12)	𝒓hØ = 𝑟h − 𝑟Ø ,	𝑟hØ = U𝒓hØU,	𝒓ahØ = 𝒓hØ 𝑟hØp .	For	any	two	particles	bonded	to	each	other,	the	bonded	force	is	modeled	as:	 𝐹hØh = −2𝒓ahØ 	 (7.13)	otherwise	𝐹hØh = 0.	The	potentials	of	𝐹hØj ,	and	𝐹hØÐ 	and	their	parameters	are	identical	to	those	used	in	the	original	model.	A	Langevin	thermostat	was	used	to	keep	T*=1.	Similar	to	the	equilibration	methodology	for	the	KG	variants,	200	5-mers	were	compressed	to	ρ=	3	and	allowed	to	equilibrate.	Thereafter,	the	system	is	run	for	an	additional	108	timesteps	to	collect	data.	Time	integration	of	the	equations	of	motions	was	performed	using	the	velocity-Verlet	algorithm	with	timestep	τ=.04.		 																			
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8 Stability	of	the	Gyroid	Phase	in	Rod-Coil	Systems	via	Thermodynamic	Integration	with	Molecular	Dynamics		8.1 INTRODUCTION		Block	copolymers,	BCP,	are	widely	used	for	their	ability	to	self-assemble	into	mesophases	whose	geometrical	features	make	them	attractive	for	various	types	of	applications[193].	Among	these	mesophases,	one	of	the	most	elusive	and	yet	most	sought	after	phases	is	the	gyroid,	or	G	phase,	a	bicontinuous	morphology	with	3-dimensional	periodicity,	where	the	minority	phases	form	two	non-interpenetrating	networks	of	tubes	and	nodes,	with	each	node	connected	to	three	tubes[78].	BCPs	that	form	the	G	phase	have	many	potential	applications	for	use	as	templates	in	photovoltaic	cells[36,200]	and	electrochemical	devices[2,179],	because	the	uninterrupted	3D	connectivity	of	the	G	phase	block	domains	is	beneficial	for	superior	electronic,	and	mechanical	properties.	Additionally,	bicontinuous	phases	have	large	interfacial	area	between	the	majority	and	minority	block,	which	can	be	coupled	with	the	block	connectivity	to	exploit	interfacial	effects	for	applications	in	heterogeneous	catalysis	and	adsorption[29,85,137].		The	G	phase	is	elusive	in	typical	diblock	copolymers	(dBCP),	as	it	has	a	narrow	composition-temperature	window	of	stability	between	the	cylinder	phase,	Cyl,	and	the	lamellar	phase[131].	Such	elusiveness	is	compounded	in	molecular	simulations,	since	morphologies	with	3D	periodicity	like	the	G	and	other	bicontinuous	phases,	cannot	rotate	in	the	simulation	box	(like	the	Cyl	and	lamellar	phases),	so	that	any	dimensional	mismatch	between	the	box	size	lbox	with	the	periodic	unit	cell	will	cause	internal	strains	that	preclude	
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such	phase	from	forming.	Hence,	the	formation	of	the	G	phase	is	very	sensitive	to	the	proper	choice	of	lbox[129].		Different	strategies	have	been	used	to	stabilize	the	G	phase,	such	as	the	addition	of	a	homopolymer	of	the	block	that	forms	the	bicontinuous	networks	to	fill	in	the	network	nodes	and	relieve	chain	stretching	inside	these	nodes,	a	key	reason	for	the	limited	stability	of	the	G	phase	relative	to	other	phases[128].	A	similar	stabilizing	effect	can	also	be	realized	by	the	addition	of	a	short	symmetric	diblock	“surfactant”[156].	Small	molecule	solvents	can	also	be	used	to	enhance	the	access	to	the	G	phase	as	previously	demonstrated	via	thin	film	vapor	annealing	with	two	solvents,	each	selective	for	one	of	the	two	blocks[155].			While	the	G	phase	is	primarily	observed	in	DBC	systems	involving	flexible	polymer	chains,	it	has	been	predicted	to	occur	with	molecules	in	which	one	block	is	a	rigid	rod[205];	for	instance,	in	rod-coil	BCPs	(or	RCBCP)	composed	of	a	rigid	or	semi-flexible	rod	block	with	persistence	length	≳10	monomers	and	a	flexible	coil	block.		If	the	rod	forms	the	minority	phase	of	the	G,	it	eliminates	any	possible	entropic	penalty	incurred	due	to	nodal	chain	stretching;	however,	semi-flexible	blocks	tend	to	also	form	nematic	and	smectic	phases	like	those	observed	in	lyotropic	and	thermotropic	liquid	crystals.	Hence,	the	rod-block	must	be	short	enough	that	a	smectic	phase	is	not	favored,	but	this	could	lead	to	long	coil	blocks	filling	the	rest	of	the	volume	and	favoring	micellar	phases.	To	address	this	short-rod	constraint,	a	previous	study[82]	examined	the	phase	behavior	of	a	RCBCP	system	with	a	solvent	selective	for	the	coil	block,	allowing	for	the	coil	to	swell	and	occupy	a	larger	volume	fraction	of	the	system	despite	its	short	length.	Indeed,	that	simulation	study[82]	did	find	
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the	G	phase	in	RCBCPs	but	only	for	a	limited	subset	of	parameter	space.	In	this	work,	a	similar	RCBCP	model	has	been	studied	and	the	G	phase	was	found	to	spontaneously	appear	in	a	different	region	of	phase	space	than	originally	reported.	However,	when	simulating	the	spontaneous	formation	of	ordered	phases,	different	competing	phases	can	be	observed	over	multiple	runs	of	the	same	state	point.	At	conditions	when	such	competing	phases	occur,	their	free	energies	(relative	to	a	reference	state),	ΔF,	must	be	used	to	unambiguously	assign	phase	stability.		Among	the	different	methods	available	to	evaluate	ΔF	values,	thermodynamic	integration,	TI,	is	particularly	suitable	to	study	ordered	phases	(for	which	other	methods	like	those	based	on	particle	insertions	show	large	systematic	errors[156]).	Indeed,	TI	is	an	appealing	option	here	due	to	its	generality,	ease	of	implementation,	and	typically	high	accuracy.	However,	the	application	of	TI	requires	the	use	of	special	integration	pathways	when	a	first-order	transition	is	involved,	as	directly	crossing	it	will	cause	large	hysteresis,	rendering	the	path	non-reversible	and	the	calculated	ΔF	value	inaccurate.	Previous	Monte	Carlo	simulations	of	flexible	dBCPs	dealing	with	the	stability	of	different	bicontinuous	morphologies	demonstrated	an	implementation	of	TI	where	a	guiding	field[141]	was	used	to	gradually	order	dBCP	chains	into	a	desired	phase,	replacing	the	first	order	transition	with	a	continuous	transition,	and	allowing	for	accurate	calculation	of	ΔF	[157].	The	guiding	fields	used	in	Ref.	[141]	are	discontinuous,	so	we	seek	to	adapt	this	method	to	molecular	dynamics	and	apply	it	to	RCBCP	to	outline	the	region	of	composition-density	space	where	the	G	is	the	stable	phase.	Additionally,	we	aim	to	apply	of	this	methodology	to	more	complex	molecules	comprising	coil	and	rod	blocks,	such	as	a	bolaamphiphilic	system	having	a	side	coil	chain.	
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	8.2 SIMULATION	MODEL	AND	METHODS		Details	of	the	RCBCP	model	(the	main	target	of	this	study)	and	TI	scheme	are	presented	in	the	following	sub-sections,	while	details	of	the	Bolaamphiphile	model	are	succinctly	presented	later,	in	the	corresponding	Results	Section	(8.3).	8.2.1 Rod-Coil	Model			The	polymers,	depicted	in	Figure	8.1,	are	modeled	as	bead-spring	chains[71],	with	bonds	modeled	by	a	FENE	potential:	
𝑈ÌÍÎÍ = −𝐾 ÐÑÒ] ln 1 − k ºÐÑq] + 4𝜀 kÔÕÖº q] − kÔÕÖº q + 	 (8.1)	where	excluded	volume	 interactions	are	described	by	a	Lennard-Jones	 (LJ)	 like	potential	term,	that	is	cut	off	at	r=rc=21/6σLJ.	The	spring	constant	is	K=	30ε/σLJ2	and	the	maximum	bond	extension	 is	 R0	 =	 1.5σLJ,	 which	 describe	 a	 stiff	 bond	 whose	 equilibrium	 length	 is	approximately	 the	 bead	 diameter	 (~0.97σLJ).	 For	 non-bonded	 interactions,	 there	 are	 2	unique	 bead	 types:	 A(B)	 beads	 represent	 the	 rod(coil)	 block.	 The	 RCBCP	 chains	 are	composed	of	a	rod	block	of	5	beads,	and	a	coil	block	of	4	beads.	For	non-bonded	interactions,	a	shifted	force	LJ	potential,	is	used	of	the	form:	
𝑈oÌ = 𝑈²×(𝑟) − 𝑈²×(𝑟Æ) − 𝑠 ∗ (𝑟 − 𝑟Æ) k«pÕÖ(º)«º qººà ; 	𝑈²×(𝑟) = 4𝜀},ù kÔÕÖº q] − kÔÕÖº q	 (8.2)	
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for	r	£	rc	(USF	=	0	otherwise),	where	εi,j=1,	s=1,	and	rc=2.5σLJ	for	i=j=A,	and	εi,j=1,	s=0,	and	
rc=21/6σLJ	otherwise.	Hereafter,	we	refer	to	the	interaction	energy	between	type	i	and	j	beads	as	Uij.	
Chain	stiffness	is	induced	by	a	bending	potential	that	is	applied	to	successive	bonds	formed	by	A	type	beads	only,	and	has	the	form:	𝑈xuyz{ = 𝑘g𝑇𝐾s{uv(1 + cos θ)	 (8.3)	where	Kbend	is	a	stiffness	parameter	and	θ	is	the	angle	between	two	consecutive	bond	vectors;	unless	otherwise	noted,	Kbend=100,	which	makes	the	A-block	chain	approach	the	rigid	rod	limit	(persistence	length≈100σ)[55].	Reported	properties	are	scaled	as	follows:	
T*=Tkb/ε,	τ=t(ε/(mσLJ2))1/2,	and	ρ	=	(#	of	particles)/	σLJ3,	where	T	is	temperature,	ϱ	is	number	density,	and	all	scaling	variables	(σLJ,	m,	ε)	are	set	to	1.	The	equations	of	motion	for	all	simulations	are	integrated	using	a	velocity	Verlet	algorithm,	with	a	timestep	of	0.005τ	and	temperature	is	controlled	using	a	Langevin	thermostat.	
	 	Figure	8.1:	A	depiction	of	the	RCBCP	molecules.	A	type	beads	(green)	represent	the	rigid	block,	where	an	angle	potential	induces	stiffness.	B	type	beads	(red)	constitute	the	flexible	block.		 			
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8.2.2 System	preparation	and	characterization		Simulating	 the	 spontaneous	 formation	 of	 ordered	 phases	 begins	 with	 equilibrating	 the	system	for	2×106	timesteps	with	rc=21/6	for	A-A	interactions,	and	T*=T*target+0.5,	where	T*target	is	 the	 final	T*	of	 interest.	 Subsequently,	 rc	 for	 the	A-A	 interaction	 is	 set	 to	2.5σLJ,	 and	 the	system	is	linearly	cooled	to	T*target	over	2×107	timesteps.	T*	is	then	held	constant	while	the	system	equilibrates,	a	process	that	is	monitored	by	observing	the	convergence	of	Unon-bonded,	
Uangle,	and	the	components	of	the	pressure	tensor	with	time.	Once	equilibrated,	the	resulting	morphology	is	determined	by	visual	inspection	and	by	examining	the	structure	factor,	S(q),	defined	as:		
𝑆­(𝒒) = k∑ Æt¬𝒒·𝒓$À$æÀ qÒk∑ ¬}u𝒒·𝒓$À$æÀ qÒßÀ 											(8.4)	where	q	is	the	wave	vector,	rj	is	the	position	of	particle	j	of	type	p	and	Np	is	the	number	of	type	p	particles	(the	rod	block).	To	characterize	the	orientational	order	of	the	rod-like	blocks,	we	calculate	the	local	distribution	of	local	values	the	nematic	order	parameter,	P2,	defined	as	the	largest	eigenvalue	of	the	ordering	tensor	matrix:	𝑄hØ = ß ∑ ]𝑢ah©𝑢aØ© − #ä$]ß© 	 (8.5)	where	𝑢ah©	is	the	unit	vector	pointing	along	bond	n	in	direction	i,	N	is	the	number	of	bonds		considered,	and	δij	is	the	Kroncker	delta.	8.2.3 Construction	of	guiding	field	
 To	conduct	the	TI	calculation,	a	guiding	field	must	be	constructed	that	defines	the	shape	of	the	desired	mesophase,	i.e.,	the	spatial	distribution	of	the	two	blocks.	We	represent	this	field	by	a	group	of	“ghost”	particles,	denoted	as	type	C,	which	are	held	fixed	on	a	cubic	grid	
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molded	in	the	shape	of	the	target	mesophase,	but	interact	with	type	A	beads	through	a	Gaussian	potential[163]:	 𝑈sxÇ¬¬ = −𝑎𝑒gºÒ 	 (8.6)	for	r<2.5σLJ	(UGauss=0,	otherwise)	where	a	=2,	and	b	=2.	The	value	of	a	is	chosen	to	be	large	enough	to	induce	the	assembly	of	the	target	mesophase	but	small	enough	to	the	number	of	
steps	needed	to	turn	off	the	field	low.	The	value	of	b	is	chosen	such	that	the	mean-field	experienced	by	the	rod	while	inside	the	field	is	nearly	constant	to	allow	for	uninhibited	
	 	Figure	8.2:	A	schematic	of	how	RCBCP	interact	with	the	field.	The	C	type	beads(blue)	which	make	up	the	field	are	kept	at	fixed	positions	in	the	shape	of	the	morphology	of	interest,	and	only	interact	with	rod	segment	through	a	Gaussian	potential.	The	bottom	panel	depicts	a	sample	guiding	field	for	a	G	phase	where	beads	represent	the	Gaussian	site	locations	and	one	of	the	two	networks	is	rendered	translucent	for	clarity.		 			
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motion.	Figure	8.2	shows	a	depiction	of	the	field.	While	the	shape	of	the	external	field	could	be	described	via	a	continuous	function	of	positions[163]	having	a	special	smoothing	function	across	the	inter-block	interface	to	allow	computation	of	forces	and	hence	the	implementation	of	standard	MD,	the	use	of	ghost	particles	facilitates	the	description	of	fields	with	complex	geometrical	shapes	like	that	of	the	G	phase.		For	every	set	of	parameters,	T*,	ρ,	lbox,	and	desired	morphology,	a	unique	field	is	required.	Construction	begins	by	calculating	the	structure	factor,	S(q),	for	10	snapshots	of	the	spontaneously	formed	morphology	at	the	desired	parameters.	Each	S(q)	is	shifted	by	a	phase	factor	to	best	align	the	morphologies	onto	one	reference	snapshot	to	account	for	morphological	drift.	This	strategy	for	constructing	the	field	is	described	in	more	detail	in	Ref.	19.	Once	the	S(q)	functions	have	been	shifted,	they	are	inverted	to	find	the	density,	ρp	,	which	is	calculated	as[87]:		
𝜌­(𝒓) = 1 + ∑ 𝛽Ü sin(𝒒Ü · 𝒓+ 𝜃Ü); 	 				𝛽Ü = ]ßw x𝑆­(𝒒)𝑁Ü,|𝒒¥|z] 	 ; 				𝜃Ü = 	 tan e∑ Æt¬𝒒·𝒓${$æÀ∑ ¬}u𝒒·𝒓${$æÀ f	 (8.7)	where	N		is	the	total	number	of	particles.	Density	is	calculated	on	a	cubic	grid	with	spacing	equal	to	(lbox/ceiling(lbox))	1σLJ	spacing.	Smaller	spacings	between	grid	points	would	approach	a	continuous	function,	but	are	computationally	expensive,	while	larger	spacings	result	in	a	field	potential	which	is	uneven	inside	the	morphology	and	may	unduly	perturb	the	desired	morphology.	We	choose	spacing	≤σLJ		to	avoid	the	potential	spurious	effects	of	large	spacings.	We	average	the	inverted	density	across	all	snapshots,	and	apply	a	cutoff	such	that	if	ρ*(r)>1.1,	a	type	C	particle	is	placed	there.	The	choice	of	cutoff	is	determined	empirically;	we	use	the	lowest	value	that	still	allows	removal	of	grid	points	that	bridge	microsegregated	domains	(e.g.,	points	which	would	connect	the	two	bicontinuous	
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networks	in	the	G	phase).		For	cases	when	the	G	phase	is	not	formed	at	the	target	values	of	T*,	ρ,	and	lbox,		a	field	is	“borrowed”	from	the	nearest	state	where	the	G	was	formed,	which	assumes	that	there	is	no	large	difference	between	the	morphology’s	shape	for	proximal	points	in	parameter	space.	We	note	that	the	free	energy	calculations	are	largely	insensitive	to	the	precise	shape	of	the	field	morphology	as	long	as	it	is	able	to	push	the	system	into	the	appropriate	morphological	basin.		8.2.4 Thermodynamic	Integration	Pathway		To	calculate	the	free	energy	of	assembly,	ΔF,	a	three-branch	process	is	followed	as	outlined	in	Figure	8.3.	In	the	formalism	of	TI,	ΔF	is	written	as:	
∆𝐹 = ∆𝐹 + ∆𝐹] + ∆𝐹; 		∆𝐹h = ∫ 𝑑𝜆h }«p«~äw 	(8.8)	Where	U	is	the	function	describing	the	potential	energy	of	the	system,	and	λi	is	a	coupling	parameter	that	modulates	U.	We	define	λ	as	the	coupling	parameter	of	the	field	strength,	and	ηii	as	the	coupling	parameter	for	the	non-bonded	interaction	between	beads	of	type	i.	These	parameters	affect	U		through:	𝑈HI = 𝜆𝑈âÊÄÄ	 (8.9)	𝑈HH = (0.1 + 0.9𝜂HH)𝑈Û 	 (8.10)	Where	Uij	is	the	non-bonded	interaction	between	beads	of	type	i	and	j.		In	the	initial	“Reference”	state,	the	external	field	is	off	(λ=0),	and	the	A-A	interactions	are	weakened	(ηAA=0),	resulting	in	the	isotropic	state.	In	the	first	“branch”	of	the	integration,	the	field	is	turned	on	(λ=0→1)	at	fixed	η,	giving:			∆𝐹 = ∫ 𝑑𝜆 }pC~ ~,êCCww 	 (8.11)	
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In	the	second	branch	the	field	is	kept	on	(λ=1),	and	the	A-A	interactions	are	turned	on	(ηAA=0→1)	giving:	 ∆𝐹] = ∫ 𝑑𝜂HH(0.9) } pCC(w.w.êCC)êCC,~w 	 (8.12)		In	the	third	branch	the	A-A	interactions	are	kept	on	(ηAA=1),	and	the	field	is	turned	off	(λ=1→0)	giving:	 ∆𝐹 = ∫ −𝑑𝜆 }pC~ ~,êCCw 	 (8.13)	Previous	work	combined	we	do	in	branches	two	and	three	into	a	single	branch.	The	reason	for	splitting	into	two	distinct	branches	is	to	allow	chains	that	leave	the	field	volume	to	re-enter	it	with	a	correct	orientation.	Indeed	keeping	the	field	on	while	the	A-A	interactions	are	turned	on	will	induce	chains	to	minimize	the	energy	of	both	the	field,	and	A-A	interactions,	promoting	proper	orientational	alignment.		
		 		Figure	8.3:	Schematics	of	the	branches	for	the	TI	pathway.	In	branch	1	UAA,	which	represents	the	rod-rod	interactions,	is	initially	weak,	so	the	phase	is	disordered.		The	field	is	turned	on,	assembling	the	molecules	in	the	desired	phase.	In	branch	2	the	field	is	kept	on,	and	the	rod-rod	interactions	are	restored	to	full	strength.	In	branch	3	the	field	is	turned	off	while	rod-rod	interactions	are	maintained.				 					
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To	evaluate	the	integrals	in	the	free	energy	equation	for	each	branch,	a	10-step	Gauss-Legendre	quadrature	is	used[73,178].	For	each	step	in	the	quadrature,	the	system	is	equilibrated	for	~2×107	timesteps.	Only	energies	calculated	after	equilibration	are	considered	in	the	averages	used	in	the	TI	formulas.	Equilibration	is	defined	as	having	reached	time	invariance	of	the	integrand	in	the	free	energy	equation	for	a	given	branch.	The	calculation	of	ΔF		as	outlined	in	Figure	8.3	is	for	the	assembly	of	the	chains	into	the	desired	morphology	from	the	reference	state	at	a	specific	T*,	ρ,	and	simulation	box	size,	lbox.	As	stated	before,	the	G	phase	is	sensitive	to	any	mismatch	between	lbox	and	the	natural	unit	cell	size	which	is	a-priori	unknown.	As	such,	ΔF	must	be	calculated	for	several	values	of	lbox	to	find	the	minimum	ΔF	for	assembling	the	given	morphology,	corresponding	to	the		value	of	lbox	closest	to	the	true	unit	cell	size,	as	we	are	simulating	only	single	unit	cells.		
	8.3 RESULTS		8.3.1 Linear	Rod-Coil	Amphiphile	Molecules		For	our	model	RCBCP	depicted	in	Figure	8.1,	for	certain	T	and	ρ,	the	Cyl,	and	G	phase	both	spontaneously	appear;	hence,	our	ΔF	calculations	are	intended	here	to	discriminate	the	thermodynamic	stability	between	these	two	phases.	Figure	8.4a	shows	the	values	of	ΔF	for	different	values	of	lbox,	at	T*=1	and	ρ=	0.49,	showing	the	dependence	of	ΔF	on	lbox.	For	the	
lbox		values	shown	in	Figure	8.4a	the	G	and	Cyl	phases	were	spontaneously	formed;	we	note	that	in	spontaneously	formed	Cyl	phases	the	cylinders	were	always	aligned	along	one	of	the	box	diagonals.		The	minimum	ΔF		value	vs.	lbox	for	each	phase	is	henceforth	used	for	comparison	of	thermodynamic	stability	at	different	T*	and	ρ	conditions.	Figure	8.4b	plots	the	difference	ΔFG-ΔFC,	showing	the	expected	trend	where	the	stability	of	G	relative	to	Cyl	
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increases	with	increasing	ρ.	At	T*=1.0	the	Cyl	becomes	the	most	stable	phase	for	ρ	≤	0.49,	with	the	G	phase	not	even	forming	for	ρ	≤	0.46,	corroborating	the	prevalence	of	the	Cyl	phase.	The	plotted	errorbars	are	calculated	by	propagating	the	error	from	each	step	in	the	TI,	which	is	found	using	block	averages.				
Plotted	in	Figure	8.5	is	a	temperature-concentration	phase	diagram	with	approximate	phase	boundaries	drawn	from	a	combination	of	ΔF	calculations	and	observations	of	spontaneous	ordering	from	numerous	simulations.	In	this	phase	diagram,	an	approximate	
	Figure	8.4:	a)	Variation	of	ΔF	with	lbox	at	T*=1	and	ρ=	0.49	showing	that	ΔF	has	a	minimum	at	a	certain	box	size	which	corresponds	approximately	to	the	phase’s	unit	cell	size.	b)	Plot	of	the	difference	in	ΔF		between	G	and	Cyl	phases.	The		G	phase	is	increasingly	more	stable	with	
ρ,	while		Cyl	becomes	the	more	stable	phase	for	T*=1.0	and	ρ	<	0.49.	The	symbol	sizes	depict	the	errorbars.		
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region	of	G	stability	has	been	established	using	ΔF	calculations.	We	note	that	the	calculated	ΔF	values	are	for	the	‘driven’	morphologies,	rather	than	the	spontaneous	morphologies.	As	shown	in	Figure	8.9,	we	find	that	spontaneous	G	morphologies	show	a	defect	which	is	lacking	in	the	‘driven’	morphologies,	however,	since	the	defect	likely	increases	the	free	energy	of	the	phase	containing	it[183],	it	follows	that	the	free	energy	change	associated	with	the	‘driven’	G	phase,	ΔFdriven,	will	likely	be	slightly	larger	than	that	of	the	spontaneously	assembled	G	phase,	ΔFspont.	Unlike	the	situation	for	the	G	phase,	no	structural	difference	was	detected	between	Cyl	that	are	formed	spontaneously	or	field-driven,	consistent	with	the	absence	of	topological	defects.	As	such,	comparing	the	ΔFCyl	to	ΔFdriven	will	yield	accurate	discrimination	between	the	two	phases.	In	previous	work	for	a	RCBCP	with	coil-length	of	4	as	ours,	[82]	the	authors	found	that	the	G	phase	is	observed	at	ρ	=	0.4011,	T*≈0.8-2.0.	We	were	unable	to	stabilize	the	G	phase	at	such	low	density;	instead	we	observe	the	G	phase	for			ρ≈	0.47-0.57,	T*≈0.9.	The	simulation	algorithms	used	in	the	previous	and	our	work	have	some	differences:		The	previous	study	used	a	leapfrog	algorithm	with	a	Langevin	thermostat	for	the	integration	of	the	equations	of	motion	with	a	timestep	of	0.01𝛕,	while	we	used	the	Langevin	thermostat,	and	a	velocity-Verlet	algorithm	with	a	timestep	of	0.005𝛕.	While	equilibrating	the	system,	the	previous	work	employed	a	box	search	algorithm	which	alters	the	box	dimensions	but	still	keeps	volume	constant[190]	while	we	use	a	simulation	box	that	has	constant	dimensions.	In	our	simulations	the	boxes	were	cubic	but	the	pressure	tensors	for	G	forming	systems	were	found	to	be	isotropic.	Perhaps	more	importantly,	the	force-field	details	of	the	RCBCP	models	used	are	not	identical:	the	previous	work[82]	used	rigid	body-dynamics	for	the	rods,	enforced	by	the	equations	of	motion	for	the	rotation	of	linear	bodies,	while	our	work	
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used	a	stiff	bending	potential	to	confer	rigidity	to	the	rods.	Semi-flexible	polymers	do	not	have	an	infinite	persistence	length,	so	our	choice	of	a	bending	potential	to	confer	rigidity	is	more	realistic.	All	these	differences	could	be	contributing	factors	to	the	observed	discrepancy	on	the	temperature-density	stability	region	of	the	G	phase.		8.3.2 Bolaamphilic	Molecules		We	now	apply	the	developed	free	energy	calculation	methodology	to	a	more	complex	type	of	BCP	composed	of	3	blocks	illustrated	in	Figure	8.6(a):	one	rigid	rod	(B	beads	in	blue),	two	sticky	hydrophilic	end	groups	(A	beads	in	red),		and	a	side	chain	coil	(C	beads	in	purple),	which	are	known	as	T-shape	bolaamphiphiles	(henceforth	abbreviated	as	“Bola”).	A	coarse-grained	model	for	these	molecules	was	previously	developed[1]	for	linear	side	chains	to	replicate	experimental	observations	(Figure	8.6b),	and	has	been	extended	to	include	a	branched	side	chain	denoted	“swallow-tail”	(ST)	(see	Figure	8.6c)	to	access	
		Figure	8.5:	Approximate	temperature-concentration	phase	diagram	for	the	rod-coil	system	studied.	Multiple	markers	on	a	given	point	indicate	that	the	corresponding	phases	were	observed	in	the	simulations.	The	black	lines	are	approximate	phase	boundaries	based	on	ΔF	calculations	for	the	observable	phases.			
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different	phases	including	the	G	phase[88].	These	two	studies	complement	experimental	work31	to	show	that	two	molecules	with	the	same	number	of	monomers	in	the	side	chain,	and	only	differing	in	whether	the	side	chain	is	linear	or	ST,	assemble	into	different	morphologies:	either	perforated	lamellae	(PL)	or	G	phase,	respectively.	Since	these	molecules	have	similar	𝝌N,	the	ST	side	chain	must	be	influencing	the	entropy	of	assembly	to	favor	the	formation	of	the	G	phase.	This	hypothesis	can	be	tested	by	comparing	ΔF	associated	with	the	assembly	of	the	G	and	PL	phases	for	both	the	linear	and	ST	side-chain	Bolas.		For	these	simulations,	the	non-bonded	interactions	are	given	by	the	same	USF	function	defined	in	Eq.	8.2	as	in	the	study	of	RCBCP	but	with	s=0,	εAA=	εAB=	εAC=	εBC=εBB=1,	and	εCC=0.5,	rcAA=	rcCC=2σLJ,	and	rc=21/6σLJ	otherwise.	The	A	and	B	blocks	are	bonded	at	a	0.7σLJ	distance	and	simulated	as	a	linear	rigid	body,	while	the	side	chain	is	fully	flexible	(Kbend=0)	and	is	bonded	using	the	same	FENE	potential	described	in	Eq.	8.1.	The	field	potential	is	modeled	using	the	same	Gaussian	potential	of	Eq.	8.6	but	with	a=1	and	the	field	now	interacts	with	both	the	A	and	B	blocks.	The	method	for	constructing	the	field	is	the	same	as	for	RCBCP,	where	instead	of	the	rod,	the	structure	factors	are	computed	with	respect	to	the	entire	rigid	segment	(i.e.,	A+B	blocks).	
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	The	specific	molecules	of	interest	have	side	chains	with	a	total	of	29	beads.	The	systems	are	simulated	at	T*=0.5,	ρ=1.3087,	and	lbox=21.694σLJ	,	with	300	molecules	(conditions	at	which	the	G	phase	forms	spontaneously30)	for	the	ΔF	calculations.	This	choice	of	lbox	is	appropriate	for	the	G	phase	as	experience	shows	that	this	phase	spontaneously	forms	only	in	a	very	narrow	range	of	lbox	near	the	optimal	value.	It	is	also	an	appropriate	choice	for	the	PL	phase	as	ΔF	shows	little	sensitivity	to	lbox	f	for	irregular	morphologies	that	can	rotate	in	the	box.	A	three-branch	method	is	used	again	but	is	modified	to	accommodate	the	need	to	return	two	blocks	(A	and	C)	to	their	original	model	parameter	values.	In	the	first	branch	we	
		 		Figure	8.6:	a)	Sample	bolaamphiphile	molecule	with	linear	side	chain.	b/c)	Coarse	grained	model	for	a	molecule	with	a	linear/swallow-tail	side	chain	that	forms	perforated	lamellae/G	phase.	In	the	coarse-grained	models	the	A,	B,	and	C	type	beads	are	colored	in	red,	light	blue,	and	purple.	In	the	phase	snapshots	the	side	chain	(C	beads)	are	not	shown	and	one	of	the	two	networks	of	the	G	phase	is	rendered	translucent	for	clarity.			
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begin	with	rcAA=rcCC=21/6σLJ	to	make	the	chains	athermal.	As	with	RCBCP,	the	field	is	turned	on	linearly	with	respect	to	λ.	The	equation	for	ΔF1	is	now:	∆𝐹 = ∫ 𝑑𝜆 〈pääª¡ä@ª~ 〉~w 	 (8.14)	In	the	second	branch,	UAA	and	UCC	are	now	modeled	through	the	sum	of	two	potentials;	an	attractive	potential,	𝑈HH/IIâ =	UAA/CC	(rc=2σLJ),	and	a	repulsive	potential	𝑈HH/IIºjÅ =	UAA/CC	(rc=21/6σLJ).	During	this	branch	𝑈HHâ	is	turned	on	while	𝑈HHºjÅ	is	turned	off	with	increasing	
ηAA,	allowing	for	a	switch	between	the	truly	athermal	and	thermal	regimes.	The	TI	equation	is:	
∆𝐹] = ∫ 𝑑𝜂HH 〈pCC£XXêCC 〉êCC,êw,~ − 〈 pCCêCC〉êCC,êw,~w 	 (8.15)	In	the	final	branch,	𝑈IIâ	is	turned	on	and	𝑈IIºjÅ	is	turned	off	with	increasing	ηCC	(like	branch	2),	while	Urigid-field	is	turned	off	with	respect	to	λ.	This	gives:	∆𝐹 = ∫ 𝑑𝜂II 〈p£XXê 〉ê,~,êCC − 〈 pê〉ê,~,êCCw − ∫ 𝑑𝜆 〈pääª¡ä@ª~ 〉ê,~,êCCw 		(8.16)	Figure	8.7	graphically	depicts	how	the	potentials	evolve	over	the	course	of	the	TI	path,	and	comparing	to	RCBCP,	the	calculations	for	branches	1	(turning	the	field	on)	and	2	(making	rod-rod	interactions	thermal)	are	qualitatively	similar	while	in	the	third	branch,	besides	turning	off	the	field,	the	C-C	interactions	are	also	made	thermal	(shown	with	the	red	axis).	This	‘late’	turning	on	of	the	C-C	interactions	allows	side	chains	to	stay	more	mobile	while	
ηAA=0→1,	facilitating	rearrangement	of	the	rigid	segments.		
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	Applying	our	TI	methodology	to	the	linear/ST	Bola	molecules	and	to	the	G	and	PL	phases,	allowed	us	to	obtain	ΔΔ𝐹Éâh© ≡ Δ𝐹JÉâh© − Δ𝐹%Éâh©	where	Schain	denotes	side	chain	type	and	can	be	either	swallow-tail	(ST)	or	linear	(Lin).	We	obtained		ΔΔF	ST=-0.0075±0.0015,	and	ΔΔF	Lin=+0.0190±0.0015,		indicating	that	the	ST	side	chain	prefers	to	assemble	into	the	G	phase,	while	the	linear	side	chain	prefers	the	PL	phase,	in	agreement	with	our	hypothesis	and	prior	results[88].	Figure	8.8	plots	the	cumulative	values	of	ΔΔF	as	the	TI	progresses.		The	linear	side	chain	shows	a	preference	for	the	PL	phase	after	the	first	TI	branch	as	captured	by		ΔΔ𝐹oÆ~x}u ≡ Δ𝐹J,Éâh© − Δ𝐹%,Éâh©;	indeed:	ΔΔ𝐹Þ=	0.00197±0.0005,	and	ΔΔ𝐹%h©=	0.01902±0.0007.	Since	in	this	first	branch	of	the	TI	the	chains	are	athermal,	this	difference	in	free	energies	is	primarily	of	entropic	origin	and	can	be	ascribed	to	the	difference	in	side	chain	conformational	entropy	in	the	target	phase.	
		 		Figure	8.7:	Schematic	branches	of	the	TI	pathway	for	Bola	molecules.	In	branch	1	all	interactions	are	either	repulsive	or	are	turned	off,	so	the	system	is	initially	disordered	and	ends	up	assembled	into	the	desired	phase	by	turning	on	the	field.	In	branch	2,	the	field	is	kept	on	and	the	attractive/repulsive	A-A	potentials	are	turned	on/off,	respectively.	In	branch	3,	A-A	interactions	are	kept	and	the	field	is	turned	off	while	the	attractive/repulsive	C-C	potentials	are	turned	on/off,	respectively	(red	axis).				 					
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Previous	work	on	these	Bolas30	argued	that	the	reason	why	a	linear	side	chain	assembles	preferentially	into	the	PL	phase	while	the	swallow-tail	side	chain	assembles	into	the	G	phase	is	that	a	flatter	interface,	such	as	that	in	the	PL	phase,	creates	a	larger	steric	hindrance	to	ST	chains	than	to	linear	chains	since	the	former	have	larger	excluded	volume	near	the	“grafting	site”	(i.e.,	the	minority-block	interface	of	the	G/PL).		The	difference	in	ΔΔF	1	values	noted	above	provides	the	quantitative	origin	for	the	swallow-tail	side-chain	Bola	disfavoring	the	PL	phase	in	comparison	to	the	linear	side-chain	Bola.		
	
	8.4 CONCLUSIONS		We	have	adapted	a	previously	developed	MC-based	thermodynamic	integration	methodology	for	calculating	the	free	energies	of	ordered	phases	in	polymers	to	be	suitable	with	MD	simulations.	The	ordering	field	was	constructed	as	a	group	of	ghost	beads,	fixed	in	
	 			Figure	8.8:	Cumulative	ΔΔF	(G	minus	PL)	through	the	TI	path	for	the	Bola	molecules	with	swallow-tail	(ST)	and	linear	(Lin)	side-chains.	The	PL	phase	has	a	more	negative	total	ΔF	(more	stable)	than	the	G	phase	for	the	linear	side	chain	(positive	ΔΔF),	while	the	G	phase	has	a	more	negative	ΔF	than	the	PL	phase	for	the	swallow-tail	side	chain	(negative	ΔΔF).	The	symbol	sizes	depict	the	errobars.			
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space	and	pixelating	the	shape	of	the	desired	mesophase,	that	interacted	with	the	real	molecules	through	a	tunable	Gaussian	potential.	In	constructing	the	integration	path,	the	sequence	in	which	the	field	is	turned	on/off,	and	the	point	when	the	intermolecular	interactions	are	switched	from	athermal	to	thermal	were	selected	to	overcome	some	of	the	difficulties	associated	with	assembling	molecules	having	rigid	blocks	and	more	than	two	types	of	blocks.	The	proposed	method	was	used	to	discriminate	the	stability	of	the	Cyl	and	G	phases	that	spontaneously	form	in	RCBCP	at	different	temperatures	and	concentrations.	Our	free	energy	calculations	establish	a	region	of	phase	stability	for	the	G	phase	that	is	inconsistent	with	findings	from	a	previously	reported	work17	on	a	similar	system	which	didn’t	involve	free	energy	calculations.		Applying	the	method	to	bolaamphiphile	systems	with	differing	side-chain	architecture	(linear	or	branched)	leads	to	free	energy	differences	whose	values	show	consistency	with	the	findings	of	previous	work[88]	indicating	that	a	side	chain	with	a	swallow-tail	branching	favors	the	G	phase	over	the	PL	phase,	while	a	linear	side	chain	favors	the	PL	phase.		While	the	methodology	described	here	is	expected	to	be	broadly	applicable,	specific	tuning	or	extensions	could	be	needed	to	resolve	the	challenges	posed	by	some	systems.	For	the	Bola	system,	we	adapted	the	method	to	account	for	the	need	to	restore	two	different	types	of	non-bonded	interactions.	As	the	number	of	interaction	types	increases,	the	number	of	integration	path	branches	required	could	increase,	making	the	computations	more	unwieldy.	Additionally,	for	the	Bola	system	the	A	and	B	blocks	both	assembled	into	the	same	segregated	phase,	so	the	external	field	didn’t	have	to	discriminate	between	the	two.	If	a	desired	morphology	has	more	distinctive	domains	as	in	the	case	of	ordered	phases	for	
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triblock	copolymers,	then	an	external	field	having	different	types	of	Ghost	particles	may	have	to	be	designed	to	drive	the	different	blocks	into	the	target	morphology.	More	generally,	the	coupling	parameter	must	also	be	carefully	chosen	such	that	the	integrand	in	Eq.	8.8	is	easy	to	evaluate.	As	an	example,	the	process	of	changing	an	intermolecular	potential	from	athermal	to	thermal	can	often	be	implemented	in	multiple	ways.	Two	ways	were	explored	here:	in	the	first	method	the	strength	of	interaction	was	linearly	weakened,	while	in	the	second	method	two	overlaid	potentials	representing	the	thermal	and	athermal	states	were	switched	on/off,	respectively.	A	third	way	may	be	to	adjust	rcut	from	21/6	(athermal	potential)	to	the	desired	value;	however,	it	would	then	be	non-trivial	to	evaluate	the	expression	for	the	integrand	in	Eq.	8.7.	Future	work	will	involve	applying	this	TI	methodology	to	other	phases	in	Bola	systems	so	that	other	questions	regarding	phase	stability	and	molecular	design	can	be	answered	more	rigorously	via	free	energy	calculations.	Additionally,	the	generality	of	TI	and	the	simplicity	of	the	field	implementation	can	be	exploited	to	study	the	formation	of	arbitrarily	complex	ordered	structures	with	many	different	types	of	molecules	and	multicomponent	systems.	
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	8.6 Supplemental	Information		8.6.1 Comparing	Spontaneous	vs.	Driven	Morphologies	
	Figure	8.9a	(b)	shows	a	snapshot	of	spontaneously	 formed	Cyl	(G)	phase	(T*=0.9,	ρ=0.53,	
lbox=24σLJ),	 and	 Figure	 8.9c	 shows	 the	 distributions	 of	 P2	 values	 for	 all	 chains	 in	 the	configurations	from	the	systems	and	from	a	G	phase	formed	by	an	external-field	whose	shape	was	derived	from	the	configuration	in	Figure	8.9b.	The	G	phase	P2	distributions	show	greater	rod	alignment	than	that	for	the	Cyl	phase,	reflecting	the	lamellae-like	structures	present	in	the	G	nodes.	The	P2	distributions	for	the	spontaneously	formed	and	field-driven	G	phases	are	indistinguishable	except	around	P2~	0.45.	This	is	attributed	to	a	“defect”	associated	with	the	mismatch	between	the	local	directors	of	a	node	and	an	arm	(see	example	in	Figure	8.9b).	This	 means	 that	 our	 field-driven	 phase	 does	 not	 reproduce	 the	 exact	 structure	 of	 the	spontaneously	formed	phase;	however,	since	the	defect	likely	increases	the	free	energy	of	the	phase	containing	it[88],	it	follows	that	the	free	energy	change	associated	with	the	‘driven’	G	phase,	ΔFdriven,	will	 likely	be	slightly	 larger	 than	 that	of	 the	spontaneously	assembled	G	phase,	ΔFspont.	 In	 comparing	ΔF	 	 between	 the	driven	G	and	a	 competing	phase	 like	Cyl,	 if	ΔFdriven<ΔFspont,	then	there	would	be	no	impact	on	the	ability	to	discern	phase	stability	of	G	versus	 Cyl.	 In	 the	 scenario	 that	 ΔFdriven>ΔFspont,	 then	 the	 only	 situation	where	 the	 phase	stability	would	be	uncertain	is	if	ΔFdriven>ΔFCyl	as	then	one	could	not	rule	out	if	ΔFspont<ΔFCyl	.	Unlike	the	situation	for	the	G	phase,	no	structural	difference	was	detected	between	Cyl	that	are	formed	spontaneously	or	field-driven,	consistent	with	the	absence	of	topological	defects.		An	additional	metric	to	consider	is	the	number	of	molecules	belonging	to	each	G	network	because	an	asymmetry	should	increase	the	free	energy.	Taking	the	difference	between	the	
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number	of	molecules	in	the	two	networks	and	normalizing	by	the	total	number	of	molecules	gives	average	values	of	0.023,	and	0.005,	 for	the	spontaneous,	and	 ‘driven’	morphologies,	respectively.	This	indicates	that	molecules	are	more	evenly	distributed	for	‘driven’	systems,	which	should	lead	to	more	accurate	ΔF	values.	
		Figure	8.9:	Snapshots	of	spontaneously	formed	Cyl	phase	(a)	and	G	phase	(b).	Coil	beads	are	semitransparent	red,	while	rod	beads	are	green	in	(a)	and	green	and	blue	in	(b)	to	discriminate	between	the	two	networks.	c)	Distributions	of	local	P2	parameter	for	spontaneously	formed	Cyl	and	G	phases,	and	for	a	field-driven	G	phase.	The	two	G	distributions	are	largely	identical	except	for	region	near	P2~0.45	which	signal	the	presence	of	node-arm	defects	illustrated	in	d).	Rod	misalignments	can	occur	inside	an	arm	as	it	connects	two	nodes	having	distinct	rod	orientations.	
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		9 Outlook	In	this	work	we	aimed	to	leverage	molecular	simulation,	in	particular,	Molecular	Dynamics	(MD),	to	accelerate	the	materials	discovery	process.	The	clearest	example	of	this	is	the	studies	presented	in	Chapter	2,	where	we	predicted	the	relative	ionic	conductivities	of	two	polythiophene	derivatives	in	both	the	crystalline	and	amorphous	phase	before	they	were	synthesized.	The	experimental	results	confirm	our	predictions	that	just	the	simple	addition	of	a	methylene	group	in	the	side	chain	of	a	polythiophene	derivative	can	result	in	a	five-fold	increase	in	the	ionic	conductivity.	This	study	not	only	is	exemplary	of	the	power	of	molecular	simulation	in	the	materials	discovery	process	but	also	underscores	how	even	small	chemical	changes,	which	can	be	easily	done	in	simulation,	can	lead	to	profound	differences	in	performance.	To	follow	this	study,	Chapter	3	examines	a	broader	design	space	of	side	chains	which	are	based	on	the	high	performing	chemistry	found	in	Chapter	2.	We	uncover	design	rules	for	the	crystalline	and	amorphous	phases	which	are	almost	counter	to	one	another	which	stems	from	the	difference	in	percolation	between	the	two	mesophases.	
In	Chapters	4-6	we	study	Diamond	Liquid	Crystalline	Elastomers	(D-LCE).	Previous	studies	examined	defect-free	and	entanglement-free	networks	so	we	evaluate	how	the	tensile	response	of	these	systems	is	affected	by	the	presence	of	defects	and	entanglements	in	the	network	topology(Chapter	4).	Using	simulations	to	mimic	a	synthesis	process	developed	in	earlier	work	by	an	experimental	group,	we	find	that	the	synthesized	networks	generally	show	that	even	with	a	realistic	network	topology	the	mechanical	response	still	shows	the	
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characteristic	saw-tooth,	with	the	added	caveat	that	entanglements	will	disrupt	this	behavior	and	cause	the	stress	to	diverge	once	a	critical	strain	is	reached.	We	develop	a	theoretical	analysis	to	understand	how	synthesis	conditions	affect	the	“quality”	of	the	tensile	response	and	find	it	to	be	applicable	to	many	chain	lengths	and	persistence	lengths.	
Chapters	5,	and	6	seek	to	alter	the	original	chain	chemistry	used	in	chapter	4.	Through	alterations	to	block	architecture	(Chapter	5)	unique	tensile	responses	were	found.	Two	examples	include	an	increase	in	the	number	of	ordered	domain	formations	per	unit	deformation	and	an	isotropization	of	an	inherently	anisotropic	material.	By	altering	the	immiscibility	between	blocks	(Chapter	6)	a	strain-induced	crystallization	is	observed	which	not	only	drastically	increases	the	toughness	of	the	material,	but	also	fundamentally	changes	how	domain	deformation	occurs.		
	
Many	times,	it	is	of	interest	to	reinsert	chemical	detail	into	a	coarse-grained(CG)	model,	however	for	some	studies	(Chapters	4-6)	the	actual	chemistry	the	CG	model	is	meant	to	represent	is	unknown	a	priori.	For	a	given	atomistic	chemistry	and	functional	form	of	the	CG	model	there	exists	one	optimal	set	of	model	parameters	such	that	the	CG	model	best	represents	the	physics	of	the	target	chemistry.	In	our	case,	we	are	Inverse	Coarse	Graining	(ICG)	which	is	an	undefined	process	as	many	chemistries	can	map	onto	the	same	model.	To	tackle	this	issue,	we	have	introduced	a	methodology	which	takes	cues	from	the	relative	entropy	framework.	
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In	chapter	7	we	develop	a	framework	to	tackle	the	problem	of	Inverse	Coarse	Graining,	i.	e.	the	process	of	finding	a	chemistry	for	which	a	chemically	“identity-less”	CG	model	could	represent.	A	general	framework	is	established	which	takes	candidate	molecules,	maps	them	to	the	CG	model	of	interest,	and	evaluates	how	well	the	candidate	is	“represented”	by	the	CG	model.	Those	which	are	well	represented	can	be	modified	in	some	fashion	to	create	an	iterative	process	where	the	candidates	are	continually	modified	until	a	desirable	degree	of	representation	is	achieved.	We	find	this	methodology	can	be	modified	depending	on	the	ICG	problem	at	hand	and	shows	good	accuracy	in	finding	the	“correct”	candidate	when	the	chemical	identity	of	the	CG	model	is	already	known.	
In	chapter	8	we	develop	a	Thermodynamic	Integration	method	to	calculate	the	free	energy	of	polymer	self-assembly.	We	implement	a	guiding	field	which	makes	it	more	energetically	favorable	for	a	certain	species	to	be	in	specific	regions,	which	allows	for	the	assembly	of	athermal	species	into	segregated	domains	as	a	second-order	transition,	which	overcomes	the	limitation	of	first-order	transitions	where	the	free	energy	of	the	spontaneous	segregation	is	unknown.	We	implement	this	methodology	to	locate	phase	boundaries	of	rod-coil	block	copolymers	and	to	give	numerical	validation	for	the	change	in	self-assembly	behavior	seen	in	BOLA	molecules	when	the	architecture	of	the	side	chain	is	altered	from	linear	to	swallow-tail.		
Looking	into	the	future	of	our	studies	on	polythiophene	derivatices	the	immediate	work	involves	working	with	experimental	collaborators	to	materialize	some	of	the	high	performing	chemistries	found	in	Chapter	3.	Agreement	between	our	results	and	the	results	
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from	experiments	would	further	validate	our	models	and	give	us	confidence	to	extend	into	a	broader	design	space.		
To	navigate	a	much	broader	design	space,	we	see	machine	learning	as	a	promising	tool	to	aid	materials	design.	Both	the	Genetic	Algorithm	(GA)[121]	and	the	neural	network	(NN)[181,212]	approaches	have	been	employed	in	design	problems	that	have	very	large	design	spaces.	To	effectively	employ	these	techniques,	the	development	of	a	platform	to	automate	the	process	of	performing	all	the	simulations	is	required	to	calculate	a	performance	score	as		these	techniques	require	either	an	iterative	process	of	evaluating	multiple	generations	of	candidates	(for	GA)	or	an	initial	evaluation	of	a	large	number	of	candidates	(NN)[32,142].	This	would	be	most	suitable	for	cases	when	the	chains	organize	in	a	regular	arrangement	like	in	the	crystalline	domain	since	those	positions	are	predetermined,	allowing	for	the	automated	placement	of	the	chains.	Additionally,	the	chain	design	approach	would	also	require	careful	consideration	so	that	only	cases	where	parameters	for	all	the	bonded	and	nonbonded	interactions	already	exist.	Derivation	of	unique	force-field	parameters	for	each	chain	design	would	significantly	slow	down	the	discovery	process,	taking	away	one	key	advantage	of	the	simulations.	Another	aspect	which	needs	to	be	considered	is	how	the	chemistry	is	represented	to	the	algorithms.	Many	methods	have	been	used	in	transforming	small	molecules	into	machine	readable	“features”	and	no	universal	method	has	been	established.	This	is	because	the	description	can	range	from	a	simple	list	of	what	functional	groups	exist	in	the	chemistry,	all	the	way	to	a	complex	deconstruction	of	the	bonding	topology	into	a	string.	If	our	chain	design	is	only	PEO	segments	and	varies	in	length	only,	then	a	simple	number	describing	the	number	of	
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segments	is	suitable.	If	we	wish	to	include	complex	chemical	motifs	or	look	at	non-linear	side	chain	chemistries,	then	a	more	complex	description	is	required.		
Aside	from	the	side	chain	chemistry,	the	semi-crystalline	mesophase	also	has	a	profound	impact	on	ionic	conductivity	as	well.	Preliminary	results	show	that	when	the	orientation	of	a	crystallite	is	misaligned	with	the	electric	field	the	ionic	conductivity	through	that	crystallite	shows	a	sharp	decrease.	In	contrast,	the	amorphous	is	found	to	have	no	orientational	dependence.	Experimental	results	show	that	the	orientation	of	the	crystallites	is	random	which	means	that	the	ionic	conductivity	is	lower	than	it	could	be	if	the	crystallites	were	aligned	in	one	direction.	As	such,	we	would	like	to	understand	how	the	overall	orientation,	size,	and	number	density	of	the	crystallites	will	affect	the	effective	ionic	conductivity.	To	understand	this	problem	we	envision	using	a	Kinetic	Monte	Carlo	(KMC)	approach	where	a	semi-crystalline	mesophase	is	represented	as	a	grid	of	points	and	the	KMC	engine	uses	our	results	from	atomistic	simulations	to	inform	the	transition	rates	of	the	moves	the	ions	can	make.	This	approach	will	allow	us	uncork	the	bunghole	and	allow	for	a	cascade	of	new	artificially	prepared	mesophases	leading	to	an	understanding	of	the	ionic	conduction	across	the	parameter	space	(crystal	size,	orientation,	and	number	density)	and	reveal	the	underlying	trends	which	can	provide	a	guide	to	experimental	collaborators	on	what	kinds	of	mesophases	to	achieve.	This	study	will	offer	a	more	complete	understanding	of	ionic	conductivity	through	polythiophene	derivatives.		The	biggest	challenge	facing	D-LCE	currently	is	finding	a	chemistry	which	should	reproduce	the	behaviors	seen	with	the	CG	models.	This	is	where	the	use	of	our	ICG	
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methodology	can	be	leveraged	and	improved.	While	the	framework	we	provide	in	Chapter	7	was	successful	in	identifying	good	candidates	for	a	given	“identity-less”	CG	model,	it	is	general	enough	to	accommodate	new	objective	functions	and	methods	of	generating	new	candidates.	In	the	context	of	searching	for	a	D-LCE	material	one	parameter	which	could	be	tested	for	is	persistence	length,	a	key	measure	of	stiffness	which	is	a	crucial	attribute	required	in	the	chains	to	achieve	the	sought-after	saw-tooth	tensile	response.	Additionally,	the	strength	of	segregation	will	be	of	prime	concern	when	searching	for	chemistries	which	can	be	evaluated	by	either	the	radial	distribution	function	between	blocks	as	we	used	before,	or	it	can	be	evaluated	using	a	density	profile	of	the	two	blocks.		Aside	from	different	ways	to	measure	how	well	a	given	candidate	fits	onto	the	CG	model,	improvements	can	be	made	with	respect	to	how	the	mapping	from	the	candidate	to	the	CG	model	is	generated.	By	leveraging	a	database	of	literature-extracted	data,	or	a	library	of	structural	motifs	(fragment	library)	collected	from	other	users,	the	correspondence	algorithm	can	be	used	to	try	to	fit	these	predefined	motifs	onto	candidate	molecules.	This	would	take	advantage	of	atom	groupings	and	mappings	already	known	to	work	well,	giving	initial	mappings	which	require	fewer	refinements.	Looking	more	broadly,	recent	work	has	used	a	graph-theory	based	approach	to	find	the	mapping	from	a	atomistic	molecule	to	a	CG	model.	This	generated	CG	model	is	not	predefined	so	this	approach	will	not	necessarily	lead	to	a	mapping	which	satisfies	the	constraints	of	the	CG	model	of	interest	but	it	can	be	used	as	a	method	to	screen	out	certain	candidates.	If	this	graph	theory	approach	shows	that	the	mapping	of	a	given	candidate	molecule	leads	to	a	CG	model	which	doesn’t	align	with	the	CG	
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model	of	interest	then	that	candidate	can	be	discarded.	This	can	relieve	the	computational	load	of	running	simulations	on	chemistries	which	are	“doomed”	from	the	outset.		
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